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Chapter 1

Introduction

Agents are the subject of studying autonomous behavior. They may de-
scribe, reason and communicate about the world around them in different
ways. Just as humans may speak different languages or, even when they do
speak the same language, may use different words to denote the same thing
(‘soccer’ versus ‘football’), agents may use different vocabularies or assign dif-
ferent meanings to the terms they use. Both of these, the vocabularies and
the meaning assigned, can be described by the knowledge representations of
agents. A typical structure of these knowledge representations are ontolo-
gies, formal theories describing classes and objects and relations between
them [93]. These relations denote which objects belong to which classes and
how classes relate to each other.

Example 1.1. In Figure 1.1 an ontology is depicted for sports. The relation
Ď denotes subsumption: A Ď B means that every A is B. The relation ‘
denotes disjointness: A‘B means that A and B have no overlap.

Sport

Ball sports Non-ball sports
Ď Ě

‘

Rugby Football

Ď

Ě

‘ Climbing Cycling

Ď

Ě

‘

Figure 1.1: An ontology for sports, to which objects such as athletes or
matches can be assigned.

When agents use different ontologies to represent what they know, an
issue arises when they try to communicate. How do they understand each
other if they do not use the same terms or, when they do, assign a different
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meaning to them? In an analogy to humans, two persons that do not speak
the same language will try to find other ways to interact: they use examples,
body-language and learn from their mistakes. Even when they do speak the
same language, it is widely known that ‘soccer’ and ‘football’ denote the
same thing, not to be confused with the similar notion ‘(American) football’
with a different meaning depending on geographical information.

Through experience, humans learn how to translate their own knowledge
to the knowledge of others. Such translations are essential to achieve success-
ful communication while preserving their differences, i.e. the heterogeneity of
their knowledge. Of course, alternative to using these translations, humans
could be required to use a single, common language to which a unique mean-
ing is assigned. Pride and prejudice aside, this is not feasible nor desirable:
some parts of the culture, in which language is rooted, may get lost and it
comes at the price of autonomy. The same arguments apply to situations in
which a single ontology cannot be enforced. To preserve heterogeneity, agents
are then required, just as humans, to find a sort of “translation” between their
ontologies. This is also called an alignment [50]: a set of correspondences
between the terms of two ontologies.

Ontology matching algorithms have been developed to compute align-
ments and provide them to the agents [50]. However, they may output only
partially correct or incomplete alignments, and there may be situations in
which agents constantly evolve their ontologies [4]. For example, they may
learn new terms from other agents or encounter them in their environment,
or they may adapt the meaning they assign to these terms. As a consequence,
alignments may become incorrect and incomplete. Therefore, with the evo-
lution of their own ontologies, agents are required to evolve their alignments
accordingly.

Example 1.2. In Figure 1.2 two ontologies are depicted for sports with an
alignment between them. The relation Ď again denotes subsumption and the
relation ” is an abbreviation for Ď and Ě. Notice that the alignment here
is correct but not complete when we consider the meaning assigned to the
terms in the English language.

Experimental Cultural Evolution
Experimental cultural evolution aims at studying the mechanisms that agents
use to evolve their culture in situated environments: environments in which
agents simultaneously use their culture to accomplish a (joint) task, called
a game, and evolve it when failures occur [5]. It takes inspiration from the

2



Sport

Ball sports Non-ball sports
Ď Ě

‘

Rugby Football

Ď

Ě

‘ Climbing Cycling

Ď

Ě

‘

Sport

Ball sports Non-ball sports
Ď Ě

‘

American
Football Soccer

Ď Ě

‘ Alpinism Biking

Ď

Ě

‘

” Ě

Figure 1.2: Two ontologies for sports and an alignment between them.

theory of evolution, which studies populations subjected to natural selection
leading to the discovery and fixation of fitter variants [90], and applies it
to culture, where culture is taken as an intellectual artefact shared among
such a population. Experiments in this domain typically observe a group of
agents that evolve their culture through a predetermined protocol. The goal
of such experiments is to discover to what common state the agents converge
and which properties hold at this state.

The ideas of experimental evolution have been successfully applied to lan-
guage [91], showing how language, which may be seen as a culture, can be
shared and evolved in a society through communication. Beyond language,
their contribution is a precise experimental methodology: a group of agents
play, at random, an “interaction” game and the outcome of the game deter-
mines whether agents adapt their language. Through monitoring the state
of the system, for example what the success rate is of the game, convergence
to a stable state can be established experimentally.

Experimental cultural evolution can also be applied to knowledge rep-
resentations to obtain a plausible model of knowledge transmission. The
Alignment Repair Game (ARG) [46] has been introduced for this purpose.
ARG applies the methodology of experimental cultural evolution to knowl-
edge. In particular to the knowledge of agents of how to translate the terms
in their ontologies to terms in other agents’ ontologies, i.e. to their align-
ments. In ARG, agents, with different ontologies, communicate and, in par-
allel, evolve the alignments between their ontologies through local corrective
actions whenever communication fails. This means that agents learn on the
fly and repair mistakes when they occur. The local corrective actions that
agents perform are called adaptation operators. Adaptation operators spec-
ify, given the failure of a certain correspondence, what the agents should do.
The adaptation operators discussed in [46, 49] have in common that they
discard the failing correspondence and typically, they provide an improved

3



correspondence for agents to adopt. Hence, they are a strategy for agents
how to evolve their alignments.

Through experiments with the different adaptation operators for ARG,
their properties can be assessed and they can be compared. Overall, the
experiments showed that agents converge towards successful communication
and improve their alignments [46, 49]. This means that fewer and fewer
failures occur and a stable state is reached in which all communication tak-
ing place between agents is successful. In this state, the alignments do not
necessarily correspond to the reference alignment, the “perfect” alignment
between their ontologies, but is sufficient for agents to communicate suc-
cessfully. ARG has been extended to allow agents to craft alignments from
scratch via introducing random correspondences [48] and to reach fully cor-
rect correspondences [49].

A Logical Model for ARG
Experimental cultural knowledge evolution helps to understand how agents
evolve their knowledge: through simulations with a large number of games
or rounds, properties such as convergence can be studied and established
experimentally. However, such simulations and experiments are not sufficient
to understand the formal, logical properties of cultural knowledge evolution,
whether for example the adaptation operators applied in ARG are formally
correct, complete or redundant.

This thesis introduces a logical model for ARG that can examine the
formal properties of the adaptation operators in ARG. We define Dynamic
Epistemic Ontology Logic (DEOL), which combines the dynamic (announce-
ments, radical and conservative upgrades) and epistemic (the definitions of
knowledge and belief) aspects of Dynamic Epistemic Logic with classifica-
tions and class relations of a simple Description Logic, and a faithful trans-
lation from ARG to DEOL. This translation (a) encodes ARG ontologies,
(b) maps agents’ ontologies and alignments to knowledge and beliefs and (c)
captures the adaptation operators through announcements and conservative
upgrades. With this translation, we investigate how the adaptation operators
applied by ARG agents when a failure occurs compare to the mechanisms
in logic for agents to evolve their knowledge and beliefs. This gives rise to
formal definitions of correctness, completeness and redundancy. We prove
that all but one adaptation operator are correct, all adaptation operators are
incomplete and some adaptation operators are partially redundant. With
these results, this thesis bridges a very practical implementation of adap-
tive agents, used in simulations like for example in ARG, with a dynamic
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epistemic model of these agents, also referred to as logical agents.

Awareness
Despite the lack of formal properties, experiments have shown that ARG
works quite well in practice, suggesting that agents do not need to be logical
to communicate successful. There are therefore two correct and compatible
ways to interpret the results: either the ARG agents use a sub-logical be-
havior to evolve their alignments, or the logical model of ARG in DEOL is
insufficient to describe their behavior. Implementing agents in ARG that
reason more closely to the logic may improve their behavior, yet, this was
not the goal of the initial experiments nor of this thesis, which follows the
second interpretation.

We identify three differences between the adaptive agents and logical
agents: (1) the adaptive agents reason locally while the logical agents reason
globally, (2) logical agents share a fixed vocabulary, preventing them from
using heterogeneous knowledge representations like adaptive agents, and (3)
the adaptive agents are unable to remember individual cases because they
focus on general knowledge, whereas logical agents cannot discard these.

In order to address these differences, we introduce awareness, based on
partial valuation functions and weakly reflexive relations, called Partial Dy-
namic Epistemic Logic (ParDEL), which allows to drop the assumption of
shared, fixed vocabularies. In ParDEL, propositions can be true, false or
undefined and can therefore be used to model agents that use different vo-
cabularies to model their knowledge and beliefs. As such, semantic hetero-
geneity between agents can be preserved, while successful communication
can be achieved through raising awareness modalities. Furthermore, aware-
ness enables agents to discard evidence in favour of general knowledge via
forgetting modalities.

Based on this notion of awareness, we define an alternative translation
of ARG under which we prove that the adaptation operators are correct,
complete for ARG states consisting of two agents and no longer (partially)
redundant, therefore confirming that DEOL is insufficient to model cultural
knowledge evolution. Furthermore, the notion of awareness is used to show
that, to communicate successfully in ARG, agents do not need full awareness
of the vocabularies used by other agents.

5



Contribution
The contribution of this thesis is two-fold. The Alignment Repair Game is
modeled and evaluated using logic, establishing the formal properties of the
adaptation operators. Furthermore, an independent model of awareness is
introduced on which raising awareness and forgetting modalities are defined.
Together, they pave the way for defining a theoretical model of cultural
knowledge evolution.
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Outline
Chapter 2: Basics

This thesis uses ideas from Dynamic Epistemic Logic (DEL) to model the
Alignment Repair Game (ARG) and explore its formal properties. In this
chapter the basic building blocks are presented and the position of the thesis
with respect to the related work is discussed.

Chapter 3: A Logical Model for the Alignment Repair Game

The Alignment Repair Game (ARG) is translated to Dynamic Epistemic
Ontology Logic (DEOL), a variant of Dynamic Epistemic Logic that uses
classifications and class relations of a simple Description Logic language as
propositions. Then, this translation is used to define and establish the formal
properties of the adaptation operators in ARG.

Chapter 4: Fundamental Differences between Adaptive Agents and
Logical Agents

Three differences between the adaptive agents (those playing ARG) and log-
ical agents (those in the logical model of ARG in DEOL) are identified and
discussed: (1) the adaptive agents reason locally while logical agents reason
globally, (2) logical agents share a fixed vocabulary, preventing them from
using heterogeneous knowledge representations like adaptive agents, and (3)
the adaptive agents are unable to remember individual cases because they
focus on general knowledge, whereas logical agents cannot discard these.

Chapter 5: Agent Awareness

In this chapter, we introduce a novel framework of awareness for Dynamic
Epistemic Logic, called Partial Dynamic Epistemic Logic (ParDEL), in order
to overcome one of the differences concerning the vocabularies used by agents.
We define and formalize the properties of awareness and introduce a modality
for raising awareness.

Chapter 6: Forgetting

We use the notion of awareness to overcome another difference between adap-
tive agents and logical agents and introduce two forgetting modalities for
ParDEL: forgetting awareness and forgetting truth.

7



Chapter 7: Formal Properties of the Adaptation Operators Revis-
ited

We define an alternative translation of ARG incorporating awareness, rais-
ing awareness and forgetting, and re-examine the formal properties of the
adaptation operators with respect to this translation. Then, how awareness
evolves on ARG will be studied and linked to successful communication.

Chapter 8: Conclusion

In this chapter, we present the perspectives of this work for ARG as well as
beyond ARG.
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Chapter 2

Basics

This thesis uses ideas from Dynamic Epistemic Logic (DEL) to model a
multi-agent game represented by ontologies and alignments. In this chapter
the basic building blocks for that purpose are presented.

First, ontologies and alignments are defined, and the Alignment Repair
Game (ARG) is introduced. Then, we move to DEL that forms the basis
for the translation of ARG into logic and define models, satisfiability and
event models for dynamic upgrades. After that, we will discuss some other
approaches to using logic to model multi-agent systems, or games. Finally,
the related work on awareness will be introduced.

2.1 Ontologies and Alignments
In order to accomplish their tasks, agents often maintain a representation
of the world they live in. Using an ontology for that purpose is common-
place [50]. Ontologies are a tool to represent information about entities
through classifications that categorize the entities in classes and relate them.

An ontology is based on a signature.
Definition 2.1 (Ontology signature). An ontology signature, or signature,
sigpOq is a pair xC,Dy such that C is a set of class names, with J P C, and
D is a set of object names.

We use uppercase letters (C,D) to denote elements of C and lowercase
letters (o, o1) to denote elements of D. Statements or formulas relate ele-
ments of a signature through relations of subsumption (C Ď D or C Ě D),
disjointness (C‘D) or membership (Cpoq). We may say that C is equivalent
to D (C ” D) to abbreviate C Ď D and D Ď C.

An ontology, denoted by O, over a signature, is a set of such statements
constraining the interpretation of the objects and classes of the signature.
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Formally, the ontology can be expressed as a knowledge base in Description
Logics [6]. In this thesis, we restrict ourselves to the very simple ontologies
manipulated within the Alignment Repair Game (ARG). They express the
minimum necessary to allow agents to play the game. They do not consider
roles, nor complex classes, and they are organised into dichotomic trees which
may be informally described as follows, given an ontology signature xC,Dy:

• Each class in C is assigned a node in a binary tree rooted at J, whenever
a class C is a child of a class D, then C Ď D P O,

• for every C,D P C, if C and D are siblings then C ‘D P O,

• for every leaf C of the tree, there exists o P D such that Cpoq P O, and

• each o P D, is attached to a most specific node C, i.e. Cpoq P O.

This is illustrated by Figure 2.1. We will consider several agents, named a,
b, c, etc., each having their own ontology. We will use subscripts to identify
the agents for the associated concepts: Oa, Ca, mgcxapC, oq, etc.

ARG ontologies are formally defined in Definition 2.2 on which proofs are
based. Such constraints may be obtained in other ways, but the present ones
are sufficient for this thesis.

Definition 2.2 (ARG ontology). An ARG ontology O over a signature xC,Dy
is a finite set of axioms:

C Ď D | C ‘D | Cpoq

with C,D P C different class names and o P D an object name, such that:

1. @C P C: J Ď C R O,

2. @C P CztJu D!D P C: C Ď D P O,

3. @D P C, either one of the following holds:

(a) D!xC,C 1y P C ˆ C with C Ď D P O, C 1 Ď D P O and C ‘ C 1 P O,
or

(b) EC P C such that C Ď D P O, and Do P D; Dpoq P O.

4. @o P D, D!C P C; Cpoq P O;

5. @C P C, EC0, . . . Cn; @i P r1, ns, Ci Ď Ci´1 P O and C0 “ C “ Cn;

6. O contains no other axiom.
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The constraints in Definition 2.2 specify that (1) there is a class assigned
no superclass, (2) each class, but J, is assigned to be subsumed by another
class, (3) all classes are either (a) assigned to subsume a pair of classes, that
are assigned to be disjoint, or (b) they are not assigned to subsume any class
but an object is assigned to belong to them, (4) each object has a unique
most specific class to which it is assigned to belong, and (5) there is no cycle
in the subsumption assertions. Notice that in 3(b), the ‘and’ is the main
connective, i.e. the intended meaning, using brackets, is: pEC P C such that
C Ď D P Oq and pDo P D; Dpoq P Oq.

Jb Ob

Smallb Largeb

Ď
Ě

‘

SSb TSb

Ď

Ě

‘
SLb TLb

Ď

Ě

‘

JaOa

Blacka Whitea

Ď
Ě

‘

SBa LBa

Ď

Ě

‘
SWa LWa

Ď

Ě
‘

Ě

Ě

� N � N l 4 l 4 D

Figure 2.1: Two ARG ontologies, Oa on the left and Ob on the right, and an
alignment Aab (in dashed blue) between them. Membership between objects
and classes are rendered by dotted edges. Relationships between classes are
rendered by solid edges. The class names of the leaf classes have an intended
use for the agents that use them: SBa has the intended meaning of being
the class, in agent a’s ontology, with all objects that are both small and
black; LWa all objects that are large and white; SSb is the class, in agent b’s
ontology, with all objects that are small and squared; TLb all objects that are
triangular and large; etc. Of course, these intended uses are not accessible
for other agents.

In the following, the word ‘ontology’ denotes an ARG ontology. For a
given ontology O over a signature xC,Dy, we will also write C P O for C P C
when C is clear from the context. Similarly we write o P O for o P D when
D is clear from the context.

Definition 2.2 constrains the syntax of ARG ontologies. An interpretation
is provided to give meaning to the elements of the signature.
Definition 2.3 (Ontology Interpretation). Given a signature xC,Dy, an on-
tology interpretation I is a tuple I “ x∆, ¨Iy such that ∆ is a non-empty
domain, a set of objects, and ¨I is a function assigning to object names o P D
an element of the domain ∆ (¨I : D Ñ ∆), and to class names C P C a subset
of ∆ (¨I : C Ñ Pp∆q), such that JI “ ∆.
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Definition 2.4 (Formula Satisfaction). Let O be an ontology and let I be
an interpretation over the signature of O, satisfaction (() with respect to I
is defined as follows:

I ( C Ď D iff CI
Ď DI

I ( C ‘D iff CI
XDI

“ H

I ( Cpoq iff oI P CI

Furthermore, we say that a formula φ is satisfiable on O, written O ( φ, if
there exists an interpretation I over the signature of O that satisfies φ.

We may use I ( C Ă D whenever I ( C Ď D but I * C Ě D,
I ( C Ć D whenever I * C Ď D and I ( C  D whenever I * C ‘D and
say that C and D are overlapping.

As usual, an interpretation satisfying all the axioms of an ontology is
called a model of that ontology; an ontology for which there does not exist a
model is inconsistent; and an ontology O entails a statement φ if all models
of the ontology satisfy this statement (noted O ( φ).

In the case of ARG, ontologies always have models. This is a good reason
for ARG agents to never change their ontologies. Given an ARG ontology
O, we define the standard interpretation of O as follows.

Definition 2.5 (Standard Model). Let O be an ARG ontology over a sig-
nature xC,Dy. Let Î0 be the interpretation defined by

1. ∆Î0 “ D

2. oÎ0 “ o for every o P D

3. C Î0 “ to P D : Cpoq P Ou for every C P C

Given Îk (k ě 0), we define Îk`1 as an extension of Îk by applying the
following rule:

if C Ď D P O and o P D s.t. o P C Îk and o R DÎk then o P DÎk`1 (2.1)

Then the standard model Î is defined as În such that În “ Îm for every
m ě n.

In the following, we will use the term standard interpretation for classes
C to denote the interpretation of C in the standard model.

Corollary 2.1 ([19]). Every ARG ontology is consistent.
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We introduce some notation useful for defining the Alignment Repair
Game (ARG).

Definition 2.6. For any ARG ontology O of signature xC,Dy:

(a) For each class C P CztJu, the most specific superclass of C is the class
D P C defined by:

O ( C Ă D and @C 1 P C : O ( C Ă C 1 ñ O ( D Ď C 1

It is denoted by mscpCq.

(b) For each object o P D, the most specific class compatible with o is the
class C P O defined by:

O ( Cpoq and @C 1 P C : O ( C 1poq ñ O ( C Ď C 1

It is denoted by mscpoq.

(c) For each class C P CztJu and for each object o P D, the most specific
superclass of C compatible with o is D P C defined by:

O ( C Ă D and O ( Dpoq and @C 1 P C : O ( C Ă C 1 ^ O ( C 1poq

ñ O ( D Ď C 1

It is denoted by msccpC, oq.

(d) For each class C P C and each object o P D, the set of most general
subclasses of C incompatible with o, is the set defined by:

tD P C | O ( D Ď C, O * Dpoq, @C 1 P C : pO ( C 1 Ď C ^O * C 1poqq

ñ O ( C 1 Ď Du

It is denoted by mgcxpC, oq.

Let us consider an example.

Example 2.1. Considering the ontologies of Figure 2.1, it can be observed
that:

• mscpSWaq “ Whitea: the most specific superclass of SWa;

• mscp4q “ SWa: the most specific class of 4;

• msccpBlacka,4q “ Ja: the most specific superclass of Blacka compat-
ible with 4, and
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• mgcxpSmallb,4q “ tSSbu: the most general subclasses of Smallb in-
compatible with 4.

The concepts in Definition 2.6 are well-defined for ARG ontologies.

Lemma 2.1 ([19]). For any ARG ontology O of signature xC,Dy:

(a) For all classes C P CztJu, mscpCq exists and is unique;

(b) For all objects o P D, mscpoq exists and is unique;

(c) For all classes C P CztJu and all objects o P D, msccpC, oq exists and is
unique;

(d) For all classes C P C and all objects o P D, mgcxpC, oq exists and is
unique.

Ontologies are used for many applications, such as database integration,
semantic web services, social networks and e-commerce [53]. They are often
considered as a complete solution for knowledge sharing between agents, but
this only holds when agents have complete knowledge about the ontologies
used by others. Imposing a single universally shared common ontology would
be a straightforward way to establish this. However, autonomous agents,
developed from different sources or learning autonomously, will naturally
adopt different ontologies. Therefore, such an approach would require all
involved parties to reach an agreement on the ontology to use, and discard
their own ontologies. This comes at the price of autonomy, heterogeneity,
diversity and privacy [28]. It is thus reasonable to consider that not all
ontologies have to be shared by agents.

The heterogeneity of ontologies can be a problem, in particular when
agents need to communicate about a common environment [93]: how do
they understand each other if they express their knowledge in different ways?
Or even if they use the same terms, they might misunderstand each other
when using these terms to assign a different meaning to them. To preserve
heterogeneity of agents’ ontologies, a common method to ensure agent intelli-
gibility when communicating relies on ontology alignments [50,89]. Ontology
alignments, or in short alignments, express relations between concepts and
relations occurring in different ontologies. They are tools that allow agents
to translate their knowledge with respect to the ontology of other agents.
Therefore, alignments can be used by agents to interpret other agents’ mes-
sages and therefore establish successful communication.

Formally, alignments are sets of correspondences between classes of two
agents’ ontologies.
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Definition 2.7 (Ontology Alignment). An alignment Aab Ď CaˆCbˆtĎ,Ěu
between two ontologies Oa and Ob over signatures xCa,Day and xCb,Dby is a
set of correspondences xCa, Cb, Ry where Ca and Cb are class names belonging
to Ca and Cb, respectively, and R P tĎ,Ěu.

We also write CaRCb P Aab for xCa, Cb, Ry P Aab. In this thesis, align-
ments are shared between the involved agents and we consider that class
names are all disjoint (Ca X Cb “ H) but object names are the same (Da “

Db “ D).
The semantics for alignments used here is called the reduced semantics

[50]. This semantics selects the pairs of models of each ontologies that satisfy
the alignments.

However, in ARG, an agent is only aware of the constraints on her on-
tology. She will thus interpret alignments only with respect to her ontology.
For instance, if xC,D,Ěy P Aab, C Ď C 1 P Oa and D1 Ď D P Ob, then Aab
and both ontologies Oa and Ob entail C 1 Ě D1. However, the agents cannot
access the other agents’ ontologies. This still means that agent a can deduce,
from Oa and Aab that C 1 Ě D (resp. b can deduce that C Ě D1 from Ob and
Aab). We call this local entailment.

Definition 2.8 (Local Correspondence Satisfiability). Given two ontologies
Oa and Ob and an interpretation I “ x∆, ¨Iy of Oa. The interpretation I
locally satisfies a correspondence between C P Ca and D P Cb (noted (a) if
there exists an extension ¨I 1 of ¨I to Ca Y Cb such that:

I (a C Ď D iff CI 1
Ď DI 1

I (a C Ě D iff CI 1
Ě DI 1

As usual, a local model of an alignment for an ontology O is a model of O an
extension of which locally satisfies all the correspondences of the alignment,
and a local model of an ontology O for an set of alignments E is a model
of O an extension of which locally satisfies all the correspondences in all
alignments in E . An alignment is locally consistent if it has a local model
(otherwise locally inconsistent), an ontology is locally consistent for a set of
alignments E if it has a local model for E , and a correspondence γ is locally
entailed for agent a by an alignment A if it is satisfied in all of its local models
(noted A (a γ).

Therefore, given an interpretation I of an ontology Oa, I locally satisfies
a correspondence CRD between classes in Oa and another ontology Ob if we
can extend I in such a way to interpret D so that CRD is satisfied. This
means that, even though agent a does not have access to the ontology of agent
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b, she can reason about the alignment between them. For example, it allows
for agents to find out that there is no model compatible with an alignment.
Consider for instance, tCpoq, C‘C 1u Ď Oa and txC,D,Ďy, xC 1, D,Ěyu Ď Aab,
see Figure 2.2. There can be no extension to Cb of a model of Oa satisfying
both correspondences. This is a good reason why agents may want to repair
them.

In other words, local satisfiability depicts what the agents can reason
about locally. The definition can be rewritten for covering how b interprets
Aab.

Ja

C

o

C2 D

Ď

Ě

‘

Ď

Ě

Figure 2.2: There is no local model for the ontology on the left and alignment
consisting of the two correspondences to class D.

We split the alignments used in ARG into two distinct alignments using
only the Ě relation. Any network of alignments may be rewritten with such
conventions [47]. Moreover, the alignments have to follow specific constraints
allowing to always find a single correspondence applicable for an object.

Definition 2.9 (ARG alignment). An alignment Aab Ď CaˆCbˆtĚu between
two ARG ontologies Oa and Ob, is an ARG alignment if

• xJa,Jb,Ěy P Aab,

• for each class D P Cb there exists at most one class C P Ca such that
xC,D,Ěy P Aab.

Globally, we will consider as ARG states specific networks of aligned
ontologies.

Definition 2.10 (ARG State). An ARG state s, for a set A of agents, is the
pair s “ xtOauaPA, tAabua,bPA,a‰by, such that

• Oa is an ARG ontology associated to agent a P A;

• Aab is an ARG alignment between Oa and Ob.
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We can define local and global consistency for ARG states, with respect
to the local correspondence satisfiability relation.

Definition 2.11 (Local and Global Consistency ([47])). An ARG state is
said locally consistent for a set of agents A if it is locally consistent for
each agent a P A, i.e. their ontology Oa is locally consistent for the set of
alignments

Ť

bPAztauAab. An ARG state is said globally consistent for a set of
agents A if there exists a tuple xIayaPA of models for each ontology Oa which
satisfies all the correspondences of all alignments.

2.1.1 Alignment Repair Game
There are many different ways in which such alignments have been used. It
is possible to generate alignments beforehand and to use them, it is also pos-
sible to create them or compose them on the fly. ANEMONE [36] matches
ontologies on the fly when necessary: in situations agents need to communi-
cate, but cannot express themselves. In such situations, agents will exchange
concept definitions or concept instances to reach a common understanding
via alignments. Other approaches to compose alignments on the fly use
argumentation to accept or reject correspondences from a library of align-
ments [69,86].

There are two drawbacks to these approaches: it prevents agents to
evolve their ontologies after the alignments have been composed, and such
techniques consider the obtained alignment as fully correct and do not con-
sider modifying or repairing it dynamically. In fact, the first situation can
lead to the second: through evolving ontologies, alignments may become
incorrect because an agent may adopt the meaning of parts of the ontol-
ogy. Different techniques have been proposed to evolve alignments: gossiping
amongst agents to reach global agreement [1], logical repair to enforce consis-
tency [65, 73, 87], or prevention of logical violations to agents’ ontologies via
conservativity principles [66]. Some have been integrated with multi-agent
systems via specific protocols [1, 80].

These repair techniques are developed independently of agent interaction.
However, it may not be realistic nor desirable for agents to stop interacting
until the repair is completed. To overcome this, interaction-situated semantic
alignment was proposed [4]. This is an ontology matching algorithm embed-
ded in the interaction protocols used by agents to communicate. Alignments
are then induced whenever interactions are repeatedly successful and fail-
ing interactions lead to revision. This proposal was further advanced to
repair alignments through their use and generalized to less constrained pro-
tocols [4, 31–33].
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The Alignment Repair Game (ARG) [46] may be considered as belonging
to this category of approaches. It takes inspiration from cultural evolution,
which applies an idealized version of the theory of evolution to culture [75],
where culture may be any shared artefact among a population such as food
regime, or language. Work in cultural evolution is based on the observation
of long-term behaviors of a population. With computers, cultural evolution
can be modeled as dynamic systems and the quantitative findings can be
compared to observations [29, 84]. Furthermore, they can also be used to
explore small scale phenomena, such as the influence of the size of a pop-
ulation on artefact complexity [35]. Experiments in cultural evolution are
performed through multi-agent simulation [5], where a population of agents
interact and adapt their culture through a precisely defined protocol. In such
experiments, agents repeatedly perform a random task, called a game, and
their evolution is observed. The goal of this is to discover to what state
agents converge and which properties hold or define that state. This has
successfully been applied to the evolution of natural languages [91].

In ARG, experimental cultural evolution is applied to knowledge. More
precisely, to the evolution of ontology alignments. It lets agents continuously
play a communication game and systematically adapt their alignments when
a failure occurs by offering a protocol designed for agents to evolve alignments
between their ontologies through their use [46, 49]. The aim of ARG is to
detect and repair mistakes in alignments whenever a communication failure
occurs through application of the adaptation operators. The idea is that
ultimately, by repeatedly playing ARG, the alignments will not cause failure
any more.
Definition 2.12 (Alignment Repair Game). The Alignment Repair Game is
played a fixed number of rounds from an initial ARG state by a set of agents
A with a common set D of object names from an ARG state s and for a
chosen operator.

At each round of the game:
1. Two agents a, b P A with a ‰ b and an object o P D are picked at

random.

2. Agent a asks agent b to which class in her ontology the object o belongs
according to the alignment Aab. Agent b answers the most specific class
Cb that is identified via: Ob ( Cbpoq, xCa, Cb,Ěy P Aab, and EC 1b ‰ Cb
such that xC 1a, C 1b,Ěy P Aab and Ob ( C 1b Ď Cb.

3. Agent a compares Ca with the object o. If Oa ( Capoq, then the round
is a success, else if Oa * Capoq the round is a failure and an adaptation
operator αrxCa, Cb,Ěy, os is applied to the alignment Aab.
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As an illustration of one ARG round consider Example 2.2 that will serve
as a running example throughout this thesis.

Example 2.2 (Running example). Let agent a and agent b play ARG where
their ontologies Oa and Ob are described in Figure 2.1.

The initial alignment Aab is represented by the blue dashed correspon-
dences between classes of their ontologies. Now, consider two cases: the
object N and the object 4. Let in both cases agent a ask agent b to
which class the object belongs in her ontology so that it can be trans-
lated to Oa via the alignment. In both cases, agent b will answer Smallb
as both objects belong to this class in Ob. However, while for the object
N the round would be successful (because through the alignment, Smallb
is translated to Blacka and Oa ( BlackapNq), for the object 4 a failure is
reached (because through the alignment, Smallb is translated to Blacka, but
Oa ( Whiteap4q ^Whitea ‘ Blacka). In the latter case an adaptation op-
erator αrxBlacka, Smallb,Ěy,4s has to be applied to the alignment Aab (see
Example 2.3).

The agent behavior, in this version of the game, is fully deterministic:
given the ordered structure of the ontology and the uniqueness of the eligible
correspondence in ARG alignments (granted by Definition 2.9 on page 18),
the agent does not choose the correspondence to apply.

Given the failure of correspondence xCa, Cb,Ěy P Aab with object o, adap-
tation operators specify what the agents should do.

Definition 2.13 (Adaptation Operator). An adaptation operator α is an
alignment transformer αrc, os : Aab ÞÑ A1ab where Aab and A1ab are alignments,
c P Aab and o is an object.

We also write α for αrc, os whenever c and o are clear from the con-
text. For an ARG state s “ xtOauaPA, tAabua,bPAy, we also write αrc, ospsq
for xtOauaPA, tAxyupx,yqPAˆAzta,buYtαrc, ospAabqu. Again, whenever the corre-
spondence and object are clear from the context, we also simply write αpsq.

In [46, 49] the following adaptation operators αrxCa, Cb,Ěy, os are intro-
duced:

• deleterxCa, Cb,Ěy, os: delete the correspondence xCa, Cb,Ěy from Aab;

• addrxCa, Cb,Ěy, os: in addition to deleterxCa, Cb,Ěy, os, add the cor-
respondence xmscapCaq, Cb,Ěy between Cb and the most specific super-
class of Ca;
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• addjoinrxCa, Cb,Ěy, os: in addition to deleterxCa, Cb,Ěy, os, add the
correspondence xmsccapo, Caq, Cb,Ěy between Cb and the most specific
superclass of Ca that is compatible with the object o;

• refinerxCa, Cb,Ěy, os: in addition to deleterxCa, Cb,Ěy, os, add the
correspondences xCa, C 1b,Ěy between Ca and all the most general sub-
classes C 1b of Cb that are not compatible with the object o (i.e. Ob *

C 1bpoq) and which do not already have a correspondence xC 1a, C 1b,Ěy P
Aab;

• refaddrxCa, Cb,Ěy, os: first apply addjoinrxCa, Cb,Ěy, os and then ap-
ply refinerxCa, Cb,Ěy, os.

Formally, this amounts to:

deleterxCa, Cb,Ěy, ospAabq “ AabztxCa, Cb,Ěyu

addrxCa, Cb,Ěy, ospAabq “ deleterxCa, Cb,Ěy, ospAabq
Y txmscapCaq, Cb,Ěyu

addjoinrxCa, Cb,Ěy, ospAabq “ deleterxCa, Cb,Ěy, ospAabq
Y txmsccapo, Caq, Cb Ěyu

refinerxCa, Cb,Ěy, ospAabq “ deleterxCa, Cb,Ěy, ospAabq
Y txCa, C

1
b,Ěy|C

1
b P mgcxbpCb, oq and

EC 1a; xC 1a, C 1b,Ěy P Aabu
refaddrxCa, Cb,Ěy, ospAabq “ addjoinrxCa, Cb,Ěy, ospAabq

Y refinerxCa, Cb,Ěy, ospAabq

As can be observed, some of the actions (add, addjoin) can only be per-
formed by agent a, who is the only one to know Oa, and some others (refine)
can only be performed by agent b, for symmetric reasons. Hence, the im-
plementation of these operators involves a gently asking b for performing
refine, and part of refadd, upon failure.

The adaptation operators introduced in [46,49] share two properties:

• Safeness: After applying the adaptation operator, if the same object
is drawn, the same failure does not occur again (but maybe a different
failure occurs);

• Entailment Every added correspondence by the adaptation operator
was entailed by the failing (and removed) correspondence.
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Where entailment is defined with respect to both ontologies and the align-
ment [45]. For example, for add, this holds because for any ontology Oa

and alignment Aab it is true that Ca Ď Da P Oa and xCa, Cb,ĚP Aab imply
Da Ě Cb.

Furthermore, it is clear from the definition that every operator entails
delete, and refadd entails addjoin and refine. The order of the actions
that are performed by the adaptation operators does not matter. Figure 2.3
illustrates their effects.
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Figure 2.3: Schematic diagram of the deleted (red, solid) and added corre-
spondences (green and dashed for add, green and dash-dotted for addjoin,
blue and dotted for refine) by the different adaptation operators in ARG.

There is a link between the adaptation operators and the AGM frame-
work of Belief Revision [3]. Comparing the adaptation operators to the AGM
framework, safeness can be interpreted as the success postulate, and entail-
ment the inclusion postulate. In fact, the adaptation operators discussed
here are not revision operators but rather contraction operators. This fol-
lows from the entailment property and the fact that in Belief Revision Theory,
only closed sets are considered. Closed sets X are sets such that whenever φ
can be entailed from X, it holds that φ P X. Then, addjoin can be thought
of as the minimal contraction operator amongst the ones discussed. This
is because it only deletes the failing correspondence but not the correspon-
dences entailed by it. However, on ARG, we do not consider closed sets but
local correspondence satisfiability (Definition 2.8 on page 17). This differs in
the sense that correspondences of the alignment are satisfied with respect to
only one agent’s ontology and the alignment, and not two agents’ ontologies.

Consider an example of applying the adaptation operators.
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Example 2.3 (Running example). In the end of Example 2.2, an adap-
tation operator is applied to the alignment Aab. This adaptation operator
αrxBlacka, Smallb,Ěy,4s deletes the initial correspondence and adds the fol-
lowing new correspondences to the alignment:

• delete: none

• add: xJa, Smallb,Ěy (mscapBlackaq “ Ja)

• addjoin: xJa, Smallb,Ěy (msccap4, Blackaq “ Ja)

• refine: xBlacka, SSb,Ěy (mgcxbpSmallb,4q “ SSb)

• refadd: xJa, Smallb,Ěy and xBlacka, SSb,Ěy

The alignment repair game modifies the situation from ARG state to
ARG state, as expressed by Property 2.1.

Property 2.1 (Operators preserve ARG stateness [19]). Given an ARG state
s and a failure of correspondence c with object o, then for each operator
α P tdelete, add, addjoin, refine, refaddu, αrc, ospsq is well-defined and is
an ARG state.

2.1.2 Experimental Results
By playing ARG with different adaptation operators, they can be compared.
This has been achieved experimentally in [46,49] for the adaptation operators
discussed here. They have been evaluated with respect to four different
measures:

• Success rate [91]: the ratio of success over games played;

• Semantic precision and recall [45]: the degree of correctness and com-
pleteness with respect to the reference alignment, the complete and
correct alignment;

• Incoherence rate [74]: the proportion of incoherent correspondences in
alignments taken one by one;

• Convergence: the (maximum) number of games needed to converge to
complete success.

Of course, reference alignments are not known to the agents but can be
generated and used for measuring the quality of the resulting alignments.
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It was found that all the operators have a relatively high success rate,
yet do not reach 100% precision, and convergence to successful communica-
tion [46, 49]. Of the different adaptation operators, delete converges more
quickly than add, addjoin, refine and refadd. This can be explained be-
cause delete suppresses the correspondence, therefore removing the cause of
the failure, while the other operators also add one or more correspondences,
which may be incorrect.

However, quick convergence is not necessarily a guarantee for ‘good’ align-
ments. Even though agents may be able to communicate successfully, it does
not mean that their alignments are close to the reference alignment. Indeed,
refadd, followed by addjoin and add, show the highest semantic recall [49],
meaning that their output alignments are more complete compared to the
other adaptation operators. Furthermore, add shows particularly a low pre-
cision, high incoherence rate and slow convergence [49]. This is because add
may add a correspondence to the alignment that will cause another failure
when the same object is drawn in the future. This happens when the super-
class of Ca may not be a class to which the object belong in agent a’s ontology.
In comparison, addjoin takes this into account and finds the lowest super-
class of Ca that is compatible with the drawn object to add a correspondence
to.

There are limitations to the adaptation operators: agents are restricted
to the initial alignment (they do not introduce random new correspondences,
only those entailed by the failing correspondence) and shadowed, false cor-
respondence may remain undetected (they always use the most specific class
in a correspondence) [49]. In [49], two “modalities” have been introduced
to overcome these limitations called expansion and relaxation. With these
modalities, it is possible to play ARG from empty alignments [48]. Both
modalities improve the experimental measures discussed above but are out
of the scope of this thesis so will not be further discussed here.

Despite the experimental results about ARG (agents converge towards
successful communication through local corrective actions and improve their
alignments [46, 49]), very little of the formal properties of the ARG agents
or adaptation operators were assessed formally. This is the purpose of this
thesis.

2.2 Dynamic Epistemic Logic
This thesis aims to study the theoretical properties of the Alignment Re-
pair Game (ARG). For this, ARG is modeled in a logic based on Dynamic
Epistemic Logic (DEL).
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Dynamic Epistemic Logic is used to study knowledge, belief and other
epistemic attitudes, studied in (multi-agent) epistemic logic [52,61,76], under
model change, using formal languages and mathematical models [42]. More
generally speaking, DEL is the study of modal logics of model change [23]. It
has been widely used as a framework to model information flow in multi-agent
systems and has been applied to communication [14, 42], belief revision [12]
and agent interaction [13]. Therefore, it is a good candidate to formalize the
Alignment Repair Game (ARG) and study its properties.

Often in DEL, logical puzzles are used to motivate and illustrate different
model changing actions, for example the famous Muddy Children Puzzle [52],
or the more recent puzzle regarding Cheryl’s birthday [30].

DEL extends any given epistemic logic language (see [52] for a classic
reference on epistemic logic) with one or more modal operators †φ, also called
modalities, that describe model-transforming actions.

Definition 2.14 (Syntax of DEL). Given a countable, non-empty set P of
propositional letters and a finite, non-empty set A of agents, the syntax,
LDEL, of (multi-agent) Dynamic Epistemic Logic is defined in the following
way:

φ ::“ p | φ^ ψ |  φ | Kaφ | Baφ | r†φsψ
where p P P is a proposition, Ka and Ba are the knowledge and belief oper-
ators for each agent a and †φ with † P t!,ò, Òu the dynamic upgrades.

As usual, the connectives _ and Ñ, and the duals K̂a, B̂a, x†φy can be
defined by: φ _ ψ iff  p φ ^  ψq, φ Ñ ψ iff  φ _ ψ, K̂aφ iff  Ka φ, B̂aφ
iff  Ba φ, and x†φy iff  r†φs ψ.

We read the formula Kaφ as “agent a knows that φ is true”, the formula
Baφ as “agent a believes that φ is true”, the formula r†φsψ as “if φ, then,
after the dynamic upgrade †φ, ψ”. Therefore,x†φyψ reads as “φ and, after
the dynamic upgrade †φ, ψ”. The dynamic upgrades are further discussed in
Section 2.2.1 (page 31).

The standard semantics for LDEL are given by means of Kripke models. A
Kripke model consists of a Kripke frame equipped with a valuation function,
where wRav reads as “from world w, agent a considers v possible”.

Definition 2.15 (Kripke Frame). Given a finite, non-empty set A of agents,
a Kripke frame for A is a pair F “ xW, pRaqaPAy where

• W is a non-empty set of worlds;

• and pRaqaPA is a set of binary relations over W indexed by the agents:
Ra Ď W ˆW for each a P A.
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Definition 2.16 (Kripke Model). Given a countable, non-empty set P of
propositional letters and a finite, non-empty set A of agents, a Kripke model
for A and P is a pair M “ xF, V y where

• F is a DEL frame;

• and V : P Ñ PpW q is a propositional valuation function mapping
propositions to sets of worlds in which that proposition is true.

A pointed Kripke model is a pair xM, wy where M is a Kripke model and
w P W .

By convention, WM, RM
a and V M are used to refer to the components

of M, but we omit the superscript M if it is clear from the context which
model we are concerned with. We also write w P M write to mean w P WM.
Furthermore, we write Vwppq “ 1 to denote that w P V ppq, and Vwppq “ 0 to
denote that w R V ppq.

When we draw models, we write, inside the worlds, p to denote that the
valuation of p at that world is 1 and p̄ to denote that the valuation is 0.
Relations wRav are represented by drawing an arrow from w to v (w Ñ v)
with the label a. We also double circle a world w to denote that the pointed
model is M, w. Consider the following example of a Kripke model.

p, q̄w1 p, q w2

p̄, qw3

a, b a, b

a, b

b

b b

Figure 2.4: The Kripke model M for two agents a and b as defined in Ex-
ample 2.4.

Example 2.4 (Running Example). Let M “ xW, pRaqaPta,bu, V y be the
Kripke model depicted in Figure 2.4 where W “ tw1, w2, w3u, the rela-
tions are Ra “ txw,wyuwPW , Rb “ txw1, w2y, xw1, w3y, xw2, w3y, xw3, w2yu Y
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txw,wyuwPW and the valuation is Vw1ppq “ Vw2ppq “ Vw2pqq “ Vw3pqq “ 1,
Vw1pqq “ Vw3ppq “ 0.

Thus, for each agent a, we have a relation Ra specifying which worlds the
agent considers and, possibly, in what order. The relation is then used to
define knowledge and beliefs of agents: agent a knows something if and only
if it is true at all the worlds agent a considers (in any direction) and agent a
believes something if and only if it is true at the maximal worlds (forward)
with respect to the relation for a. Knowledge and belief can also be defined
with respect to the epistemic („a) and doxastic relations (Ña).
Definition 2.17 (Epistemic and Doxastic Relation). Let xW, tRauaPA, V y be
a DEL model for a set A of agents, then the epistemic relation „a is defined
as:

w „a v iff w pRa YR
´1
a q

˚ v (2.2)
And the doxastic relation Ña is defined as:

w Ña v iff v PMaxRa |w|a (2.3)

where R˚ is the transitive closure of any relation R and |w|a is the information
cell (or accessible cell) of agent a at state w and is defined by:

|w|a “ tv P W | w „a vu (2.4)

Then an agent a knows φ if it holds at all the worlds reached via „a and
she believes φ if it holds at all the worlds reached via Ña. Consider again
the model in Example 2.4. We can now draw the epistemic and doxastic
relations, see Figure 2.5.

p, q̄w1 p, q w2

p̄, qw3

a, b a, b

a, b

b

b b

p, q̄w1 p, q w2

p̄, qw3

a a, b

a, b

b

b b

Figure 2.5: The epistemic (in red on the left) and doxastic (in blue on the
right) relations for the DEL model M defined in Example 2.4.
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In Figure 2.5, everything that is true in all the worlds accessible through
the epistemic relations is the knowledge of an agent, and everything that is
true in all the worlds accessible through the doxastic relations is the belief of
an agent

Satisfiability is defined with respect to pointed models xM, wy.

Definition 2.18 (Satisfiability for DEL). Satisfiability for Dynamic Epis-
temic Logic by a pointed model xM, wy is defined in the following way:

M, w ( p iff w P V ppq

M, w ( φ^ ψ iff M, w ( φ and M, w ( ψ

M, w (  φ iff M, w * φ

M, w ( Kaφ iff @v s.t. w „a v : M, v ( φ

M, w ( Baφ iff @v s.t. w Ña v : M, v ( φ

M, w ( r†φsψ iff M†φ, w ( ψ

where † P t!,ò, Òu are model transformers †φ : M ÞÑ M†φ whose domain and
range is the set of Kripke models (defined in Section 2.2.1 on page 32).

We also write †1φ; †2ψ for the sequence of upgrades †1φ and then †2ψ
meaning that first †1φ is applied and then †2φ, i.e. the model M†1φ;†2ψ is
defined as pM†1φq†2ψ.

We may use K to denote p^ p for any proposition p P P , which is false
on all (non-empty) models, and likewise J to denote  K, which is true on
all (non-empty) models.

Example 2.5 (Running Example). In the model in Figure 2.4, we have,
among others, that M, w1 ( Kapp ^  qq, M, w1 * Kbp, M, w1 * Kbq and
M, w1 ( Bbq.

We say that a set of formulas is consistent if there is a pointed model
satisfying all formulas of the set. Otherwise, a set of formulas is inconsistent.
In the following, a formula φ is said to be a consequence of a set of formulas
Γ (written Γ ( φ) if every pointed model xM, wy satisfying all formulas of
Γ, also satisfies φ.

If we consider all Kripke models, the set of valid formulas obtained via the
satisfiability relation constitutes a logic. One example of such a valid formula
is the axiom K (or actually, axiom schemata): KapφÑ ψq Ñ pKaφÑ Kaψq.
Furthmore, restricting the class of Kripke frames to specific kinds of relations
corresponds to adding specific axioms to the logic. For example, the class of
transitive frames is characterized by the axiom KaφÑ KaKaφ, see table 2.1.
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Name Axiom Frames Logical Property
K KapφÑ ψq Ñ pKaφÑ Kaψq distributivity
D KaφÑ  Ka φ serial consistency
T KaφÑ φ reflexive truth
4 KaφÑ KaKaφ transtive positive introspection
5  KaφÑ Ka Kaφ Euclidean negative introspection

Table 2.1: The axiom schemata for DEL and the corresponding properties
on frames and in the logic.

Most often, when dealing with knowledge, relations are assumed to be
equivalence relations which corresponds to the logic S5 (K ` T ` 4 ` 5 in
Table 2.1). Similarly, when dealing with belief, the logic KD45 is standard.
This provides quite strong notions of knowledge and belief. For example,
concerning knowledge, whatever is known also has to be true, if an agent
knows something she knows that she knows it and if an agent does not know
something, she knows that she does not know it. In particular the latter two,
positive and negative introspection, are controversial in philosophy [83].

In this thesis, we will be dealing both with knowledge and belief, requiring
a variation of Kripke models based on a plausibility relation ďa [10]. These
are called plausibility models. The relation w ďa v reads as “agent a considers
v more plausible than w”. In the following, these will be the standard and
also referred to as models, or DEL models.

We first define relational properties that will be used when introducing
plausibility frames.

Definition 2.19 (Relation Properties). Given a non-empty set of worlds W
and an accessibility relation Ra Ď W ˆW , we say that Ra is

reflexive iff @w P W : wRaw

transitive iff @w, v, u P W : wRav, vRauñ wRau

locally connected iff @w, v P W : v P |w|a ñ wRav or vRaw

well-founded iff @S Ď W,S ‰ H : MaxapSq ‰ H

where MaxapSq “ tw P S | @v P S : wRavu.
A relation Ra is called a preorder if Ra is both reflexive and transitive.

Therefore, a relation Ra is locally connected if anything in the accessible
cell of an agent is connected by Ra, and it is well-founded if every subset of
W has a set of maximal elements with respect to Ra.
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Definition 2.20 ((Plausibility/DEL) Frame). Given a finite, non-empty set
A of agents, a plausibility frame for A is a pair F “ xW, pďaqaPAy where

• W is a non-empty set of worlds, and

• pďaqaPA is a set of plausibility relations ďaĎ W ˆ W , one for each
agent, that are well-founded, locally connected preorders;

Definition 2.21 ((Plausibility/DEL) Model). Given a countable, non-empty
set P of propositional letters and a finite, non-empty set A of agents, a
plausibility model for A and P is a pair M “ xF, V y where

• F is a plausibility frame;

• and V : P Ñ PpW q is a propositional valuation function mapping
propositions to sets of worlds in which that proposition is true.

A pointed plausibility model is a pair xM, wy where M is a plausibility model
and w P W .

We can define „a and Ña with respect to ďa in the same way it was
conducted for R (Equations 2.2 and 2.3 on page 28). It then follows from the
properties of ďa that the epistemic relations „a are reflexive, transitive and
symmetric, and the doxastic relationsÑa are transitive, serial and Euclidean.
Therefore they satisfy the usual properties of knowledge and belief, S5 (K`
T ` 4 ` 5 in Table 2.1 on page 30) and KD45 (K `D ` 4 ` 5 in Table 2.1
on page 30), respectively [42]. The resulting logic is also called (multi-agent)
epistemic-doxastic logic.

2.2.1 Announcements, Radical and Conservative Up-
grades

The modal operators, defining model transforming actions, make DEL dif-
ferent from epistemic logic. These operators allow formulas to be interpreted
across models. For example, if A is such a modal operator, formulas of the
form rAsφ express that after applying action A to a model M to obtain MA,
φ is true in MA. This means that DEL shifts from a static semantics of
truth taking place in an individual model to a dynamic semantics of truth
taking place across models.

The first approach to add such modal operators to logic is [82], first
published in [81] in 1989. This logic is nowadays called Public Announcement
Logic (PAL) and extends epistemic logic with a modal operator to describe
public announcements !φ. Public announcements, or in short announcements,
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are the model transforming actions that delete all the worlds from the model
where the announced statement is false. I.e. !φ deletes all  φ-worlds. As a
consequence, in the obtained model, φ will be true everywhere and therefore
also common knowledge to the agents.

DEL generalizes the ideas by [82] to other modal operators because it is
not always feasible that what is communicated is public, truthful and trusted,
as is true for public announcements. Most notably are radical upgrades òφ,
conservative upgrades Òφ [12] and private announcements !Gφ [7] (discussed
in Section 2.2.2). For the first two, DEL needs to be considered extended
with a belief operator: these upgrades change the beliefs of agents, instead
of knowledge.

Radical and conservative upgrades have been discussed under various
names in the context of Belief Revision (for example the AGM framework [54]),
e.g. in [85, 95]. They have been formalized for DEL in an attempt to bridge
DEL with Belief Revision in [12]. We can think of radical and conservative
upgrades as communication by a trusted, but fallible source. For this rea-
son, as model transformers they do not delete any worlds from the model,
but instead, change the plausibility relations of agents so that the carried
information is pushed to the top of the relation. The difference between
the two is that in case of radical upgrades, the information carried is highly
trusted, whereas for conservative upgrades, it is ‘just’ trusted. Fixed points
of announcements, radical and conservative upgrades have been investigated
in [9].

Definition 2.22 (Model Transformer). A model transformer †φ is a function
†φ : M ÞÑ M†φ, applying a certain action to M to obtain M†φ “ xW †φ, pď†φ

a

qaPA, V
†φy. We consider three model transformers !φ, ò φ and Ò φ that are

defined as follows, with ||φ||M denoting the set of worlds in which φ is true,
i.e. ||φ||M “ tw P W | M, w ( φu:

Announcement (!φ) deletes all ‘ φ’-worlds from the model, i.e. W !φ “

||φ||M, w ď!φ
a v iff w ďa v and w, v P W !φ, V !φppq “ V ppq X ||φ||M;

Radical upgrade (òφ) makes all φ worlds more plausible than all φ worlds,
and within these two zones, the old ordering remains. I.e. W òφ “ W ,
w ďòφa v iff v P ||φ||M and w P || φ||M or else if w ďa v, and
V òφppq “ V ppq;

Conservative upgrade (Òφ) makes the best ‘φ’-worlds more plausible than
all other worlds, while the old ordering on the rest of the worlds re-
mains. I.e. W Òφ “ W , w ďÒφa v iff either v P Maxďap|w|a X ||φ||Mq or
w ďa v, V Òφppq “ V ppq.
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Let us look more in detail at the modal operators. Announcements remove
worlds that do not make the carried information true, radical upgrades push
all worlds that make the carried information true on top of the plausibility
order and conservative upgrades do the same but only with the ‘best worlds’
in which the carried information is true. The modal operators preserve the
properties of DEL models [12]. However, there are restrictions to them. For
example, announcements !φ can only be applied to a pointed model xM, wy
if φ is true at w. Similarly, òp and Òp do not alter the model if  p is true.

To illustrate the modal operators, consider again the example before,
where !p, òp and Òp are applied.

Example 2.6 (Running Example). Let M be the DEL model defined in
Example 2.4. Then M!p, Mòp and MÒp are depicted in Figure 2.6. It holds
that, among others, M!p, w ( Kbp, Mòp, w ( Bbp and MÒp, w ( Bbp.

p, q̄w1 p, q w2

M!p

a, b a, b

b
p, q̄w1 p, q w2

p̄, qw3

Mòp

a, b a, b

a, b

b

b b

p, q̄w1 p, q w2

p̄, qw3

MÒp

a, b a, b

a, b

b

b b

Figure 2.6: The announcement !p (left), radical upgrade ò p (middle) and
conservative upgrade Òp (right) applied to the DEL model M as defined in
Example 2.4.

When applying model transformers, the knowledge and beliefs of agents
are changing. In Example 2.6, after announcing p (!p) the agents come to
know p (and they know that they both know) and after a radical (ò p) or
conservative upgrade with p (Òp) agent b comes to believe p. The difference
between ò p and Ò p become apparent when considering a strong version
of belief: an agent a strongly believes φ if φ is considered possible by a and
furthermore all φ-worlds accessible by a are more plausible than all φ-worlds
accessible by a, see [9] for a formal definition.
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Interestingly, the modal operators discussed so far do not actually add
something new to the language. Indeed, the expressivity is the same as for an
epistemic-doxastic logic: any sentence involving an announcement, radical or
conservative upgrade can be reduced to one without [12,81]. We present the
reduction axioms for announcements, the ones for radical and conservative
upgrades can be found in [12].

Definition 2.23 (Reduction Axioms for !φ). The following formulas are the
reduction axioms for announcements !φ.

• r!φspØ pφÑ pq

• r!φs ψ Ø pφÑ  r!φsψq

• r!φspψ1 ^ ψ2q Ø pr!φsψ1 ^ r!φsψ2q

• r!φsKaψ Ø pφÑ KapφÑ r!φsψqq

• r!φsr!χsψ Ø r!φ^ r!φsχsψ

The reduction axioms are valid on any model [55, 81] Therefore, a com-
plete axiomatization for DEL is given by the axioms of a logic for knowledge
and belief of choice (typically S5 for the knowledge operator and KD45 for the
belief operator [22]), the reduction axioms [12, 55, 81], Kaφ Ñ Baφ (knowl-
edge implies belief) and BaφÑ KaBaφ (positive introspection of belief). Still
it must be noted though that there are different ways to axiomatize DEL, as
has been shown for Public Announcement Logic (PAL) [96].

When working with DEL models, a useful and important notion is that
of bisimulation. It formalizes when two models are semantically equivalent.

Definition 2.24 (Bisimulation). Let two DEL models M “ xW, pďaqaPA, V y
and M1 “ xW 1, pď1aqaPA, V

1y be given for a finite, non-empty set of agents A.
A relation Z Ď W ˆW 1 is a bisimulation if and only if for all pw,w1q P Z

the following three conditions hold:

• [Propositional agreement] V pwq “ V 1pw1q;

• [Forth] For every agent a P A and for every v P W such that w ďa v
there exists a v1 P W 1 such that w1 ď1a v1 and pv, v1q P Z;

• [Back] For every agent a P A and for every v1 P W 1 such that w1 ď1a v1
there exists a v P W such that w ďa v and pv, v1q P Z.

Two pointed models xM, wy and xM1, w1y are bisimilar if and only if
there is a bisimulation Z such that pw,w1q P Z.
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In DEL, the semantic notion of bisimulation coincides with the state-
ment that models satisfy the same formulas. That is, semantic and syntactic
equivalence are, indeed, equivalent [42].

Theorem 2.1 ([42]). If two pointed DEL models for the same set of agents
are bisimilar, then they satisfy the same formulas.

2.2.2 Dynamic Epistemic Logic with Event Models
In the previous section, three ways have been discussed and formalized to
change the knowledge and beliefs of agents. In this section, we look at
a generalization of these upgrades called event models, or action models,
introduced in [7]. Event models are relational structures that allow us to
talk about the dynamics of information in the same way that Kripke models
formalize static information. The general idea is to think of event models
as Kripke models, but instead of consisting of worlds, we consider it to be
consisting of a set of events, and instead of a valuation a precondition is
defined. Like DEL models, the relational structure specifies which events the
agents can tell apart.

Event models can be used to describe a variety of informational events:
from public announcements to more subtle communication containing pri-
vacy, misleading or suspicion. For example, information may be shared in
secret, hidden completely (other agents do not observe the communication)
or partially (other agents observe the communication, but not what is com-
municated) from others. A classic example of this is the coin-toss example.

Example 2.7 (Coin Toss). Agents a, b, c play a coin-toss. Assume agent
c throws a coin, catches it in her palm and fully covers it before anybody
(including agent c) can see on which side the coin has landed, so that nobody
sees the upper face of the coin. The event model for such situation is depicted
in Figure 2.7.

THa, b, c a, b, c
a, b, c

Figure 2.7: The event model for the coin toss as described in Example 2.7.

Example 2.8 (Coin Toss). Let the situation be as in Example 2.7, but now,
let us assume that agent c was cheating: she took a look at the coin (it
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was heads up) before covering it and nobody noticed this. Assume also that
agent c knows that a and b do not suspect anything. The event model for
this situation is depicted in Figure 2.8.

H

TH

c

a, ba, b

a, b, c a, b, c
a, b, c

Figure 2.8: The event model for the coin toss in which agent c cheats as
described in Example 2.8.

Examples 2.7 and 2.8 show the complexity added by event models. These
are not the only situations we can imagine: what happens if a sees that c is
cheating, without c noticing that a caught her? Or if c tells b she cheated?

To formalize these situations, we first introduce an alternative language
to the one discussed in Section 2.2: the language of Epistemic Action Logic
(EAL) [7].

Definition 2.25 (Syntax of EAL). Given a countable, non-empty set P
of propositional letters and a finite, non-empty set A of agents, the syn-
tax, LEAL, of (multi-agent) Epistemic Action Logic (EAL) is defined in the
following way.

φ ::“ p | φ^ ψ |  φ | Kaφ | Baφ | rxE , eysφ

where p P P is a proposition, Ka and Ba are the knowledge and belief oper-
ators for each agent a, and xE , ey are pointed event models.

Frames and models of EAL are equivalent to DEL frames and models
(Definitions 2.20 and 2.21 on pages 31, 31), with a plausibility relation for
each agent that is a well-founded, locally connected preorder.

Event models for EAL provide a relational structure to dynamic up-
grades [7]. With this we can capture public announcements, but also private
announcements to a group G Ď A, meaning that only the agents in G “ob-
serve” the announcement and the other agents are unaffected. Formally, an
event model is like a Kripke model but instead of worlds we consider events
and instead of a valuation a precondition is defined.
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Definition 2.26 (Event Model). Let P be a countable, non-empty set of
propositional letters and let A be a finite, non-empty set of agents. An event
model for EAL is a triple E “ xE, pRaqaPA, prey where

• E is a non-empty, finite set of events;

• pRaqaPA Ď EˆE are the accessibility relations on E, one for each agent
a P A;

• pre : E Ñ LEAL is a precondition function assigning to each event a
formula φ.

A pointed event model is a pair xE , ey where E is an event model and e P E.

We will also write pree for prepeq.
When drawing a pointed event model xE , ey, events are drawn as squares

to distinguish them from worlds and e is double-squared to emphasize the
point of reference.

To determine what happens if an event model E takes place on a DEL
model M, their product update Mb E is computed [7].

Definition 2.27 (Product Update). Let M “ xW, pďaqaPA, V y be a EAL
model and E “ xE, pRaqaPA, prey be an event model. Their product update,
denoted by Mb E , is the triple xWMbE , pďMbE

a qaPA, V
MbEy defined by:

• WMbE “ txw, ey P W ˆ E | M, w ( prepequ

• xw, ey ďMbE
a xw1, e1y iff xw, ey, xw1, e1y P WMbE , w ďa w1 and eRae

1

• V MbEppq “ txw, ey P W ˆ E | w P V ppqu

The product update M b E is the result of the events e P E happening
at the worlds w P W whenever w satisfies the precondition prepeq. The
precondition therefore serves as a selection to which worlds an event may be
applied. For example, if prepeq “ φ, then the event e may only be applied to
worlds w that make φ true. Then, if e is the sole event of E , this means that
the worlds falsifying φ are deleted from the product update. In the following
we also refer to the events e such that M, w ( prepeq as the events that can
be applied to w.

Because agents may observe the event differently, the accessibility re-
lations Ra express how the different agents observe the event. This deter-
mines which relations remain in the product update from the initial epistemic
model. Hence, for a to have access to a world in the product update, there
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needs to be a ďa-arrow between the corresponding worlds and a Ra-arrow
between their corresponding events.

Satisfiability for EAL extends that of DEL (Definition 2.18 on page 29)
with a clause for pointed event models replacing the clause for r†φsψ. Satis-
fiability for pointed event models is determined with respect to the product
update.

Definition 2.28 (Satisfiability for Events). Satisfiability for EAL extends
satisfiability for DEL (Definition 2.18 on page 29), replacing the last clause
by:

M, w ( rxE , eysψ iff M, w ( prepeq implies that Mb E , xw, ey ( ψ

Public announcement

The event model for a public announcement !φ consists of a single event with
precondition φ and a reflexive relation for all agents.

Definition 2.29 (Public Announcement). The pointed event model for the
public announcement !φ is xE , eφy where the event model is defined as E!φ “

xteφu, pIaqaPA, prey and prepeφq “ φ, see Figure 2.9.

φ

eφ

A

Figure 2.9: The event model E!φ for a public announcement !φ.

Indeed, the event model for public announcements is equivalent to the
model transformer !φ in definition 2.18: only the worlds satisfying the pre-
condition, namely φ, remain in the resulting model, while the accessibility
relations to and from these worlds are equivalent to the relations in the initial
model. In other words,  φ-worlds are deleted.

Consider again the running example, applying a public announcement.

Example 2.9 (Running Example). Let M be the DEL model defined in
Example 2.4. Then M b E!p is the DEL model resulting from applying E!p
to M, see Figure 2.10.
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“ p, q̄

xw1, eφy

p, q

xw2, eφy

a, b a, b

b

Figure 2.10: The event model E!p for a public announcement of p applied to
the DEL model M as defined in Example 2.4.

Private announcement

Private announcements are announcements that areonly received by a subset
G of agents. Therefore, the event model for a private announcement consists
of two events, one where the precondition is the announcement and relations
are reflexive for the agents of G (this event defines the reference set), and
another where the precondition is true, that is reached from the first event
for all agents not in G [7].

Definition 2.30 (Private Announcement). The pointed event model for the
fully private announcement !Gφ to a group G Ď A is xE!Gφ, eφy where the
event model is defined as E “ xteφ, eJu, pRaqaPA, prey such that for a P G,
Ra “ txeφ, eφy, xeJ, eJyu and otherwise Ra “ teφ, eJu ˆ teJu, prepeφq “ φ
and prepeJq “ J, see Figure 2.11.

After public announcements !φ, all agents come to know that φ, whereas
after private announcements !Gφ, all agents in G come to know that φ, i.e.
r!GφsKaφ holds for all a P G [7].

Consider again the running example, applying a private announcement
!tbup only to agent b.

Example 2.10 (Running Example). Let M be the EAL model defined in
Example 2.4. Then M b E!tbup is the EAL model resulting from applying
E!tbup to M, see Figure 2.12.
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Figure 2.11: The event model E!Gφ for a private announcement !Gφ to a group
of agents G.

p, q̄w1 p, q w2

p̄, qw3

a, b a, b
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AzG
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“

p, q̄xw1, eφy p, q xw2, eφy

p, q̄

xw1, eJy

p, q

xw2, eJy

p̄, qu

b b

a, b a, b

a

a, b

b

b

b b

Figure 2.12: The event model E!tbup for a private announcement of p to agent
b applied to the EAL model M as defined in Example 2.4.

Whereas public announcements preserve the structures of EAL models
that were stipulated in Definition 2.21 (page 31)– the plausibility relations
are well-founded, locally connected preorders – this is not true for private
announcements. To ensure that the event takes place privately, the agents
b R G do not have access to eφ in Definition 2.30 (page 39). I.e. there is
no reflexive relation for these agents at eφ. This means that, in the product
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update, the worlds ‘created’ with eφ do not have reflexive relations for b R G.
As a consequence, the resulting models are no longer EAL models. To prevent
this, typically event models are required to be such that they preserve the
properties of the model structures [7]. Then, it holds that applying an event
to a EAL model yields a EAL model. In the situation here, this requirement
boils down to requiring the relations Ra in event models to satisfy the same
properties as the plausibility relations ďa in EAL models [7].

Of course, this restriction greatly limits the event models that can be
applied. For example, it excludes private announcements, as is clear from
Example 2.10. Another way to deal with this would be to weaken the logic.
We will come back to this in Section 5.10 (page 111) when we introduce
awareness.

Event models with postconditions

Event models as described here have been generalized in [14] to accommodate
factual change by introducing postconditions.

Definition 2.31 (Event Model with Postconditions). Let P be a countable,
non-empty set P of propositional letters and let A be a finite, non-empty
set of agents. An event model with postconditions for EAL is a quadruple
E “ xE, pRaqaPA, pre, posty where

• E is a non-empty, finite set of events,

• pRaqaPA Ď EˆE are the accessibility relations on E, one for each agent
a P A,

• pre : E Ñ LDEL is a precondition function assigning to each event a
formula φ, and

• post : E ˆ P Ñ LDEL is a postcondition function assigning to each
event e and proposition p a formula postpe, pq P LDEL.

A pointed event model with postconditions is a pair xE , ey where E is an event
model with postconditions and e P E.

We will also write pree for prepeq and posteppq for postpe, pq.
Postconditions are used to alter the valuation function of a model. They

assign to each event e P E and proposition p P P a formula postpe, pq so that
for each xw, ey P WMbE in the product update xw, ey P V MbEppq if and only
if M, w ( postpe, pq. Hence, it makes the truth of p in the product model
equivalent to the truth of postpe, pq in the original model.
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Definition 2.32 (Product Update for Events with Postcondtions). Let M “

xW, pďaqaPA, V y be a EAL model and E “ xE, pRaqaPA, pre, posty be an event
model with postconditions. Their product update, denoted by Mb E , is the
triple xWMbE , pďMbE

a qaPA, V
MbEy defined by:

• WMbE “ txw, ey P W ˆ E | M, w ( prepequ

• xw, ey ďMbE
a xw1, e1y iff xw, ey, xw1, e1y P WMbE , w ďa w1 and eRae

1

• V MbEppq “ txw, ey P W ˆ E | M, w ( postpe, pqu

In [14] postconditions are restricted to be finite: postpe, pq “ p for all but
finitely many pairs xe, py P EˆP . This is to ensure event models to be finite
objects.

2.3 Logic and Multi-Agent Systems
Dynamic Epistemic Logic (DEL) is a good candidate to formalize the Align-
ment Repair Game (ARG) and study its properties. Alternatively, one may
start with a language for translating and relating different logic-based frame-
work in a distributed manner such as with the Distributed Ontology, Model-
ing and Specification Language (DOL) [79]. DOL is supported by reasoning
engines for heterogeneous reasoning and therefore provides a way for captur-
ing agents ontologies and alignments. However, unlike DEL-like approaches,
DOL has no means of capturing knowledge and beliefs of agents, nor their
communication.

There are also other approaches to use logic to model multi-agent systems,
or games [63]. For example, in [34], a framework for minimizing disagree-
ments among beliefs is introduced where beliefs are associated with points
on an undirected graph and revision takes place with respect to beliefs of
“neighbors”. The same approach is also used for Belief Revision Games [88],
but here graphs may be directed, operators can be applied iteratively and
agents can also drop beliefs. They then study what properties (standard
AGM style revision postulates [3]) are needed to achieve consistency preser-
vation, agreement preservation, convergence, stability, etc. Both of these
experimental approaches are somewhat equivalent to the idea in [71], where
a logic for the dynamics of belief change in a community is introduced and
agents update their beliefs whenever a certain threshold is reached. This
threshold is calculated with respect to the beliefs of friends: an agent is
strongly influenced to believe p if and only if all her friends believe p and she
is weakly influenced to believe p if and only if no friends believe  p. This
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logic can then be used to study how the community can reach a stable belief
state.

However, the connection between alignment repair and logic has not yet
been made, even though alignment repair can be viewed as a belief revision
strategy. Beyond the specific case of ARG, this thesis shows a methodology
to model alignment repair in Dynamic Epistemic Logic by encoding ontolo-
gies and alignments as knowledge and beliefs, and capture the adaptation
operators as dynamic upgrades for changing beliefs of agents. Then, prop-
erties such as correctness, completeness and redundancy can be defined and
studied.

2.4 Awareness
Possible world semantics that are widely used for (Dynamic) Epistemic Logic
assume that agents can talk about any formula of the language. In other
worlds, that agents are aware of all these formulas. This is a strong idealiza-
tion and leaves out a distinction between implicit and explicit knowledge, or
changes in awareness. With regards to the model of ARG, it causes agents
to use a single, common vocabulary to represent their knowledge and beliefs,
violating the principle of preserving heterogeneity on ARG. Here, we pro-
vide a brief summary of the work on the notion of awareness relevant to this
thesis.

Awareness has been first formalized in logic by Fagin and Halpern [51]
as one way to solve the problem of logical omniscience [61]. They wonder
how agents can say that they know or believe something about a proposition
p if p is a concept they are completely unaware of. As a consequence, the
interpretation of Kaφ is changed from “agent a knows φ” to “agent a im-
plicitly knows φ”, what relates to the knowledge an agent could eventually
get. Another notion of knowledge called explicit knowledge is defined as a
combination of implicit knowledge and awareness [51]. The logic they intro-
duce, called Awareness Logic, extends the language of Epistemic Logic with
an operator Aaφ that reads as “agent a is aware of φ” that is interpreted with
respect to an awareness function assigning to each world and each agent a
set of formulas. This function acts as a filter: extracting explicit knowledge
from implicit knowledge.

2.4.1 Raising Awareness
With this notion of awareness, an interest has arisen to study the dynamics
of awareness, e.g. [15, 37–39, 57, 59, 60, 77]. Particularly interesting to this
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thesis, in [37,38] the work by Fagin and Halpern [51] is extended to account
for dynamic awareness, where the dynamic part is modeled by a bisimulation
quantification on structures. Event models for changing awareness following
this approach are defined in [39, 40]. Modalities to change awareness have
been introduced in [15, 38], called the consider operation and drop opera-
tion, that extend or reduce the scope of the awareness function. A complete
dynamic epistemic logic of awareness is then defined and the operations are
generalized to multi-agent situations where awareness changes may occur
privately [15,40].

These works on awareness have mainly concentrated on awareness of the
truth value of a statement not on awareness of the statement itself. This is
because they are still based on total valuation functions and only awareness
is considered as a partial function. This means that raising awareness comes
equiped with disclosing an ‘underlying’ truth value of the proposition aware-
ness is raised of [37,38]. Even though it is possible in these logics to define a
raising awareness awareness operation that does not lead to agents acquires
knowledge or believe of the proposition or its negation awareness is raised
of [40], i.e. to make the agents solely ignorant, it is required that this is
determined in advance. That is, the valuations of the proposition awareness
is raised of are already given, but are ‘invisible’ to the agents. Therefore, two
problems remain: it disables agents to openly evolve their signatures when
encountering new information and future evolutions of agents’ knowledge and
beliefs, and now also awareness, are bound by the initial setting.

In the notion of awareness introduced in this paper, awareness is implic-
itly used to define what an agent knows and believes, for which no awareness
operator Aφ or awareness function is required. Instead, awareness arises
from the use of partial valuation functions and weakly reflexive relations.
This means that agents may use different signatures, but we also tackle the
other two problems: their signatures can openly evolve via raising aware-
ness operations causing knowledge, belief and awareness to evolve without
any prior defined way of how this evolution might take place. In addition,
awareness is completely disconnected from truth: raising awareness does not
imply disclosing its truth values.

Novel in this thesis is the connection between partial valuation func-
tions and awareness. Partial valuation functions have been introduced for
(Dynamic) Epistemic Logic in [62, 64, 94], where worlds of the models are
equipped with partial, instead of total, valuation functions that interpret the
propositions as true, false or undefined. This offers a more natural way to
deal with growth of information by extending the models with it rather than
reducing or re-organizing models, what is the typical approach in standard
Dynamic Epistemic Logic to model changes in information [42]. In the latter
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case, certainty grows in parallel with new information, but partial valuation
functions allow for agents to grow their awareness in parallel with new in-
formation. Yet, a link to awareness, and therefore the possibility to agents
to use different, dynamic signatures to represent their knowledge and beliefs,
has not yet been established.

We extend the work by [58,62,64,94] in three ways: (1) we replace reflex-
ivity by weak reflexivity, (2) we consider a different clause for the falsification
of conjunctions and (3) we make a connection between partial valuations and
awareness of agents. Weak reflexivity enables us to model how agents with
different signatures, other agents are unaware of, interact. The new clause
for falsification of conjunctions enforces that both conjuncts must belong to
the domain of the valuation functions at the world considered in order to
be false. This ensures that agents can only know that a conjunction “p and
q” is false, if they aware of both p and q and know that at least one of the
two conjuncts is false. Finally, the connection with awareness, gives a novel
semantics for awareness and unawareness of agents in which becoming aware
of a proposition and learning its truth value are two independent acts and
in which agents can extend their signatures when learning new information
from the environment or from other agents.

2.4.2 Forgetting awareness
Reverse modalities and operations have been studied throughout the history
of logic: for example, the AGM model for belief revision considers expan-
sion as well as contraction [3] and temporal logics are defined in function of
future and past modalities [24, 25]. Forgetting was first studied in proposi-
tional and first order logics from a perspective of knowledge representation
in [70]. Reasoning about knowledge under variable forgetting has been stud-
ied [92], and forgetting has been linked to uniform interpolation [44, 68, 97]
and bisimulation invariance [72].

In epistemic logic, the notion of forgetting was studied in a number of
ways. In [11] a ‘forgetting knowledge’ update is considered with the effect
 Kφ^ K φ: after knowledge forgetting φ, the agent would neither know
φ nor  φ. Considering awareness, forgetting has been defined in [37, 41].
In particular, [41] proposed a dynamic epistemic logic with an epistemic
operator K and a dynamic modal operator rFgppqs so that formula rFgppqsφ
means that after the agent forgets his knowledge about p, φ is true.

Besides the theoretical motivation, there is also a practical motivation
to consider forgetting coming from multi-agent systems. In such systems,
agents use different ontologies and alignments to represent their knowledge
and beliefs. During communication, they may encounter a counter-example
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to their alignments that they revise accordingly [89,93]. However, since they
do not need specific examples to communicate successfully, they do not store
them.

2.5 Conclusion
The Alignment Repair Game (ARG) has been introduced as a experimen-
tal framework of cultural knowledge evolution [46, 49]. It defines a specific
protocol for agents, with different knowledge representations, to evolve their
alignments: the agents play a communication game and whenever a failure is
reached, they apply an adaptation operator. Through simulations with large
numbers of games, properties such as convergence and success rate can be
studied and established [46,49].

However, they are not sufficient to understand the logical properties of
cultural knowledge evolution. Therefore, we will introduce a logic based on
Dynamic Epistemic Logic to model ARG and assess its properties.
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Chapter 3

A Logical Model for the
Alignment Repair Game

The Alignment Repair Game (ARG) models and assesses cultural knowledge
evolution experimentally. It can be used to study how agents evolve their
knowledge in situated environments and properties such as convergence can
be established through experiments and simulations. However, these experi-
ments and simulations are not sufficient to understand the logical properties
of cultural knowledge evolution, whether the adaptation operators applied in
ARG are formally correct, complete or redundant.

This chapter bridges experimental cultural knowledge evolution and a
theoretical model of cultural knowledge evolution in logic. In particular, the
formal properties of ARG are investigated: how the adaptation operators
applied in ARG compare to the mechanisms in logic for agents to evolve
their knowledge and beliefs. This is achieved by introducing an extension
of Dynamic Epistemic Logic called Dynamic Epistemic Ontology Logic in
which ontologies and alignments can be embedded. Then, a translation from
ARG to DEOL is defined that (a) encodes ontologies, (b) translates agents’
ontologies and alignments as knowledge and beliefs and (c) translates adap-
tation operators as announcements and conservative upgrades. Correctness,
completeness and redundancy are defined with respect to this translation
and it is proven that all but one adaptation operator are formally correct, all
adaptation operators are incomplete and some adaptation operators are par-
tially redundant. Finally, two interpretations of this failure to satisfy formal
properties are discussed.
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3.1 Dynamic Epistemic Ontology Logic
We introduce Dynamic Epistemic Ontology Logic (DEOL) as an extension
of Dynamic Epistemic Logic where the propositions are object classifica-
tions (Cpxq) and class relations (C Ď D and C ‘D) of a Description Logic
language. This is a minimal Description Logic language, suitable for repre-
senting ARG states. As seen in Chapter 2, ontologies and alignments can
be completely encoded using these two features (Definitions 2.2 and 2.9 on
pages 12, 18).

Definition 3.1 (Syntax of DEOL). Given a countable, non-empty set C of
class names, a countable, non-empty set D of object names, and a finite,
non-empty set A of agents, the syntax, LDEOL, of (multi-agent) DEOL is
defined in the following way:

φ ::“ Cpoq | CRD | φ^ ψ |  φ | Kaφ | Baφ | r†φsψ

R P tĎ,Ě,‘u, † P t!,ò, Òu
where C,D,J P C, o P D, Ka and Ba are the knowledge and belief operators
for agent a and †φ with † P t!,ò, Òu are the dynamic upgrades.

The connectives Ñ and _ and the duals K̂a, B̂a, x†φy for Ka, Ba and r†φs,
respectively, are defined as usual, analogous to the case of DEL.

Frames of DEOL are the same as (plausibility) frames of DEL. Of course,
they can also be defined for more general for relations Ra not satisfying the
properties of ďa, but we are interested in knowledge and beliefs of agents
and therefore the use of ďa is standard.

Definition 3.2 (DEOL Frames). Given a finite, non-empty set A of agents,
frame of (multi-agent) DEOL is a pair F “ xW, pďaqaPAy where

• W is a non-empty set of worlds, and

• pďaqaPA Ď W ˆ W are the plausibility relations on W , one for each
agent, that are well-founded, locally connected preorders.

The difference between DEL and DEOL arises when we turn to models.
In DEOL, the valuation function that assigns true or false to propositions in
DEL is replaced by a pair x∆, Iy where ∆ is the domain, representing a set
of objects, and I is an interpretation function that assigns to each world a
function that interprets classes as set of objects of the domain.
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Definition 3.3 (DEOL Model). Given a countable, non-empty set C of class
names, a countable, non-empty set D of object names, and a finite, non-
empty set A of agents, a model of (multi-agent) DEOL is a triple M “

xF,∆, Iy where

• F is a DEOL frame,

• ∆ is the domain of interpretation, and

• I is an interpretation function such that Ipwq “ ¨Iw and ¨Iw assigns to
object names o P D an element of the domain ∆ (¨Iw : D Ñ ∆), and to
class names C P C a subset of ∆ (¨Iw : C Ñ Pp∆q), where it holds that
JIw “ ∆.

A pointed DEOL model is a pair xM, wy where M is a DEOlm model and
w P M.

Satisfiability for DEOL extends that of DEL (Definition 2.18 on page 29)
by replacing propositions p by instance classifications Cpoq and class relations
C Ď D and C‘D. Again, satisfiability is considered with respect to pointed
models.

Definition 3.4 (Satisfiability for DEOL). Satisfiability for Dynamic Epis-
temic Ontology Logic by a pointed model xM, wy is defined in the following
way:

M, w ( Cpoq iff oIw P CIw

M, w ( C Ď D iff CIw Ď DIw

M, w ( C ” D iff CIw “ DIw

M, w ( C ‘D iff CIw XDIw “ H

M, w ( φ^ ψ iff M, w ( φ and M, w ( ψ

M, w (  φ iff M, w * φ

M, w ( Kaφ iff @v s.t. w „a v : M, v ( φ

M, w ( Baφ iff @v s.t. w Ña v : M, v ( φ

M, w ( r†φsψ iff M†φ, w ( ψ

where C,D P C, o P D, and † P t!,ò, Òu are model transformers: announce-
ments (!), radical (ò) and conservative upgrades (Ò).

The model transformers for DEOL are defined as for DEL (Definition 2.22
on page 32). Notice that, again, we use M, w ( C  D and say that “C and
D overlap” whenever M, w * C ‘D, i.e. whenever CIw XDIw ‰ H.
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As for DEL, a formula φ is a consequence of a set of formulas Γ (written
Γ ( φ) if every pointed model xM, wy satisfying all formulas of Γ, also satisfy
φ.

By switching to propositions in the form Cpoq and CRD, we arrive at
new axiom schemata that are valid on all models of DEOL, for example:

C Ď C (3.1)
 C ‘ C (3.2)

`

Cpxq ^ C Ď D
˘

Ñ Dpxq (3.3)
`

Cpxq ^ C ‘D
˘

Ñ  Dpxq (3.4)
`

Cpxq ^Dpxq
˘

Ñ
`

C Ď D _D Ď C
˘

(3.5)
`

C Ď C 1 ^ C 1 Ď D
˘

Ñ C Ď D (3.6)
`

C Ď C 1 ^ C 1 ‘D
˘

Ñ C ‘D (3.7)

3.2 Translation
To investigate the formal properties of the adaptation operators applied by
agents in ARG whenever a communication failure occurs, a translation is
introduced that:

• maps ARG states, the set of ontologies and alignments used by agents
in the system, to axioms of DEOL (τ), and

• maps adaptation operators to announcements and conservative up-
grades (δ).

Figure 3.1 illustrates the translation applied to an ARG state s and an
adaptation operator α. This figure will be used throughout this chapter
as a tool to visualize the formal properties: correctness, completeness and
redundancy.

3.2.1 ARG States as DEOL Axioms (τ)
An ARG state is a pair consisting of the ontologies and alignments used
by agents in the system it describes. Ontologies are formal theories that
serve as knowledge representations of the agents. It specifies, given a set of
objects D and a set of classes C, what relations hold between them according
to a certain agent. Therefore, an ontology explains what the agent knows.
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ARG state (s) DEOL theory (τpsq)

ARG state (αpsq) DEOL theory (τpαpsqq)

τ

α δpαq

τ

δ

Figure 3.1: The translation from ARG states (s) to DEOL theories (τ) and
from adaptation operators (α) to dynamic upgrades (δ).

Alignments define correspondences between entities of two agents’ ontologies.
These alignments may or may not be correct, leading to agents to evolve
them. This means that alignments are not truthful and should therefore be
treated accordingly as the beliefs of agents.

The translation τ from ARG states to axioms of DEOL is therefore defined
as follows: any statement φ in the ontology Oa of agent a translates to
knowledge of that agent, and any correspondence γ in the alignment Aab
between agent a’s and b’s ontologies translates to beliefs of both these agents.

Definition 3.5 (Translation τ). The translation τ from ARG states to
DEOL theories is defined by:

τpxtOauaPA, tAabua,bPAyq “
ď

aPA
tKaφ | φ P Oau

Y
ď

a,bPA
tBaγ ^Bbγ | γ P Aabu

Example

To illustrate the translation with an example, let us consider again the ARG
state xtOa,Obu, tAabuy depicted in Figure 2.1, where the ontology of agent a
is on the left, the ontology of agent b on the right and the alignment between
their ontologies is drawn with blue, dashed lines.

When applying the translation τ to xtOa,Obu, tAabuy, the following DEOL
axioms are acquired:

KapSBa Ď Blackaq

KapLBa Ď Blackaq

KapSWa Ď Whiteaq

KapLWa Ď Whiteaq

KapBlacka Ď Taq

KapWhitea Ď Taq

KapSBap�qq
KapSBapNqq

KapLBap�qq

KapLBapNqq

KapSWaplqq

KapSWap4qq
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KapLWaplqq

KapLWap4qq

BapBlacka Ě Smallbq
BapJa Ě Jbq

KbpSSb Ď Smallbq
KbpTSb Ď Smallbq
KbpSLb Ď Largebq
KbpTLb Ď Largebq
KbpSmallb Ď Tbq
KbpLargeb Ď Tbq
KbpSSbp�qq

KbpSSbplqq

KbpTSbpNqq
KbpTSbp4qq

KbpSLbp�qq

KbpSLbplqq

KbpTLbpNqq

KbpTLbp4qq

BbpBlacka Ě Smallbq

BbpJa Ě Jbq

Jb Ob

Smallb Largeb

Ď
Ě

‘

SSb TSb

Ď

Ě

‘
SLb TLb

Ď

Ě

‘

JaOa

Blacka Whitea

Ď
Ě

‘

SBa LBa

Ď

Ě

‘
SWa LWa

Ď

Ě

‘

Ě

Ě

� N � N l 4 l 4 D

Figure 2.1: The ARG state s “ xtOa,Obu, tAabuy. (repeated from page 13)

The knowledge and beliefs of the agents can also be depicted graphically,
like Figure 3.2 shows for agent a. In this figure, anything known by agent a
is drawn in black and anything believed by agent a is drawn in blue.

Kripke models of τpxtOa,Obu, tAabuyq are such that everything that is
known by the agents is true at each world, and whatever the agents believe
is true in the most plausible worlds. This means that for any Kaφ or Kbφ,
φ must hold at any world of any model of τpxtOa,Obu, tAabuyq, and for any
Baψ or Bbψ, ψ is true at the most plausible worlds for agents a and b of any
model of τpxtOa,Obu, tAabuyq.

Before defining the translation of adaptation operators and discuss the
formal properties of the adaptation operators with respect to this translation,
a first question to address is whether the current translation from ARG states
to DEOL axioms is faithful. That is, whether this translation is consequence
preserving and/or strictly adherent.
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Figure 3.2: Knowledge (black) and belief (blue) of agent a in the translated
ARG state of Figure 2.1.

3.2.2 Faithfulness of τ
Faithfulness of the translation τ that maps ARG states to DEOL axioms can
be addressed with respect to two questions:

1. Can anything entailed independently from an ontology or an alignment
also be entailed by the DEOL axioms as knowledge or beliefs of the
agent? (consequence preservation)

2. Can anything entailed by the DEOL axioms as knowledge or beliefs
of the agent also be entailed independently from an ontology or an
alignment? (strict knowledge/belief adherence)

Both these properties are defined with respect to entailment as defined in
Chapter 2 for ontologies and alignments (Definitions 2.4 and 2.8 on pages 14,
17) and Section 3.1 for DEOL (Definition 3.4 on page 49).

Consequence preservation

If the translation is consequence preserving, this means that anything that
can be entailed independently from an ontology of alignment of an agents, can
also be entailed by the DEOL axioms as knowledge of beliefs of that agent.
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In particular, this means that Oa ( φ implies τpsq ( Kaφ and Aab (a γ
implies τpsq ( Baγ. Consequence preservation is formulated in this way, in
two equations and agent by agent, because this is the way that the ARG
agents use information: they never consider several alignments at once or
the ontologies of other agents. No global reasoning is possible to them.

Proposition 3.1 shows that τ indeed is consequence preserving. The ar-
gument for this can be split in two cases: (1) whenever, for a given ARG
state s, τpsq has no model, trivially anything is known or believed by all
agents, and (2) whenever τpsq does have a model, DEOL uses propositions
from a Description Logic language that are interpreted by an interpretation
that works equivalently to that of ontologies and alignments. The proof can
be found in Appendix A on page 165.

Proposition 3.1 (Consequence preservation). Let s be an ARG state for a
set of agents A, then, for each agent a P A,

@φ : if Oa ( φ then τpsq ( Kaφ (3.8)

and
@γ : if Aab (a γ then τpsq ( Baγ (3.9)

where the left-hand ( concerns entailment by ontologies and alignments,
where (a is entailment restricted to agent a (Definitions 2.4 and 2.8 on
pages 14, 17), and the right-hand ( concerns entailment in DEOL (Defini-
tion 3.4 on page 49).

Thus, the translation preserves, modulo modalities, the information that
agents have. Their knowledge representations, as defined by ontologies, are
preserved as knowledge in DEOL and their alignments are preserved as be-
liefs. Given the structure of the translation, it does not seem to introduce
arbitrary information. But do the reverse of these statements, strict adher-
ence, hold?

Strict knowledge adherence

What about the reverse of Equation 3.8 that can be called strict knowledge
adherence? Whenever the logical translation τpsq of an ARG state s has
a model, it is natural to think that this should hold. Indeed, everything
that can be deduced by the knowledge of agents must also be deducible from
the knowledge representation, the ontology, of the agent. This is because
everything the agents know in τpsq must have come from the translation of
their ontologies. Therefore, if τpsq is consistent (so that it has a model), then
the translation is strictly knowledge adherent.
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However, there may be situations in which τpsq does not have a model,
but the ontologies are consistent. In such situations, anything can trivially
be deduced by τpsq, including KaK for each agent a P A. Yet, since the
ontologies are consistent, Oa * K for every a P A. Therefore, the reverse of
Equation 3.8 only holds for certain cases.

Let us investigate in what situations τpsq does not have a model, but the
ontologies are consistent. This occurs, in particular, when the ARG state s is
locally inconsistent. Recall that an ontology is locally consistent for a set of
alignments if it has an extended model satisfying all correspondences of the
alignments (Definition 2.8 on page 17). Therefore, it is locally inconsistent
if any extended model of the ontology does not satisfy some correspondence
of some alignment.

Proposition 3.2 (Local consistency preservation). Let s be an ARG state
for a set of agents A. Then τpsq has a model if and only if s is locally
consistent.

The proof of Proposition 3.2 can be found in Appendix A on page 166.
It uses the standard DEOL model for an ARG state.

Definition 3.6 (Standard DEOL Models). Let s be an ARG state for a
set of agents A. The standard DEOL models xMs, wsy for s are defined by
letting Ms “ xW s, pěsaqaPA,∆s, Isy and:

• W s “ twsu Y twauaPA;

• ěsa“ txw,wyuwPW s Y txws, wayu;

• ∆s “ D;

And the interpretation Is satisfies:

1. for each world v and each object name o P D, the object o is interpreted
as itself, i.e. Isvpoq “ o,

2. for ws and each class name C P Ca, the class C is interpreted following
the standard interpretation (Definition 2.5 on page 14) Îa of Oa,, i.e.
CIs

ws “ C Îa , and

3. for each wa an interpretation I 1a is chosen such that Ia Ď I 1a for Ia (a
Ť

bPAztauAab.

Essentially, the way to construct the standard DEOL models xMs, wsy is
to create a world that satisfies all the ontologies (this is well-defined because
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the classes of the ontologies are disjoint), and to create for each agent a more
plausible world that satisfies her own ontology and alignments. The latter is
achieved through, for each agent a P A, choosing the interpretation at this
more plausible world to be an interpretation of Oa locally satisfying all the
alignments of a. Then indeed, each agent knows her own ontology (it is true
in all her accessible worlds, e.g. in the two worlds on top of Figure 3.3 for
agent a) and believes her alignments (they are true in the most plausible
world, e.g. in the world on top right of Figure 3.3 for agent a). Figure 3.3
shows how to build a standard DEOL model xMs, wsy for a locally consistent
ARG state s with three agents.

IA I 1a

I 1b I 1c

A A

A A

a

b
c

Figure 3.3: A model of the ARG state with three agents, A “ ta, b, cu. We
write IA as abbreviation for the interpretation that assigns to classes C P Ca
and objects of D the standard interpretation Ia (Definition 2.5 on page 14)
for agent a.

The standard DEOL models of s are indeed models of τpsq.

Lemma 3.1. For all ARG states s, the standard DEOL model xMs, wsy is
a model of τpsq.

The proof follows from the construction of xMs, wsy and can be found in
Appendix A on page 166.

Proposition 3.2 shows that local consistency is preserved from ARG to
DEOL and vice versa. It uses a procedure to construct a standard DEOL
model of a locally consistent ARG state s such that it satisfies τpsq (Defini-
tion 3.6 on page 55).

Local consistency does not imply global consistency. Consider Exam-
ple 3.1.

Example 3.1. Let s be the ARG state depicted in Figure 3.4 with three
agents a, b and c and their individual ontologies and alignments. It is clear
that the alignments are locally consistent, but not globally: combining the
alignments we arrive at C 1 Ě A1 (via alignments Aab and Abc) and C Ě A1 (via
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the alignment Aac), whereas C‘C 1 (in ontology Oc) and none of these classes
can be assigned the empty set (Definition 2.2 on page 12). However, since
the alignments are locally consistent, there exists a model by Proposition 3.2.
And indeed, this is true because the alignments are private and hence each
agent only has access to the alignments in which that agent is involved. To
illustrate this, agent a only has access to the blue and red alignments, but
not green, in Figure 3.4, agent b to the blue and green ones and agent c to
the red and green ones.

Jb

Ob

B B1

Ď

Ě

‘

Ja

Oa

A A1

Ď

Ě

‘

Jc

Oc

C C 1

Ď

Ě

‘

Ď
Ě

Ě

Ď
Ě

Ď

Ď

Ě

Ě

Figure 3.4: The ontologies (black) of agent a (left), agent b (right) and agent
c (below) and the alignments (blue, dashed) between them that is globally
inconsistent.

Proposition 3.2 shows that global consistency is not required for τpsq to
have a model. In that sense, DEOL is very faithful to the ARG agents who
do not perform any global reasoning.

Whether the reverse of Equation 3.8 holds depends on whether τpsq has
a model. Therefore, on whether s is locally consistent. The reverse of Equa-
tion 3.8 is called strict knowledge adherence: all the knowledge of an agent
in τpsq is already entailed by her ontology in s.
Proposition 3.3 (Strict knowledge adherence). Let s be a locally consistent
ARG state for a set of agents A, then, for each agent a P A,

@φ : if τpsq ( Kaφ then Oa ( φ (3.10)

where the first ( concerns entailment by DEOL and the second ( concerns
entailment by ontologies.
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The proof of Proposition 3.3 can be found in Appendix A on page 167.

Strict belief adherence

Yet, the reverse of Equation 3.9 for beliefs and alignments, called strict belief
adherence, does not hold. This is because, in DEOL, agents may combine
beliefs that are acquired from different alignments to arrive at a new belief
of a correspondence between two classes that both belong to other agents’
ontologies and not their own. Furthermore, agents may combine their knowl-
edge and beliefs to reach new beliefs, and even anything that is known by an
agent is also believed by her.

On ARG, however, agents consider alignments one by one and do not
combine their ontologies and alignments. Hence some beliefs entailed by the
translation may not be entailed by the alignment. Consider Example 3.2.

Example 3.2. Let s be the ARG state in Figure 3.4 with

Aab “ Aba “ txB,A
1,Ěy, xJb,Ja,Ěyu

Abc “ Acb “ txC
1, B,Ěy, xJc,Jb,Ěyu

Aac “ Aca “ txC,A
1,Ěy, xJc,Ja,Ěyu

Then τpsq ( BbpB Ě A1q and τpsq ( BbpC
1 Ě Bq, so that τpsq ( BbpC

1 Ě

A1q. But it is clear that Aba *b C 1 Ě A1 nor Acb *b C 1 Ě A1 because
A1, C 1 R Cb.

Therefore Example 3.2 shows that the reverse of Equation 3.9 does not
hold. In particular:

Dγ : τpsq ( Baγ ^ Aab *a γ (3.11)

Conclusion

The translation from ARG states to DEOL axioms is quite faithful with the
difference that agents in DEOL reason globally on agent alignments, whereas
ARG agents reason locally. This is present in both the restriction of using
locally consistent states and the absence of strict belief adherence

The next step in formally defining and establishing the formal proper-
ties of the adaptation operators is to translate the adaptation operators as
dynamic upgrades, α in Figure 3.1.
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3.2.3 Adaptation Operators as Dynamic Upgrades (δ)
During the gameplay of ARG, agents communicate with each other and
through their communication, they learn new information. From the stand-
point of DEOL, there are two dynamic acts involved: the communication
of Cbpoq in step 2 of ARG and the adaptation operator applied in step 3
of ARG (Definition 2.12 on page 20). With a formal model of ARG, i.e.
the translation of ARG states as DEOL axioms, it remains to translate the
communication taking place in ARG to DEOL. Then, it can be studied how
the knowledge and beliefs of the agents evolve under this communication
and whether the adaptation operators as defined in [46,49] are sufficient and
complete to account for these changes.

Recall the diagram shown in Figure 3.1 in which both a translation from
ARG states to DEOL axioms and from adaptation operators to dynamic
upgrades are depicted.

ARG state (s) DEOL theory (τpsq)

ARG state (αpsq) DEOL theory (τpαpsqq)

τ

α δpαq

τ

δ

Figure 3.1: The translation from ARG states (s) to DEOL theories (τ) and
from adaptation operators (α) to dynamic upgrades (δ). (repeated from page
51)

In this section, δ is formally defined. In particular, the communication
taking place in ARG, among which the adaptation operators, are translated
to dynamic upgrades in DEOL, i.e. announcements and conservative up-
grades. One round of ARG, as defined in Definition 2.12 (page 20) with
adaptation operator α applied to correspondence CaRCb and object o, is a
theory transformation that is defined as follows.

Definition 3.7 (ARG Dynamics in DEOL). Let T “ τpsq be the DEOL
theory that is the translation of an ARG state s, let α be an adaptation
operator and xCa, Cb,Ěy be the correspondence used for object o. Then
δpαrxCa, Cb,Ěy, osq : T Ñ T 1 is a theory transformation, where T 1 is defined
as:

T 1 :“
#

T Y tx!CbpoqyJu if Oa ( Capoq

T Y tx!CbpoqyJ,
@

dpαrxCa, Cb,Ěy, osq
D

Ju if Oa * Capoq
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and dpαrxCa, Cb,Ěy, osq is a conservative upgrade of the correspondence deleted
or added by the adaptation operator (Definition 3.8 on page 61). In the fol-
lowing, also dpαq is written for dpαrxCa, Cb,Ěy, osq whenever the correspon-
dence and object are clear from the context.

In the following we will also write T δpαq for the δpαqpT q or T !Cbpoq, in case of
a success, and T !Cbpoq;dpαrxCa,Cb,Ěy,osq, or simply T !Cbpoq;dpαq, in case of a failure.
Similarly, we write dpαq for dpαrxCa, Cb,Ěy, osq whenever the correspondence
xCa, Cb,Ěy and object o are clear from the context.

The announcements and conservative upgrades are added in the diamond-
form (x†φyψ) because of the intended meaning: ‘φ and, after announcing φ,
ψ’ (Section 2.2 on page 26). This ensures that the communication between
agents is added to the theory, because if it would appear in box-form, it
would be a tautology.

The choice of the translation for the adaptation operators as logical dy-
namics is quite natural: it is based on the order of dynamic acts on ARG
and the trustworthiness of the statements. In ARG, communication of the
class occurs first, followed by a belief revision when the adaptation operator
is applied.

x!CbpoqyJ First, the statement Cbpoq is communicated in step 2 of the game
(Definition 2.12 on page 20) by agent b. This statement is known to
agent b because this is part of her ontology and therefore modeled as an
announcement. Announcing Cbpoq is performed in complete confidence
– it is hard information, a fact – and therefore agent a has no reason
to doubt about it.

xdpαqyJ Second, the adaptation operator dpαrxCa, Cb,Ěy, osq is applied as a
belief revision strategy. It specifies how to revise the alignment, which
the agents believe to be true, upon a communication failure. But com-
pared to the statement Cbpoq, the correspondence added by the adapta-
tion operator is not necessarily correct and may prove to be incorrect at
a later stage of the game upon reaching a new communication failure.
Because dpαq acts as a belief revision strategy, the DEOL upgrade for
the correspondence added is not an announcement but a conservative
upgrade – it is soft information, a belief.

Recall the effect of the adaptation operators illustrated in Figure 2.3.
The definitions of the different adaptation operators (Definition 2.13 on

page 21) motivate the following definition of adaptation operators as dynamic
upgrades.
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Ě (add)
Ě (addjoin)

Ě (refine)

Figure 2.3: Schematic diagram of the adaptation operators for ARG. (re-
peated from page 23)

Definition 3.8 (Adaptation Operators as Dynamic Upgrades). Let a corre-
spondence xCa, Cb,Ěy, an object o, and an adaptation operator α be given,
then dpαq is defined as:

dpdeleteq “ Òp pCa Ě Cbqq

dpaddq “ Òp pCa Ě Cbq ^ mscapCaq Ě Cbq

dpaddjoinq “ Òp pCa Ě Cbq ^ msccapo, Caq Ě Cbq

dprefineq “ Òp pCa Ě Cbq ^
ľ

C1
b
PMbpCb,oq

Ca Ě C 1bq

dprefaddq “ Òp pCa Ě Cbq ^ msccapo, Caq Ě Cb ^
ľ

C1
b
PMbpCb,oq

Ca Ě C 1bq

where MbpCb, oq “ tC
1
b P mgcxbpCb, oq | ExC

1
a, C

1
b,Ěy P Aabu.

We use conservative upgrades and not radical upgrades. In fact, as long as
we do not consider a notion of “strong belief”, there is no difference between
the two concerning the beliefs revised by the agents (see the discussion in
Section 2.2.1 on page 31). Finally, conservative upgrades have been chosen
because they are more general (weaker) than radical upgrades.

Again, as was the case for the adaptation operators on ARG states [46,
49], the translated adaptation operators dpaddq, dpaddjoinq, dprefineq and
dprefaddq entail dpdeleteq, and the translated adaptation operator dprefaddq
entails dpaddjoinq and dprefineq. This can be observed directly from Defi-
nition 3.8.
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Figure 2.1: The ARG state s “ xtOa,Obu, tAabuy. (repeated from page 13)

The drawback of modeling the operators as announcements and conser-
vative upgrades is that they are model transformers and that therefore, when
the ARG state has no model in DEOL, the transformation yields no model.
On the contrary, in ARG, agents blindly apply operators without bothering
about local or global inconsistency. Experiments went as far as showing that
an improved version of ARG (with relaxation) brings agents to a fully con-
sistent state even when starting with an inconsistent one [49]. This is not
possible in the DEOL translation because it is restricted to consistent states.

Example

To illustrate the effect of δpαq, consider two examples concerning the ARG
state in Figure 2.1, one in which an object is drawn that leads to a success,
and the other in which it is a failure.

Example 3.3 (Success). When ARG is played with N, agent b announces
that !SmallbpNq and the correspondence used is xBlacka, Smallb,Ěy P Aab.
This information is compatible with the information of agent a: Blacka is
compatible with SBa, i.e. the most specific class of N.

Compared to ARG where the round is now finished, there are additional
epistemic-doxastic changes on the corresponding DEOL model. The an-
nouncement carries more information than just indicating that the round of
ARG was a success, it provides agent a with new knowledge: KapSmallbpNqq.
In other words, agent a is now given concrete evidence that N is a member
of Smallb. Figure 3.2 can be compared to Figure 3.5 for an overview of the
changes to the epistemic-doxastic state of agent a.

Example 3.4 (Failure). If instead ARG is played with 4, the round is
a failure. Agent b announces !Smallbp4q using the same correspondence
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xBlacka, Smallb,Ěy P Aab. However, this information contradicts the knowl-
edge of agent a and, as a result, the correspondence (belief) of the alignment
will be dropped.

However, this is not the only revised belief. The contradicted initial
beliefs turn into knowledge of their negation. For example, Bap Smallbp4qq
becomes KapSmallbp4qq after the announcement. Compare also Figure 3.2
and Figure 3.6 for an overview of the changes to the epistemic-doxastic state
of agent a.

According to ARG, an adaptation operator is applied adding correspon-
dence(s) to the alignment (Definition 3.8 on page 61). This added correspon-
dence(s) should be amongst the beliefs of the agents at the end of the round
of ARG. However, for some operators, the correspondences were already be-
lieved by agent a before the adaptation operator is applied.

Jb

Smallb
N  4

Ja

Blacka Whitea

Ď
Ě

‘

SBa

N
LBa

Ď

Ě

‘
SWa

4
LWa

Ď

Ě

‘

Ď,Ě

Ď

Ď

‘

‘

‘

Ď

Figure 3.5: The knowledge (solid black) and belief (dashed blue) of agent a
of Example 2.2 after the announcement !SmallbpNq.

3.3 Formal Properties of the Adaptation Op-
erators

With the faithful translation from ARG to DEOL, a bridge is established be-
tween experimental cultural knowledge evolution and a theoretical model of
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Figure 3.6: The knowledge (solid black) and belief (dashed blue) of agent a
of Example 2.2 after the announcement !Smallbp4q.

cultural knowledge evolution in Dynamic Epistemic Ontology Logic (DEOL).
This bridge is necessary to complement the experimental results about ARG,
i.e. that agents improve their alignments and reach successful communica-
tion [46, 49], with a theoretical model of the formal properties of the adap-
tation operators that until now has been lacking.

In this Section, we investigate how the adaptation operators applied in
ARG compare to the mechanisms in logic for agents to evolve their knowl-
edge and beliefs. In particular, the formal properties correctness, complete-
ness and redundancy are defined with respect to the translation and it is
proven that all but one adaptation operator are formally correct, all adap-
tation operators are incomplete and most adaptation operators are partially
redundant. Finally, these results are discussed.

Recall the diagram in Figure 3.1 (page 51) that will be used to define
correctness, completeness and redundancy. For clarity when defining the
definitions, the arrows are colored, see Figure 3.7

3.3.1 Correctness
An adaptation operator is correct if applying the translation τ and then the
logical dynamics δpαq (following the red lines in Figure 3.7) entails applying
first the adaptation operator α and then the translation τ (following the blue
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ARG state (s) DEOL theory (τpsq)

ARG state (αpsq) DEOL theory (τpαpsqq)

τ

α δpαq

τ

δ

Figure 3.7: The translation from ARG states (s) to DEOL theories (τ) and
from adaptation operators (α) to dynamic upgrades (δ). The colored arrows
are used in the definitions of correctness and completeness. The red lines
take the upper left ARG state s to the upper right DEOL theory τpsq and
then to the lower right DEOL theory τpαpsqq, and the blue lines take the
upper left ARG state s to the lower left ARG state αpsq and then to the
lower right DEOL theory τpαpsqq.

lines in Figure 3.7).

Definition 3.9 (Correctness). An adaptation operator α is correct if and
only if @s: pτpsqqδpαq ( τpαpsqq.

Most of the adaptation operators are correct, see Proposition 3.4.

Proposition 3.4 (Correctness). The adaptation operators delete, addjoin,
refine and refadd are correct.

The proof is done for agent a and adaptation operator addjoin. The
proof for delete now follows because delete is entailed by addjoin, the
proof for refine is symmetric and the proof for refadd is the combination
of addjoin and refine.

Proof. Because addjoin only adds beliefs, it suffices to show that these be-
liefs are entailed (we note Co

a for msccapo, Caq): pτpsqq!Cbpoq;ÒpCaĞCb^C
o
aĚCbq (

BipCa Ğ Cbq ^ BipC
o
a Ě Cbq for i P ta, bu. This holds because initially

the correspondence is believed, i.e. τpsq ( BipCa Ě Cbq, and the upgrade
!Cbpoq; ÒpCa Ğ Cb^C

o
a Ě Cbq deletes all the worlds from τpsq in which Cbpoq is

false and then rearranges the remaining worlds such that the ‘Ca Ğ Cb^C
o
a Ě

Cb’-worlds become more plausible than the ‘ pCa Ğ Cb ^ Co
a Ě Cbq’-worlds.

Because there remain ‘Ca Ğ Cb^C
o
a Ě Cb’-worlds accessible for both agents,

the belief is enforced. For agent b, this is true because the announcement
!Cbpoq does not alter her epistemic-doxastic state (she already knew that
Cbpoq as it is in her ontology), and for agent a, because the announcement
!Cbpoq deletes the worlds in which Ca Ě Cb ( Capoq holds because the cor-
respondence and announcement caused a failure) or Ca ” Cb so that both
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Ca Ğ Cb or Co
a Ě Cb are unchanged. Therefore the beliefs BipCa Ğ Cbq and

BipC
o
a Ě Cbq are enforced for agents i P ta, bu. Hence addjoin is correct.

Proposition 3.4 excludes one adaptation operator: add. This is because
add is not correct. More precisely, it is not always correct. The reason is
that add does not take into account whether the most specific superclass of
Ca, to which a correspondence is added, is consistent with the drawn object
o. If it is not, this means that the added correspondence is incorrect and will
cause another failure in future rounds. Moreover, if it is consistent, add is
actually equivalent to addjoin.

Proposition 3.5 (Incorrectness of add). The adaptation operator α “ add
is incorrect, i.e. Ds : pτpsqqδpaddq * τpaddpsqq, and @s such that pτpsqqδpaddq (

τpaddpsqq: addpsq “ addjoinpsq.

Proof. We need to prove the existence of an ARG state s where pτpsqqδpaddq *

τpaddpsqq with upgrade δpaddq “!Cbpoq; ÒpCa Ğ Cb^mscapCaq Ě Cbq, object
o s.t. Ob ( Cbpoq and xCa, Cb,Ěy P Aab the failing correspondence. Pick s
to be any such ARG state where the most specific superclass C 1 “ mscapCaq
of Ca is incompatible with o, i.e. Oa * C 1poq. Then τpsq ( Kap C

1poqq
and pτpsqqδpaddq ( KapCbpoqq ^KapC

1 Ğ Cbq. This is because δpaddq deletes
all ‘ Cbpoq’-worlds from τpsq and therefore also all the worlds accessible by
agent a where C Ě Cb for C such that τpsq ( KapCpoqq. In particular, this
holds for C 1 “ mscapCaq. But, after applying the adaptation operator add,
xC 1, Cb,Ěy becomes part of the alignment, so that τpaddpsqq ( BapC

1 Ě Cbq.
Hence pτpsqqδpaddq * τpaddpsqq.

Moreover, whenever pτpsqqδpaddq ( τpaddpsqq it must be that Oa ( C 1poq
so that, per definition, C 1 “ mscapCaq “ msccapo, Caq, i.e. add is equivalent
to addjoin.

It must be noted that because add may be incorrect, the repair may not
be satisfactory immediately, but will be in the long run as shown by the
experiments in [46,49].

Proposition 3.5 is in line with initial predictions and experimental results
[49]: addjoin shows faster convergence to the same result than add. This
is because add can force false correspondences to be added to the alignment
that can later cause a failure. From the results presented here, this prediction
is established and it is clear that for a logical agent, add should be abandoned.

3.3.2 Redundancy
After establishing correctness, let us look at another formal property of the
adaptation operators: redundancy. In Example 3.4, some redundancy by the
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adaptation operators occurred: some of the correspondences added by the
different adaptation operators were already believed by the agents after the
announcement of Cbpoq. It turns out that this is not a coincidence.

For logical agents, some adaptation operators are redundant for every
ARG state but only for one of the agents: delete and addjoin are redundant
with respect to agent a.. This is called partial redundancy. Before partial
redundancy is formally defined, first redundancy is defined. An adaptation
operator α is redundant if and only if applying !Cbpoq is already sufficient
to cause the beliefs of the agents to be revised in line with α. More specifi-
cally, if applying !Cbpoq to the DEOL translation of s, i.e. τpsq, leads to an
interpretation of the DEOL translation of αpsq, i.e. τpαpsqq.

Definition 3.10 (Redundancy). An adaptation operator α is redundant if
and only if @s: pτpsqq!Cbpoq ( τpαpsqq.

See Figure 3.8 for an illustration of an adaptation operator α that is
redundant.

ARG state (s) DEOL theory (τpsq) DEOL models (M)

DEOL theory (τpαpsqq) DEOL models (Mδpαq)ARG state (αpsq)

τ

α

τ

)

)

!Cbpoq

dpαrCa Ě Cb, osq

"

)
δ

Figure 3.8: The translation from ARG states (s) to DEOL theories (τ),
interpreted in DEOL models (M), and from adaptation operators (α) to
dynamic upgrades (δ) for redundant adaptation operators. Hence, Mδpαq

is a model of both τpαpsqq (following the blue lines) as well as τpsq!Cbpoq

(following the red lines).

When the announcement !Cbpoq is made, agent a compares the class Ca
such that Ca Ě Cb P Aab (i.e. her belief BapCa Ě Cbq) and the classifications
of object o (i.e. her knowledge Dpoq for all D such that o belongs to it),
but agent b cannot do this as she does not know the class of o in agent a’s
ontology. Therefore, even though for agent a her knowledge and beliefs may
become contradictory (in case Kap Capoqq, leading her to drop her belief of
the correspondence, agent b does not have such a mechanism to drop Ca Ě Cb.
Therefore, delete is not redundant and because every adaptation operator
extends delete, this holds for all adaptation operators.

Proposition 3.6 (No redundancy). No adaptation operator is redundant.
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Proof. Let s be an ARG state and xCa, Cb,Ěy P Aab be the failing correspon-
dence with object o. Because agent b already knows Cbpoq, the announcement
!Cbpoq does not alter her knowledge and beliefs, in particular her belief of the
correspondence, i.e. pτpsqq!Cbpoq ( BbpCa Ě Cbq. However, after applying the
adaptation operator α to s, whatever the adaptation operator, the correspon-
dence xCa, Cb,Ěy is deleted from Aab. I.e. τpαpsqq * BbpCa Ě Cbq. Hence
pτpsqq!Cbpoq * τpαpsqq for any adaptation operator α and thus no adaptation
operator is redundant.

The adaptation operators discussed here are not redundant, but some-
times partially redundant. This means that they may be redundant with
respect to one agent, but not with respect to both. This agent must be
agent a, because even delete is not redundant for agent b, as was shown in
the proof of Proposition 3.6. To prove partial redundancy for agent a and
adaptation operator α, we show that whatever is known and believed by a in
τpαpsqq is also known and believed by a in τpsq!Cbpoq. In fact, because adap-
tation operators only alter the beliefs of agents, it suffices to show partial
redundancy by showing that this holds for beliefs. That means that !Cbpoq
is enough for agent a to revise her beliefs in accordance to the adaptation α.

Definition 3.11 (Partial Redundancy). An adaptation operator α is par-
tially redundant for agent a if and only if τpαpsqq ( Baφ implies pτpsqq!Cbpoq (

Baφ for any ARG state s and any φ in LDEOL.

Proposition 3.7 (Partial Redundancy). The adaptation operators delete
and addjoin are partially redundant with respect to agent a.

The proof is done for the adaptation operator addjoin. The proof for
delete now follows because it is entailed by addjoin.

Proof. Suppose that τpaddjoinrxCa, Cb,Ěy, ospsqq ( Baφ. Since the adap-
tation operators can be considered as contraction operators (see page 23),
compared to τpsq, the correspondences Ca Ě Cb andmscapCaq Ě Cb and what
follows from them in combination with the agents’ ontology by logical closure
are deleted from the beliefs of agent a in the translated state of addjoin (with
correspondence xCa, Cb,Ěy and object o) applied to s. Therefore it must be
that φ P tψ | τpsq ( BaψuzClOaptφ R tCa Ě Cb,mscapCaq Ě Cbuq, where
ClOapXq of a set X is the logical closure of X with respect to Oa, i.e. the set
of those formulas that can be deduced from the combination of X and Oa but
not by X or Oa alone. We have to show that for these φ also τpsq!Cbpoq ( Baφ.
But this already holds because the only beliefs deleted by the announcement
!Cbpoq are also those in ClaptCa Ě Cb,mscapCaq Ě Cbu because they are
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incompatible with Cbpoq and Oa (because Oa (  Capoq ^  pmscapCaqqpoq),
see Figure 3.9. Hence, addjoin is partially redundant for agent a.

In Figure 3.9 the knowledge and beliefs of agent a are illustrated before
and after the announcement !Cbpoq for an intuition.
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Figure 3.9: The knowledge (solid black) and beliefs (dashed blue) of agent a
before (left) and after (right) the announcement !Cbpoq.

The fact that none of the adaptation operators are redundant with re-
spect to both agents shows that they cannot be fully discarded. Even the
simple delete carries valuable information to agent b: namely that the ini-
tial correspondence fails. Without this operator, agent b would not be aware
whether the round of ARG is a success or a failure.

3.3.3 Incompleteness
Finally, the formal property completeness of the adaptation operators is con-
sidered: do the operators capture all the information that can be learned,
compared to logical agents? Intuitively, this is proved by comparing what is
learned by the agents in ARG scenarios from application of the adaptation
operators with what is learned by logical agents in DEOL from the dynamic
upgrades. If the former implies the later, the operator is (epistemically)
complete.

Recall again the diagram in Figure 3.7.
To show that the adaptation operators are complete, we must show that

this diagram commutes in the reverse direction compared to correctness.
More precisely, that, for a given ARG state s, applying first the adaptation
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ARG state (s) DEOL theory (τpsq)

ARG state (αpsq) DEOL theory (τpαpsqq)

τ

α δpαq

τ

δ

Figure 3.7: The translation from ARG states (s) to DEOL theories (τ) and
from adaptation operators (α) to dynamic upgrades (δ). The colored arrows
are used in the definitions of correctness and completeness. (repeated from
page 65)

operator α and then the translation τ (following the blue lines above) entails
applying the translation τ and then the logical dynamics δpαq (following the
red lines above).

Definition 3.12 (Completeness). An adaptation operator α is complete if
and only if @s: τpαpsqq ( pτpsqqδpαq.

All adaptation operators are incomplete, see Proposition 3.8.

Proposition 3.8 (Incompleteness). All adaptation operators are incomplete.

Proof. Again, consider the knowledge and beliefs of agent a before and after
the announcement !Cbpoq, see also Figure 3.9. After the announcement !Cbpoq,
agent a receives concrete information that object o belongs to the class Cb,
i.e. she comes to know this information: pτpsqq!Cbpoq ( KapCbpoqq. And,
by definition, this knowledge remains after application of any conservative
upgrade, i.e. pτpsqqδpαq ( KapCbpoqq. Yet, this knowledge is never acquired
through application of the adaptation operators because they only concern
the alignment, i.e. beliefs of class relations, and not knowledge of instance
classification. Hence τpαpsqq * KapCbpoqq and τpαpsqq * pτpsqqδpαq.

This means that, even though the adaptation operators are not redun-
dant, and therefore carry valuable information for at least one agent, the
agents do not take full advantage of what could be learned.

The proof for incompleteness uses the announcement !Cbpoq that causes
agent a to come to know Cbpoq. In fact, all agents a P A come to know this.
Switching to a private announcement !tauCbpoq avoids this, but incomplete-
ness will still hold because also through !tauCbpoq, agent a will come to know
Cbpoq, which is discarded on ARG.
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3.4 Discussion
In this chapter, it is proved that most adaptation operators are correct, all are
incomplete and some are partially redundant. This benefits the theoretical
understanding of the mechanisms agents use to evolve their knowledge and
complement the experimental results [46,49].

However, despite of the lack of formal properties, experiments have shown
that ARG works quite well in practice: through application of the adapta-
tion operators, agents can improve their alignments and reach successful
communication [46, 49]. Furthermore, the adaptation operators are ARG
state preserving (Property 2.1 on page 24), produce safe and entailed align-
ments [49], and work even in the case of globally inconsistent networks of
ontologies and alignments (Figure 3.4 on page 57). Why is that, despite the
lack of formal properties? In short, this is because agents do not need to be
logical to communicate successfully.

For example, the proof of incompleteness of the adaptation operators is
based on the fact that the adaptive agents in ARG do not memorize the
objects that led to failures in communication and to apply an adaptation op-
erator to revise the alignment. In particular, they forget to which class the
other agent classifies the object, but this classification is deduced knowledge
in DEOL through the announcement !Cbpoq. Nevertheless, even without this
knowledge, agents can communicate successfully. They focus on the align-
ment and on how to improve the alignment through communication. This
also means that, despite forgetting the class of the object, ARG agents can
communicate successfully. That is, they do not need the concrete examples
(the object that caused the failure of the correspondence) in order to com-
municate with each other, as long as they can use more general conclusions
(the improved alignment). Hence, they do not need to remember the cases
that led them to these conclusions.

This discussion may also be linked to the proof of redundancy: it is
based on the fact that the same announcement !Cbpoq provides extra knowl-
edge to logical agents not available to ARG agents. One may think that the
announcement, playing an important role in the incompleteness and redun-
dancy proofs of the adaptation operators, could have been avoided in the
translation of the game in order to prevent incompleteness and redundancy.
Or less rigorous, to replace the public announcement by a private announce-
ment only to agent a. This would avoid all agents to learn Cbpoq from the
round of ARG between agents a and b. However, the main objection is that
the current translation is indeed faithful to the communication taking place
in the ARG game: agents announce to which class the object belongs, they
use this fact to improve their alignment and then forget it. Furthermore, a
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private announcement !tauCbpoq would still cause incompleteness and redun-
dancy as the proofs are only concerning agents a and b. It can therefore also
be argued that what is missing in the translation is a form of forgetting.

There are two ways to interpret our results: (1) either the adaptive agents
use sub-logical behavior, (2) or the logical model of ARG in DEOL is insuf-
ficient to model them and not faithful to them, although the faithfulness
results show that it is very close. Both interpretations are correct and com-
patible, but addressing them dictates different courses of action.

One direction is to implement agents in ARG that reason more faith-
fully to the DEOL logic by introducing new adaptation operators that repair
the alignment correctly, completely and without redundancy. It may then
be expected that the adaptation operators would correspond better to the
mechanisms used in logic for agents to evolve their knowledge and beliefs.
Although this was not the goal of the initial experiments, providing agents
with more logical reasoning power could be considered. However, it must be
noted that fully logical agents may not be desirable because they are not the
panacea: recall that for locally inconsistent ARG states, the corresponding
logical theory has no model (Proposition 3.2 on page 55) so that the agents
may deduce anything, whereas ARG can deal with this situation fine. In
ARG, a locally inconsistent state does not cause the agents to be lost: they
repair the alignment until they reach a consistent state. Hence, such an ap-
proach would restrict the adaptive agents, making them unable to repair the
alignments whenever it is inconsistent.

Implementing logical behavior for ARG, which in itself is an interesting
research question, is also not the goal of this thesis. The goal is to understand
cultural knowledge evolution and the mechanisms used in this framework by
agents to evolve. Therefore, the other way to interpret the results consists
in bringing the logic closer to the agents. To find the bridge between exper-
imental cultural knowledge evolution and a theoretical analysis of cultural
knowledge evolution in logic, the differences between adaptive agents and
logical agents need to be further explored. It was already mentioned that
adaptive agents are unable to remember the individual cases because they fo-
cus on general knowledge, whereas logical agents cannot discard these. Other
differences are that the adaptive agents reason locally (they use the align-
ments one by one), whereas the logical agents combine their knowledge and
beliefs to reason globally, and that the logical agents share a fixed vocab-
ulary, preventing them from using heterogeneous knowledge representations
like adaptive agents.

The next chapter is dedicated to further explore the differences in detail
and explain the directions to be taken.
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3.5 Conclusion
In order to understand the formal properties of adaptation operators used
in the alignment repair game, ARG was translated into a dynamic epistemic
logic, DEOL, with embedded ontological statements. The faithfulness of
this translation was assessed by showing that it preserves consequences of
ontologies and alignments and that the generated knowledge is the same if
the game states are consistent. With DEOL, we proved that all but the add
operator are correct, that delete, addjoin and refine are redundant for
one agent, and that all adaptation operators are incomplete. These results
complement the experimental ones in theoretically comparing the different
adaptation operators.

In spite of, or because of, the simplicity of ARG, modeling ARG in logic
revealed more challenging than expected. Developing a tighter connection re-
quires addressing fundamental issues that give rise to the differences between
adaptive agents and logical agents that are discussed in the next chapter.
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Chapter 4

Fundamental Differences
between Adaptive Agents and
Logical Agents

But that’s men all over ... Poor
dears, they can’t help it. They
haven’t got logical minds.

Dorothy Leigh Sayers

The previous chapter established the formal properties of the adaptation
operators. In particular, it was shown that all but the add operator are
correct, that delete and addjoin are redundant for one agent, and that
all adaptation operators are incomplete. It was then discussed how these
results relate to the experimental results that through playing ARG, agents
improve their alignments and converge to successful communication [46,49].
Two explanations were provided: (1) either the agents playing ARG use sub-
logical behavior, or (2) the logical model, though faithful, is insufficient to
describe their knowledge evolution. In this chapter, the second explanation
is further developed.

We develop a tighter connection between ARG and its logical model by
analysing the differences between adaptive agents (those playing ARG) and
logical agents (those in the model of ARG in logic). Three such differences
are identified with the aim to modify the logical model of ARG that better
resembles the behavior of adaptive agents:

1. Adaptive agents reason locally while logical agents reason globally,

2. Logical agents share a fixed vocabulary, preventing them from using
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heterogeneous knowledge representations like adaptive agents, and

3. Adaptive agents are unable to remember individual cases because they
focus on general knowledge, whereas logical agents cannot discard these.

Addressing these differences shed light on some fundamental issues in the
logic used to model the adaptive agents, Dynamic Epistemic Ontology Logic
(DEOL). But more generally these issues also occur in Dynamic Epistemic
Logic (DEL). This is because the differences between adaptive agents and
logical agents do not arise from the fact that DEOL uses propositions from
a simple Description Logic language, but lay deeper within the framework of
DEL.

In the following, each of the three differences is explained and it is dis-
cussed what elements of DE(O)L gives rise to it.

4.1 Local versus Global Reasoning
The first difference between adaptive agents and logical agents concerns the
extent to which they use their reasoning capacities. In particular, that the
adaptive agents reason locally, while the logical agents do so globally.

In ARG, the adaptive agents use knowledge representations, formally
defined in ontologies, to describe what they know and use alignments to
translate terms in their ontologies to terms in other agents ontologies. The
alignments are used one by one: when an agent communicates with another
agent, she picks the alignment between their ontologies and use it to commu-
nicate. This ensures that the agents can understand each other, even though
their ontologies use different vocabularies. It also means that, during this
communication, the other alignments, between her and other agents’ ontolo-
gies, are not relevant: they are not useful in the current communication. For
example, when agent a and b communicate, the alignment used is Aab. Any
other alignment Aac or Abc, where c is different from a and b, does not benefit
the communication between them. Using the alignments in this way is what
is referred to as reasoning locally.

In logic, the situation is different. Logical agents have the ability to
combine their knowledge and beliefs to arrive at new conclusions as described
by the axiom schemata K for DEL (see Table 2.1 on page 30).

`

Baφ^BapφÑ ψq
˘

Ñ Baψ (4.1)
And more particularly for DEOL, the axiom schemata 3.3-3.7 (page 50)

can be used obtain the following schemata for combining beliefs:
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Figure 3.4: The ontologies (black) of agent a (left), agent b (right) and agent
c (below) and the alignments (blue, dashed) between them that is locally
consistent, but globally inconsistent. (repeated from page 57)

`

BapCpxqq ^BapC Ď Dq
˘

Ñ BapDpxqq (4.2)
`

BapC Ď C 1q ^BapC
1 Ď Dq

˘

Ñ BapC Ď Dq (4.3)
Where these schemata also apply whenever one or both of the conjuncts

concerns knowledge instead of belief of an agent because in logic, knowledge
implies belief [42].

The schemata imply that, when ARG is translated to DEOL and ontolo-
gies become agents’ knowledge and alignments agents’ beliefs, logical agents
combine their ontologies and alignments or combine different alignments to
deduce new correspondences or classifications as beliefs. Recall the ARG
state in Figure 3.4, in which the translation allows agent a to combine her
beliefs that A1 Ď B and C Ď A1 to arrive at a the belief that C Ď B.
This means that logical agents reason what will be referred to as globally:
they combine whatever information available to them, both in the form of
knowledge and beliefs, and deduce everything that can be deduced from it.
In other words, logical agents make use of deductive closure, which is not
available to adaptive agents.

Actually, there are other types of global reasoning that are different from
the one used by the logical agents in the model of ARG in DEOL. In the
logical model, the agents combine all the alignments they have with their
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own ontology. However, alignments between other agents’ ontologies and
ontologies by other agents are not accessible to them. One may also con-
sider that alignments are public or even all ontologies and alignments are. In
the second situation, the requirement of agents using heterogeneous knowl-
edge representations is violated and leads to the situation of a universally
shared ontology, which comes at the price of autonomy. Public alignments,
but private ontologies, on the other hand, lead agents to be able to discover
locally consistent, but globally inconsistent states. Consider again the ex-
ample in Figure 3.4. With public alignments, the agents would learn that
C Ď A1 Ď B Ď C 1 ‘ C, which is a contradiction because classes are non-
empty (Definition 2.2 on page 12). In other words, it is possible for agents
to compose alignments to generate new alignments, and even entail inconsis-
tent beliefs. This is stronger than the logical model of ARG in DEOL, where
both ontologies and alignments are private. For example, the ARG state in
Figure 3.4 does not lead to the logical agents having inconsistent beliefs.

The difference between the local reasoning used by adaptive agents and
the global reasoning affects the faithfulness of the translation τ . The trans-
lation satisfies strict knowledge adherence (Proposition 3.1 on page 54), i.e.
whatever the logical agents know can be deduced from the ontology, but not
strict belief adherence (Propositions 3.3 on page 57), i.e. there are beliefs
inferred by logical agents that cannot be independently deduced from the
alignment. These beliefs inferred by logical agents are specifically the beliefs
of correspondences and classifications arising from combining their ontology
and alignments.

This leads to question the ability of agents to combine their knowledge
and beliefs (Equations 4.1, 4.2 and 4.3). This is also called the problem of
logical omniscience [61], or the closure property of logic: the knowledge and
beliefs of agents are closed under logical inference. In logic, this is often
a desirable property, however, it cannot directly be applied to the model of
ARG because the adaptive agents reason locally in different situations – these
situations being different alignments, that are used one by one. Therefore,
instead of questioning ‘closure under logical inference’, it should be ques-
tioned whether the knowledge and beliefs of agents should be ‘closed under
different perspectives’ in the logical model of ARG.

Whether agent’s reasoning should be closed under different perspectives
was already questioned by R. Fagin and J. Halpern in 1987 when introduc-
ing their Logic for Local Reasoning [51]. In [51] it is argued that agents do
not focus on all issues simultaneously and that saying that ‘agent a believes
p’ rather means that in a certain perspective, when agent a considers the
issues involving p, she believes p. All these different perspectives of an agent
together then encompass what she knows and believes, instead of viewing
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knowledge and beliefs of agents as absolute. This is based on the idea of
agents as a society-of-minds [26, 43, 78]: they are a collection, society, of
non-interacting belief clusters, minds. These clusters serve as frames or per-
spectives of the agent. Depending on the situation, the agent ‘chooses’ a
cluster, reasons with what is available to her in this cluster and temporarily
‘forgets’ about the other clusters. Specific to the logic in [51] is that the
different clusters are allowed to be contradictory with another, as long as
they are consistent in themselves. Agents are therefore, within their frames,
perfectly consistent reasoners, but they may be inconsistent globally.

A similar approach may benefit the logical model of ARG by letting the
alignments used by agents correspond to beliefs in distinct, non-interacting
clusters. Common to these clusters are then the ontologies of the agents.
This approach to model agents’ beliefs as distinct clusters could be a way
to overcome the difference between adaptive agents and logical agents con-
cerning local and global reasoning. Such a modification would let the logical
agents use the alignments one by one instead of globally, just like adaptive
agents.

4.2 Vocabulary Awareness
The second difference between adaptive agents and logical agents concerns
the vocabularies used by agents in ARG to represent their knowledge, and
more particularly the awareness agents have of these vocabularies. Adaptive
agents use different and dynamic vocabularies to represent their knowledge
and beliefs, while the logical agents share a fixed vocabulary.

In ARG, each agent has her own vocabulary to express her knowledge and
beliefs. These vocabularies are typically not available to other agents because
they are developed from different sources or from learning autonomously.
Only the terms in another agent’s vocabulary occurring in a correspondence
of the alignment are accessible to the agents. That is, agents only know
how to understand a class in other agents’ ontologies if that class can be
‘translated’, via the alignment, to a class in their own ontology, and they are
unaware of other classes. Thus, agents are aware of their own vocabulary and
of the sub-vocabulary of other agents that is in correspondence with their
own in the alignment.

Furthermore, vocabularies are dynamic for ARG. Agents may add classes
to their ontologies when encountering new objects in the environment or may
learn classes in other agents’ ontologies when communicating with them. The
latter occurs when agents repair their alignments and new correspondences
are added that involve a class not in the alignment before. In both cases, this
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means that agents may increase their awareness and therefore extend their
vocabularies.

Logical agents, on the contrary, share a fixed vocabulary. This is be-
cause DEOL, but more generally DEL, is defined in function of a unique
vocabulary, referred to as the set of propositions, or P , and it makes use
of total valuation functions. These elements of DEL ensure that any com-
munication or observation taking place, modeled by the dynamic modalities
(announcements, radical and conservative upgrades), can be understood by
all agents and agents can update or revise their knowledge and beliefs accord-
ingly. However, this prevents agents to be aware of different vocabularies, or
to extend them. Logical agents learn through re-organizing or eliminating
possibilities. As a consequence, the logical agents have full awareness of all
the propositions used currently, and in the future, by all agents. This means
that any future evolution of the information the agents have, in the form of
knowledge or belief or awareness, is restricted to the initial situation. Agents
are therefore fully aware of the vocabularies used by other agents, even if it
is not part of the alignment, and of the vocabulary that they will use in the
future but do not yet use in the present moment. The vocabularies are fixed
and shared among all agents.

Heterogeneous knowledge representations were assumed for ARG because
in dynamic and open multi-agent systems, agents typically use different vo-
cabularies to express their knowledge and beliefs and these vocabularies are
required to continuously evolve [4, 46]. Alignments then define the part of
the vocabularies the agents have access to (their awareness) and how to give
meaning to it via semantic relations (their knowledge and beliefs). The dis-
tinction between awareness and knowledge or beliefs of agents, however, is
not defined in DEL, nor DEOL. This causes any logical model based on DEL
to be insufficient to model agents with heterogeneous knowledge representa-
tions based on different and dynamic vocabularies. In particular therefore,
such a logical model is insufficient to model ARG. Hence, DEL has to be
modified. For example, through dealing with awareness.

Previous work on awareness (see Section 2.4 on page 43) have concen-
trated on awareness of the truth value of a statement and not on awareness
of the statement itself. This is because they are based on total valuation
functions, on which awareness acts as a filter. This implies that, even though
agents may use different vocabularies, raising the awareness of a proposition
must come equipped with disclosing its underlying truth value, which is ini-
tiated by the valuation function. Hence, such a notion of awareness still
prevents agents to openly evolve their vocabularies.

Therefore, to account for both agents with different vocabularies and
dynamic vocabularies, awareness needs to be introduced differently. This
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will be explored in Chapter 5.

4.3 Discarding Evidence
The third difference between adaptive agents and logical agents concerns
the ability of agents to remember the evidence or focus on general conclu-
sions. Adaptive agents use the objects but discard them after drawing general
knowledge, while the logical agents cannot forget.

In ARG, agents use objects to test and evolve their alignments. They
draw an object, communicate its class and in case of a failure, repair the
alignment via adaptation operators. However, after applying an adaptation
operator to the correspondence that caused the failure, they discard the
object that led them to evolve [46, 49]. In other words, adaptive agents
forget the individual cases because they focus on general conclusions. Even
if memory has been added, the agents only record the faulty correspondence
and not the class of the object drawn [49].

Logical agents, on the contrary, remember all the objects drawn and the
classifications communicated. That is, they cannot forget and focus on more
general conclusions like adaptive agents. This is because, when the object is
drawn, its class is communicated, which is translated to the announcement
!Cbpoq. This announcement causes the agents to acquire knowledge and DEL,
and therefore DEOL, do not have a way to adjust and forget this knowledge.

Whether or not the agents remember all the individual cases or concen-
trate on general knowledge and beliefs plays a prominent role in the proof
of incompleteness of the adaptation operators (Proposition 3.8 on page 70).
This proof makes use of the fact that the logical agents acquire knowledge
after the announcement !Cbpoq. More precisely, after applying !Cbpoq to the
translation τpsq of an ARG state s and adaptation operator α, it holds that
agent a knows to which class o belongs in agent b’s ontology:

pτpsqqδpαq ( KapCbpoqq (4.4)
On the contrary, this knowledge is not acquired by agent a in ARG be-

cause in ARG, agents evolve through adaptation operators and these adapta-
tion operators only affect the alignments, i.e. beliefs, of agents. This means
that if agent a did not know something before applying the adaptation op-
erator, she also does not know it after applying it. In particular, this holds
for Cbpoq. Therefore:

τpαpsqq * KapCbpoqq (4.5)
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Equations 4.4 and 4.5 lead to the incompleteness of the adaptation oper-
ator (Proposition 3.8, page 70).

The fact that the adaptive agents do not remember the cases is not a
problem for adaptive agents. The adaptive agents focus on the alignment
and how to improve the alignment through communication, and only use the
objects as tools for this purpose. In fact, the alignment alone is satisfactory
for agents to communicate successfully: the experimental results in [46, 49]
show that, through ARG, agents improve their alignments and achieve suc-
cessful communication. Hence, they do not actually need to remember the
individual objects that caused failures in the past to prevent the same failures
from happing in the future. This is because the objects have led the agents
to repair their alignments for exactly this purpose.

Even though the same failure is prevented, this does not mean the repair
is successful immediately. For the adaptation operator add it may occur
that the added correspondence will cause another failure in future rounds.
More precisely, this happens when add is different from addjoin. In this
situation, remembering the cases, the objects, will actually make the ontology
and alignments locally inconsistent, leading to the logical translation of this
state to be inconsistent and hence not have a model (see Proposition 3.2 on
page 55). Therefore, in a way, not remembering the cases is an advantage
for adaptive agents, as they are not ‘lost’ in this situation like logical agents
but can continue to repair the alignment to reach successful communication.

The announcement !Cbpoq is closely linked to incompleteness, but also to
partial redundancy. The proof of partial redundancy is based on the fact
that the logical agents may already deduce beliefs that correspond to the
revised alignment without having to apply the adaptation operators. One
may therefore think that the announcement, playing an important role in
both the incompleteness and redundancy proofs, could have been avoided in
the translation of ARG in the first place, but this is not the point because
the current translation is indeed faithful to the communication taking place
in ARG: agents announce to which class the object belongs, they use this
fact to improve their alignment and then forget it. Instead of discarding the
announcement, the missing ingredient in the translation is rather a form of
forgetting.

The modification of the logic to account for forgetting is related to agent
awareness. Once awareness is introduced and a raising awareness modality
is defined, forgetting can be defined accordingly [37, 41]. Whether this is a
reverse modality of raising awareness will be explored in Chapter 6.
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4.4 Conclusion
In this chapter, the interpretation of the lack of formal properties as an indi-
cator that the logical model is insufficient to model the knowledge evolution
of agents in ARG is further explored. In particular, three differences between
adaptive agents and logical agents have been identified that motivate differ-
ent courses of action to modify the logic used to model ARG. These courses
of action consist of (1) considering the knowledge and beliefs of agents not
as absolute but as occurring in distinct clusters, allowing agents to reason
locally over their alignments, (2) introducing a new notion of awareness for
agents, enabling them to use different vocabularies that may openly evolve
and (3) defining a forgetting modality to let agents focus on general knowl-
edge. Through this, it is expected that the logical model will be closer
resembling adaptive agents.

It must be noted that the differences presented in this chapter may not
be a complete list of differences between adaptive and logical agents. They
were found in an attempt to explain why the adaptive agents perform quite
well according to experiments [46,49] despite the lack of formal properties as
proved in Chapter 3.

In the next chapter, vocabulary awareness is further explored in an at-
tempt to finding a closer connection between experimental cultural knowledge
evolution and a logical model of it. For simplicity, this is first explored for
DEL, on which DEOL is based, but is then equivalently applied to DEOL.
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Chapter 5

Agent Awareness

This chapter drops the assumption of full vocabulary awareness that is present
in Dynamic Epistemic (Ontology) Logic (DE(O)L) in order to account for
dynamic and open multi-agent systems that respect heterogeneity between
agents, like the Alignment Repair Game (ARG). This is achieved through
introducing a notion of awareness based on partial valuation functions and
weakly reflexive relations. Partial valuation functions create a distinction
between uncertain agents, agents that are aware of a proposition but do not
know the truth value, and unaware agents, agents that do not consider the
proposition at all. Weakly reflexive relations enable agents to use different
vocabularies to represent their knowledge and beliefs. Together, they en-
able agents to use different vocabularies that can be extended when agents
encounter new terms, either from the environment or from interacting with
other agents.

In the following, first the use of partial valuation functions and weakly
reflexive relations is motivated and how to model awareness accordingly is
discussed. Properties of awareness are introduced, and knowledge and beliefs
of agents are defined with respect to the awareness of agents. This leads
to define Partial Dynamic Epistemic Logic (ParDEL). Dynamic modalities
for raising public and private awareness are then introduced for ParDEL
that duplicate the worlds in which the proposition awareness is raised of is
undefined, and make it true in one while false in the other. As a consequence,
raising awareness is disconnected from learning truth: after awareness is
raised, unaware agents become uncertain. Finally, it is discussed how the
notion of awareness could benefit DEL more broadly by enabling private
upgrades to take place.
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5.1 Why DEL is insufficient to model dynamic
and open multi-agent systems

Dynamic Epistemic Logic (DEL) is a rich framework for analysing epistemic
and doxastic changes under dynamic upgrades. It has been widely used as
a formal framework to model agent communication [14, 42, 81], belief revi-
sion [12] and agent interaction [13]. However, there is a category of multi-
agent systems left unaddressed: dynamic and open multi-agent systems, re-
specting heterogeneity between agents. The Alignment Repair Game (ARG)
is such a system.

There are two problems when it comes to using DEL to model dynamic
and open multi-agent systems: (1) agents cannot use their own vocabularies
in DEL, and (2) agents cannot extend nor shrink their vocabularies. There
are three aspects of DEL that cause these problems: (a) the set of propo-
sitions P is fixed and not open to evolve, (b) valuation functions are total
functions and (c) accessibility relations are reflexive. Here, we discuss the
alternatives: a dynamic set of propositions P enables open evolution, partial
valuation functions let agents be aware of a subset of P , and weakly reflexive
relations allow agents to have different awareness.

5.1.1 A Dynamic Set of Propositions
Using a fixed set of propositions P enforces the vocabularies of agents to
be restricted to it. Even considering the other two issues aside, this means
that agents could evolve their vocabularies only within P and not openly.
Furthermore, once their vocabularies contains all of P , they can no longer
acquire new terms.

In an analogy to human language, where P would be the set of all the
words in every language available, this means that humans could extend their
vocabularies with words in another language or that a meaning of a term
could change, but no new words can be introduced. Hence, the languages
themselves cannot evolve. Both for humans and agents, this is not desirable
nor realistic. Therefore the set of propositions P needs to be able to evolve,
requiring a dynamic approach.

5.1.2 Partial Valuation Functions
Solely letting P be a dynamic set of propositions, however, does not solve the
problem that DEL is not sufficient to model dynamic and open multi-agent
systems where agents use heterogeneous sources. It still causes agents to use
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the same vocabulary, namely P , and to evolve it simultaneously.
The reason is that valuation functions are total. Total valuation functions

cause the vocabularies of agents to be equivalent to P . This is because it
enforces each proposition to have a valuation at each world, therefore enforc-
ing agents to be aware of all of them. With partial valuation functions, on
the contrary, propositions may either be true, false, or undefined. The latter
occurs when the propositions are not interpreted by the valuation function
at a certain world – they do not belong to the domain DompVwq of the
valuation function V at world w. When each world has a different partial
valuation function specifying which propositions are evaluated (they belong
to the domain) and how they are evaluated (whether they are assigned truth
or falsity), agents can be aware of a subset of P .

5.1.3 Weakly Reflexive Relations
It is still not enough to let P be a dynamic set of propositions and valuation
functions V to be partial functions. When the accessibility relations are
reflexive, agents still share the same vocabulary. Reflexive relations cause
agents to have access to the same worlds, and therefore be aware of the
same vocabularies, defined as the domain at these worlds. Therefore we
drop reflexivity as an assumption on the model structures. This allows for
situations in which two agents a and b can have access to different worlds
v and u, respectively, from w in a pointed model xM, wy and DompVvq ‰
DompVuq, i.e. the agents can use different vocabularies.

We do not drop reflexivity completely, just globally. For each agent,
reflexivity is still needed at some worlds to determine her awareness, where
the awareness of an agent is defined as the set of propositions defined in all the
worlds accessible by that agent with reflexivity for her. Furthermore, some
form of reflexivity is necessary to maintain the usual properties of knowledge
and belief, and in particular factivity of knowledge. We call this other form of
reflexivity weak reflexivity. In short, weak reflexivity enforces that whenever
agents have a reflexive accessibility relation at w and they can access another
world v, they also have a reflexive accessibility relation at v.

5.2 A Definition of Awareness
The accessibility relations therefore indicate which worlds the agents are
aware of – those they can access (via R or R´1) where reflexivity is satis-
fied – and the partial valuation functions determine which propositions the
agents are aware of – those propositions belonging to the domain of these
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worlds. Both R and R´1 are taken into account so to make R act as a plau-
sibility relation, comparing the plausibility of two worlds, but now restricted
to reflexivity.

Definition 5.1 (Agent Awareness). Let W be a non-empty set of worlds, P
be a countable, non-empty set of propositions, A be a finite, non-empty set
of agents, and tVwuwPW be a set of partial valuation functions, one for each
world. Then, if Ra Ď W ˆW is an accessibility relation for agent a, we say
that a is aware at w if and only if wRaw and the awareness (or vocabulary)
of agent a at w is defined as:

AWapwq “
ď

tvPW | wpRaYR
´1
a qv^vRavu

DompVvq (5.1)

Whenever w is clear from the context as the pointed world in a pointed
model xM, wy, we will also use AWa for AWapwq to denote the awareness of
agent a in the pointed model.

This definition enables agents to use their own signatures to represent
their knowledge and beliefs and to adapt or extend it through learning, mak-
ing it possible for agents to openly evolve their knowledge and beliefs without
fixing the evolution in the initial setting. For example, in Figure 5.1, the
awareness of agent a is tpu while the awareness of agent b is tqu.

p, q̄

w

p

v

q̄

u

t

a

b

a

b

b

a

a, b

Figure 5.1: Two agents, a and b, with different, disjoint, awareness tpu and
tqu, respectively.

The consequence of considering partial valuation functions is that lack
of truth and falsity do no longer coincide. Instead, there is a third option
when propositions are undefined. Whenever this happens for a proposition
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p at a world accessible by an agent, this agent is said to be unaware of p.
Unawareness is different from uncertainty, also called ignorance. The latter
occurs when agents have no information about the truth value of a propo-
sition, they do not know nor believe the proposition, nor the truth value.
Whereas unawareness occurs when agents do not consider a proposition at
all. This means that p is undefined in the worlds accessible by the agent. On
the contrary, uncertain agents have access to at least one world in which p is
true and at least one world in which p is false, while they are both considered
equally plausible, see Figure 5.2.

p, q

w

p, q

v

a a

a p, q

w

p̄, q

v

a a

a q

u

a

Figure 5.2: Agent a is certain about p (( Kap, left), uncertain about p
(( Kapp_ pq, middle) and unaware of p (* Kap and + Kap, right). In all
cases, agent a knows q.

When unawareness of a proposition means that the agents do not consider
a proposition, awareness means that agents do consider the proposition, and
hence also a truth value of it. This means that awareness of a proposition
implies that agents are at least uncertain about the proposition.

By allowing propositions to be true, false and undefined, agents can use
their own vocabularies to express their knowledge and beliefs. A vocabulary
for an agent a is a set of the propositions defined in all the worlds accessible
by a where reflexivity is satisfied. ‘Using their own vocabulary’ here means
that agents are aware of a different vocabulary, where the awareness of an
agent is determined by the propositions defined in the worlds accessible that
satisfy reflexivity.

5.3 Properties of Awareness
We require that the awareness of agents is constant over their accessibility.
This is to ensure that agents do not consider it possible that their awareness
is greater or smaller than it actually is. In other words, their awareness is
constant over their considerations. Similar properties for different notions of
awareness were already motivated in [51, 56]: in [51], awareness is assumed
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to not be able to decrease under evolution (i.e. there is no “forgetting”) and
in [56] awareness is considered constant for all the worlds the agent has access
to. Compared to their work, the properties of awareness we introduce here
are not different, but the framework for awareness itself (via partial valuation
functions and weakly reflexive relations).

Requiring that awareness is constant over accessibility does not imply
that it is fixed: agents can extend their awareness through model-changing
dynamic upgrades that is not restricted to the set of propositions P , which
we will define Section 5.6.

Letting agent awareness be constant over their accessibility comes two-
fold:

• whenever there is a reflexive relation for an agent a from a world w to
w, then for any v that is also accessible from w for a, there is a reflexive
relation from v to v (weak reflexivity), and

• the domains of two worlds v, u that are both accessible by the same
agent from a single world w are equal (consideration consistency).

Weak reflexivity ensures that if an agent is aware at a world w, she will
remain aware at all the worlds she can reach from w, see Figure 5.3.

Definition 5.2 (Weak Reflexivity). Let A be a finite, non-empty set of
agents, W a non-empty set of worlds and let a P A with accessibility relation
Ra Ď W ˆW . Then Ra is weakly reflexive if @w, v P W :

wRaw ^ wRav ñ vRav (5.2)

w v

a

a a

Figure 5.3: A visualization of weak reflexivity: if the black arrows hold for a
certain agent a, then there must also be the red arrow for a.

Consideration consistency ensures that the awareness of agents, i.e. the
propositions that are defined in a world with reflexivity, is constant over
accessibility, see Figure 5.4.
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Definition 5.3 (Consideration Consistency). Let W be a non-empty set of
worlds, P be a countable, non-empty set of propositions, A be a finite, non-
empty set of agents, tVwuwPW be a set of partial valuation functions, and
let a P A with accessibility relation Ra Ď W ˆW . Then tVwuwPW satisfies
consideration consistency if @w, v, u P W :

wRav ^ wRauñ DompVvq “ DompVuq (5.3)

w

P 1

v

P 1

u

a

a

Figure 5.4: A visualization of consideration consistency: if the black arrows
hold for a certain agent a, and the domains are DompVvq and DompVuq, then
these domains are equivalent, here drawn to be P 1.

Consideration consistency does not only apply to worlds w, v, u such that
wRav and wRau (hence DompVvq “ DompVuq), but also stipulates that if
wRaw and wRav then DompVwq “ DompVvq. Therefore, when combined
with weak reflexivity, it enforces that agents are consistent in their consid-
erations: if an agent a considers a proposition p (or its negation) to be true
at a world w (i.e. p P DompVwq and wRaw), she considers p to be true or
false at every world v she can reach via Ra from w (i.e. also p P DompVvq
and vRav), and vice-versa. This is independent from the truth value of p –
it only requires that p is assigned a truth value.

Proposition 5.1 (Awareness constant over accessibility). Let W be a non-
empty set of worlds, P be a countable, non-empty set of propositions, A be a
finite, non-empty set of agents, and let tVwuwPW be a set of partial valuation
functions satisfying consideration consistency. If a P A with accessibility
relation Ra Ď W ˆW that is weakly reflexive, then it holds that @w P W : if
wRaw then @v P W such that wR˚av: vRav and AWapvq “ AWapwq, where
R˚a is the transitive closure of Ra.

Proof. Follows directly by Definition 5.2 and 5.3 for weak reflexivity and
consideration consistency.
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Lastly, we require that agents cannot reason about the knowledge or
beliefs of other agents when it involves a proposition they are not aware of
themselves. This is called specification:

• the domain of the valuation function cannot increase over accessibility
(specification).

Specification avoids the situation in which, for example, KaKbp but p R
AWa. Note that when wRaw and wRav, by consideration consistency, DompVvq “
DompVwq and therefore trivially DompVvq Ď DompVwq. See Figure 5.5 for a
visualization of the property.

Definition 5.4 (Specification). Let W be a non-empty set of worlds, P
be a countable, non-empty set of propositions, tVwuwPW be a set of partial
valuation functions, and let a P A with accessibility relation Ra Ď W ˆW .
Then tVwuwPW satisfies specification if @w, v P W :

wRav ñ DompVvq Ď DompVwq (5.4)

P1

w

P2

v

a

Figure 5.5: A visualization of specification: if the black arrow from w to
v holds for a certain agent a, and the domains are DompVwq “ P1 and
DompVvq “ P2, then these P2 Ď P1.

It follows that if two agents both have reflexivity satisfied at w, their
awareness is the same, i.e. AWapwq “ AWbpwq.

The three components, weak reflexivity, consideration consistency and
specification, ensure that agents are consistent in their considerations, while
enabling agents to be aware of different vocabularies.

5.4 Knowledge and Belief
Knowledge and beliefs of agents are defined with respect to the accessibility
relations as usual. However, with reflexivity not satisfied globally, it comes
with the additional requirement that agents need to be aware at the worlds
reached via accessibility. Knowledge is defined as everything that is true
in all accessible worlds for an agent in which reflexivity is satisfied for that
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agent, and belief is defined as everything that is true in the maximal worlds
with respect to the accessibility relation for an agent in which reflexivity is
satisfied for that agent. These notions can also be captured by epistemic
and doxastic relations. They are defined with respect to the aware cell of an
agent. The aware cell of an agent at a world are all the worlds accessible by
the agent that satisfy reflexivity for her, see Figure 5.6 for an example.

Definition 5.5 (Aware Cell). Let A be a finite, non-empty set of agents, W
be a non-empty set of worlds and a P A be an agent with accessibility relation
Ra Ď W ˆW that is well-founded, locally connected, weakly reflexive and
transitive. The aware cell of agent a at world w P W , denoted by ||w||a, is
the set of worlds that are accessible via the transitive closure of Ra and R´1

a

and in which reflexivity is satisfied.

||w||a “ tv P W | wpRa YR
´1
a q

˚v and vRavu (5.5)

w v

a

a

w1 v1

a

a a

Figure 5.6: The aware cells are as follows: ||w||a “ ||v||a “ tvu and ||w1||a “
||v1||a “ tw

1, v1u (marked by dotted boxes).

Awareness of an agent a at world w, AWapwq (Definition 5.1 on page 88),
can now also be defined with respect to the aware cell of agents.

Proposition 5.2. Given a finite, non-empty set A of agents and a non-empty
set W of worlds, then for all w P W and all a P A: if Ra Ď W ˆW is an
accessibility relation that is well-founded, locally connected, weakly reflexive
and transitive, then

AWapwq “
ď

vP||w||a

DompVvq (5.6)

Proof. Let w be a world and a P A an agent. Then the awareness of a
is defined as AWapwq “

Ť

tv | wpRaYR
´1
a qv^vRavu

DompVvq (Definition 5.1 on
page 88). But since transitivity is satisfied, the worlds v such that wpRa Y

R´1
a qv are exactly those worlds such that wpRa Y R´1

a q
˚v. Hence v P ||w||a

and therefore AWapwq “
Ť

vP||w||a
DompVvq.
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Given a set of partial valuation functions that satisfy consideration con-
sistency and a relation Ra that is well-founded, locally connected, weakly
reflexive and transitive, it follows that within an aware cell, the awareness of
agents is constant.

Proposition 5.3 (Awareness constant in aware cells). Given a finite, non-
empty set A of agents and a non-empty set W of worlds, then for all w P W
and all a P A: if V is a partial valuation function that satisfies consid-
eration consistency and Ra Ď W ˆ W is an accessibility relation that is
well-founded, locally connected, weakly reflexive and transitive, then @u, v P
||w||a: AWapvq “ AWapuq.

Proof. Follows directly from Proposition 5.1 (page 91).

We also use DompVwq when we talk about the awareness of agent a at
world w.

Epistemic and doxastic relations are defined with respect to the aware
cell of an agent.

Definition 5.6 (Epistemic and Doxastic Relations). Let A be a finite, non-
empty set of agents, W be a non-empty set of worlds and let a P A be an
agent with accessibility relation Ra Ď W ˆW that is well-founded, locally
connected, weakly reflexive and transitive. Then the epistemic („a) and
doxastic (Ña) relations are defined as follows:

w „a v iff v P ||w||a (5.7)
w Ña v iff v PMaxRa ||w||a (5.8)

Since for constructing „a and Ña, we require Ra to be well-founded, lo-
cally connected, weakly reflexive and transitive, it follows that, within aware
cells of an agent a, „a and Ña satisfy the usual properties for epistemic and
doxastic relations. in

Proposition 5.4. Let A be a finite, non-empty set of agents, W be a non-
empty set of worlds and let a P A be an agent with accessibility relation
Ra Ď W ˆW that is well-founded, locally connected, weakly reflexive and
transitive. Then within ||w||a, „a is reflexive, transitive and symmetric and
Ña is transitive, serial and Euclidean.

Proof. The only difference with the plausibility relation ďa for DEL (Defini-
tion 2.21 on page 31) is that Ra is not reflexive, but weakly reflexive. Then,
by Definition 5.5 (page 93) of aware cells, @w and @v P ||w||a: vRav. Hence,
within ||w||a, the relation Ra is a well-founded locally connected pre-order
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and it therefore follows that „a and Ña satisfy the same properties as the
epistemic and doxastic relations for DEL [42]: „a is reflexive, transitive and
symmetric and Ña is transitive, serial and Euclidean.

Therefore, within the aware cells of agents, knowledge and belief satisfy
the usual axioms as for DEL: S5 and KD45, respectively. However, outside
the aware cells, it is not given that knowledge is factive. This means that the
T axiom is no longer valid, but is only valid within the aware cells of agents.
This behavior is due to the weak reflexivity condition as defined in Definition
13 (page 14). As a consequence, the knowledge operator is an intermediate
operator between S5 and KD45: Ka satisfies S5 within the aware cell of
agent a, but only satisfies KD45 outside the aware cell.

In practice, such a knowledge operator may be thought of as “subjective
knowledge”: it takes the perspective of the agent in question and what is
known by her.

5.5 Partial Dynamic Epistemic Logic
Here, we introduce Partial Dynamic Epistemic Logic (ParDEL) as an exten-
sion of DEL with weakly reflexive relations and partial valuations satisfying
consideration consistency and specification. The syntax of ParDEL is equiv-
alent to that of DEL (Definition 2.14 on page 26).

Definition 5.7 (Syntax of ParDEL). Given a countable, non-empty set P of
propositions and a finite, non-empty set A of agents, the syntax, LParDEL, of
(multi-agent) Partial Dynamic Epistemic Logic (ParDEL) is defined in the
following way.

φ ::“ p | φ^ ψ |  φ | Kaφ | Baφ | r†φsψ

where p P P is a proposition, Ka and Ba are the knowledge and belief op-
erators for each agent a, and †φ with † P t!,ò, Òu the dynamic upgrades
(announcements, radical and conversative upgrades).

ParDEL frames are DEL frames but satisfy weak reflexivity instead of
reflexivity in order to allow agents to use different signatures to represent
their knowledge and beliefs.

Definition 5.8 (ParDEL Frames). Given a finite, non-empty set A of agents,
frame of (multi-agent) ParDEL is a pair F “ xW, pRaqaPAy where

• W is a non-empty set of worlds, and
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• pRaqaPA : A Ñ PpW ˆW q are the accessibility relations on W , one for
each agent, that are well-founded, locally connected, weakly reflexive
and transitive.

ParDEL models are ParDEL frames equipped with a partial valuation
function satisfying consideration consistency and specification.

Definition 5.9 (ParDEL Models). Given a countable, non-empty set P of
propositions and a finite, non-empty set A of agents, a model of (multi-agent)
ParDEL is a pair M “ xF, V y where

• F “ xW, pRaqaPAy is a ParDEL frame, and

• V : W Ñ pP Ñ t0, 1uq is a partial valuation function that assigns
to each world w P W a partial function Vw : P Ñ t0, 1u satisfying
consideration consistency and specification.

A pointed ParDEL model is a pair xM, wy where M is a ParDEL model and
w P W .

Satisfiability for ParDEL is considered with respect to a pointed model
xM, wy which associates a ParDEL model M with a world w P W . Since
lack of truth and falsity do not coincide with partial valuations, two relations
are specified: one for verification (() and one for falsification ()).

Different from other approaches to defining partial valuations functions
for logic [64], is that we define falsification of a conjunction whenever both
conjuncts are defined and at least one of them is falsified. This is required to
prevent agents from gaining knowledge or belief that a conjunction is false
whenever they know that one of the conjuncts is false, but are unaware of the
other conjunct. In other words, it enforces that the knowledge and beliefs of
agents are restricted to their awareness.

Definition 5.10 (Satisfiability for ParDEL). Satisfiability for ParDEL ex-
tends that of DEL (Definition 2.18 on page 29) and is defined as:

M, w ( p iff Vwppq “ 1
M, w ( φ^ ψ iff M, w ( φ and M, w ( ψ

M, w (  φ iff M, w ) φ

M, w ( Kaφ iff @v s.t. w „a v : M, v ( φ

M, w ( Baφ iff @v s.t. w Ña v : M, v ( φ

M, w ( r†φsψ iff M†φ, w ( ψ

for verification (() and:
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M, w ) p iff Vwppq “ 0
M, w ) φ^ ψ iff M, w ) φ and M, w ( ψ,

or M, w ( φ and M, w ) ψ,

or M, w ) φ and M, w ) ψ

M, w )  φ iff M, w ( φ

M, w ) Kaφ iff Dv s.t. w „a v : M, v ) φ

M, w ) Baφ iff Dv s.t. w Ña v : M, v ) φ

M, w ) r†φsψ iff M†φ, w ) ψ

for falsification ()), with † P t!,ò, Òu.

Again, a set of formulas is said inconsistent if there does not exist a
pointed model verifying it. In the following, we say that a formula φ is a
consequence of a set of formulas Γ (written Γ ( φ) if every pointed model
xM, wy verifying all formulas of Γ, also verifies φ.

Whenever a proposition p does not belong to the domain of the valuation
function at a world w, i.e. p R DompVwq, it holds that M, w * p and
M, w + p. Hence, p is neither true nor false.

As disjunctions and implications can be defined using conjunctions and
negations, the falsification clause for conjunctions also affects their satisfia-
bility.

Example 5.1. Since φ_ ψ is the abbreviation for  p φ^ ψq:

M, w ( φ_ ψ iff M, w ( φ and M, w ) ψ,

or M, w ) φ and M, w ( ψ,

or M, w ( φ and M, w ( ψ

M, w ) φ_ ψ iff M, w ) φ and M, w ) ψ

Of course, the different clause for the falsification of the conjunction also
means that some validities are lost compared to [64]. For example, p_ p is
no longer valid, because it is not satisfied at pointed models xM, wy where
p R DompVwq. This is justified because we do not want agents to know or
believe p_ p if they are not aware of p.

There is a link between intuitionism [27] and awareness, in particular the
way satisfiability is defined for ParDEL. Example 5.1 shows that the truth of
disjunctions is defined constructively: φ_ ψ is true as long as both disjoints
are defined, of which at least one is true. In particular, satisfiability for
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ParDEL follows that of Weak Kleene Logic [67]. In this sense, we may say
that awareness is constructive. Other than that, however, are awareness and
intuitionism rather orthogonal: intuitionism drops the law of the excluded
middle, dissociating φ and  φ, whereas awareness dissociates being aware of
φ and knowing the truth value of φ and  φ.

5.6 Raising Awareness
Partial valuation functions allow agents to use different signatures to rep-
resent their knowledge. We have seen how this can be used to describe
awareness and unawareness of agents when we replace reflexivity by weak
reflexivity and which properties of awareness are natural to require: con-
sideration consistency and specification. Here, we discuss the dynamics of
raising awareness. Because even though awareness of agents is constant over
their accessibility, partial valuations enable to define a model-changing dy-
namic upgrade allowing agents to extend their awareness.

We extend the syntax of ParDEL with a dynamic modality `p for raising
the awareness of propositions p. We call the logic obtained Partial Dynamic
Epistemic Logic with raising awareness (ParDEL+).

Definition 5.11 (Syntax of ParDEL+). Given a countable, non-empty set P
of propositions and a finite, non-empty set A of agents, the syntax, LParDEL`,
of (multi-agent) Partial Dynamic Epistemic Logic with raising awareness
(ParDEL+) is defined in the following way.

φ ::“ p | φ^ ψ |  φ | Kaφ | Baφ | r†φsψ | r`psφ

where p P P is a proposition, Ka and Ba are the knowledge and belief oper-
ators for each agent a, †φ with † P t!,ò, Òu the dynamic upgrades announce-
ments, radical and conversative upgrades, and `p is a raising awareness
operation.

Frames and models of ParDEL+ are equivalent to frames and models
of ParDEL (Definitions 5.8 and 5.9 on page 95). Again, pointed models of
ParDEL+ are pairs xM, wy where M is a ParDEL+ model and w is a world
in M. In the following, we also use ParDEL(+) to denote models of both
ParDEL and ParDEL+.

When we introduced awareness by means of partial valuation functions
and weakly reflexive relations, we have discussed how to interpret awareness
of a proposition: if an agent is aware of a proposition, she considers a truth
value of the proposition. This means that awareness at least implies igno-
rance (but agents may additionally have knowledge or beliefs). Therefore,
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becoming ignorant is the minimal way to raise awareness without disclosing
truth.

To raise the awareness of a proposition p, the valuation function of each
world in which p does not belong to the domain are extended to define
p. In order to solely raise awareness, i.e. to perform it without disclosing
truth values, each of these worlds is duplicated, accessibility to and from
duplicated worlds being preserved, and p is made true in one world and false
in the other. Other than the different valuation of p (and related sentences),
the two duplicated worlds are indifferent: satisfying the same valuations and
relations. This ensures that agents become aware of the proposition without
learning the truth value. After raising the awareness of p, agents consider
equally plausible that p is true or that p is false, see Figure 5.7. Therefore,
raising the awareness of p transforms unaware agents into uncertain agents:
agents who are aware of p but do not know whether p is true or false.

When raising the awareness of p, we categorize the worlds of the model
into three sets: worlds in which p is true (W |p “ tw P W | Vwppq “ 1u),
worlds in which p is false (W | p “ tw P W | Vwppq “ 0u) and worlds in
which p is undefined (W zpW |p YW | pq). In this way, the worlds in which p
is undefined can be identified and duplicated.

Definition 5.12 (Raising Awareness (`p)). Let M “ xW, pRaqaPA, V y be
a ParDEL+ model and let p P P be a proposition. Then `p is a model
transformer `p : M ÞÑ M`p where M`p is the triple xW`p, pR`pa qaPA, V

`py

defined by:

• W`p “ W |p ˆ t1u Y W | p ˆ t0u Y W zpW |p YW | pq ˆ t0, 1u

• xw, iyR`pa xv, jy iff wRav

• V `p
xw,iypqq “

#

Vwpqq if q ‰ p

i otherwise

The new valuation function corresponds to the old one in the case that
p was defined: V `p

xw,iyppq “ i “ Vwppq because only in this case xw, 1y P W`p,
where i “ 1 if Vwppq “ 1 and i “ 0 if Vwppq “ 0. For worlds where p is
undefined, i.e. p R DompVwq, raising awareness of p maps w to both xw, 1y
and xw, 0y, in which p is made true and false, respectively.

Because worlds may be duplicated, satisfiability for r`psφ is defined for
all xw, iy P W`p with i P t0, 1u for verification, and for some xw, iy P W`p

with i P t0, 1u for falsification.
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w

a p pw, 1q

p̄ pw, 0q

a

a

a`p

Figure 5.7: Raising the awareness of p, `p. The red dashed lines indicate
how the world w from the model on the left is mapped to both pw, 1q and
pw, 0q in the model on the right. p (p̄) written inside a world w means that
Vwppq “ 1 (Vwppq “ 0), and whenever neither p nor p̄ is written, it means
that p does not belong to DompVwq.

Definition 5.13 (Satisfiability for ParDEL+). Satisfiability for ParDEL+
extends that of ParDEL (Definition 5.10 on page 96) as follows:

M, w ( r`psφ iff @xw, iy P W`p s.t. i P t0, 1u : M`p, xw, iy ( φ

M, w ) r`psφ iff Dxw, iy P W`p s.t. i P t0, 1u : M`p, xw, iy ) φ

See Figure 5.8 for an example of raising awareness of a proposition p when
one agent is aware of p, but the other agent is not. Naturally, whenever p
already belonged to the domain of the valuation function for a world w,
raising the awareness of p does not affect w.

In Figure 5.8, we can also see that knowledge is no longer factive, except
within the aware cells of agents: it holds that pw, 0q ( Kap implies pw, 0q ( p
because pw, 0q P ||pw, 0q||a, hence Ka is factive at pw, 0q. However, pw, 0q (
Kb Kap holds, but pw, 0q *  Kap because pw, 0q R ||pw, 0q||b. Therefore
Kb is not factive at pw, 0q. Hence, the knowledge operator considered is an
operator acting between S5 and KD45, and we may call this “subjective
knowledge”. From the perspective of agent b, it is not the case that agent
a knows p because b does not know that agent a was aware of p before the
public raising awareness took place, whereas from agent a knows p.

Raising awareness is not restricted to the set of propositions P . We can
use the definition to raise the awareness of q R P and extend P with q. In
this case, q will be undefined at every world of the model, leaving each world
to be duplicated by `q. This means that P is not fixed in the initial setting.
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pw

v

a

a, b

b

p pw, 0q

a

ppv, 1q

a, b

p̄ pv, 0q

a, b

b b

a, b

`p

`p

Figure 5.8: Raising the awareness of p, `p. The red dashed lines indicate
how the world w from the model on the left is mapped to pw, 1q in the model
on the right and v to both pv, 0q and pv, 1q.

5.7 Announcements, Radical and Conserva-
tive Upgrades on ParDEL+

With a notion of awareness and the possibility for propositions to be true,
false and undefined, we have to discuss how the typical dynamic upgrades of
DEL act on ParDEL+: announcements, radical and conservative upgrades.

There are three ways: (1) either it is required that agents are aware of
the proposition that occurs in the upgrade, or (2) the upgrade only affects
the worlds in which the proposition is defined and preserves those where it is
undefined, or (3) the upgrade raises awareness first. For announcements, the
first would require !p to only be applied to models M such that M`p “ M.
The second does not require awareness of all the agents, but deletes  p
worlds and not worlds in which p is undefined. This means that agents who
are aware of p, learn the truth value, but other agents, who are unaware of
p, cannot ‘understand’ the announcement and discard it. Finally, the third
raises awareness while announcing.

Because the second case is most general (still, awareness could be raised
before the upgrade), this is adopted for ParDEL+. With regards to the model
transformers (Definition 2.22 on page 32), what changes are the definitions of
radical and conservative upgrades: they change the ordering between worlds
whenever they both verify or falsify φ. This ensures that the properties of
ParDEL+ are preserved, in particular specification.

Announcement (!φ) deletes all ‘ φ’-worlds from the model, i.e. W !φ “

W ztw | M, w ) φu, w ď!φ
a v iff w ďa v and w, v P W !φ, V !φppq “

V ppq XW !φ;
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Radical upgrade (òφ) makes all φ worlds, within aware cells of agents,
more plausible than all  φ worlds, and within these two zones, the
old ordering remains. I.e. W òφ “ W , w ďòφa v iff v P ||φ||M and
w P || φ||M or else if w ďa v, and V òφppq “ V ppq;

Conservative upgrade (Òφ) makes the best ‘φ’-worlds, within the aware
cells of agents, more plausible than all other worlds where φ is defined,
while the old ordering on the rest of the worlds remains. I.e. W Òφ “ W ,
w ďÒφa v iff either v PMaxďap||w||aX||φ||Mq and w P p||φ||MY|| φ||Mq
or w ďa v, V Òφppq “ V ppq.

Finally, let us consider the event models for public and private announce-
ments (see Section 2.2.2 on page 35). In fact, because the product update
selects the worlds that do not falsify the precondition, setting the precondi-
tion to φ, like for DEL, already causes to only delete  φ world: both worlds
in which φ is true and in which it is undefined are preserved. Furthermore, no
postcondition needs to be defined because the old valuation is preserved for
all worlds. I.e. the same event models for public and private announcements
as defined for DEL can be applied to ParDEL+.

5.8 Raising Awareness with Event Models
Similar to announcements, we can capture the dynamics of raising awareness
in an alternative way through event structures that specify how the agents
observe the event. The obtained logic is called Partial Epistemic Action Logic
(ParEAL), the adjustment to Epistemic Action Logic with partial valuation
functions and weakly reflexive relations just like ParDEL(+) is to DEL. The
syntax of ParEAL is analogous to that of EAL (Definition 2.25 on page 36),
except that we consider multipointed event models xE , E˚y.

Definition 5.14 (Syntax of ParEAL). Given a countable, non-empty set P
of propositions and a finite, non-empty set A of agents, the syntax, LParEAL,
of (multi-agent) Partial Epistemic Action Logic (ParEAL) is defined in the
following way.

φ ::“ p | φ^ ψ |  φ | Kaφ | Baφ | rxE , E˚ysφ

where p P P is a proposition, Ka and Ba are the knowledge and belief oper-
ators for each agent a, and xE , E˚y are multipointed event models.

Frames and models of ParEAL are equivalent to ParDEL and ParDEL+
frames and models (Definitions 5.8 and 5.9 on pages 95, 96).
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The multipointed event models for ParEAL are based on event models for
DEL with postconditions (Definition 2.31 on page 41). These event models
have introduced in [14] to accommodate for factual change. This is achieved
through assigning to each event e and proposition p a substitution postpe, pq P
LDEL.

Concerning ParEAL, we consider a different definition of postconditions.
Postconditions are considered functions that assign to each event e a partial
function poste : P Ñ t0, 1,Ku. This partial function is then used to define
the new valuation of p. This can likewise be used to define factual change,
by letting posteppq be equal to 0 or 1, or define the new valuation of p as
‘undefined’, when posteppq “ K. The latter will be useful in Chapter 6 when
we consider forgetting modalities.

Definition 5.15 (Event Model with Postconditions). Let P be a countable,
non-empty set of propositions and let A be a finite, non-empty set of agents.
An event model for ParEAL is a quadruple E “ xE, pRaqaPA, pre, posty where

• E is a non-empty, finite set of events,

• pRaqaPA Ď EˆE are the accessibility relations on E, one for each agent
a P A,

• pre : E Ñ LParEAL is a precondition function assigning to each event
a formula φ, and

• post : E Ñ pP Ñ t0, 1,Kuq is a postcondition function assigning to
each event a partial function poste : P Ñ t0, 1,Ku.

A pointed event model (with postconditions) is a pair xE , ey where E is an
event model with postconditions and e P E.

A multipointed event model (with postconditions) is a pair xE , E˚y where
E is an event model with postconditions and E˚ Ď E.

We will also write pree for prepeq and posteppq for ppostpeqqppq.
Multipointed event models xE , E˚y with E˚ Ď E describe the sets of

pointed event models xE , ey with e P E˚. When drawing a multipointed event
model xE , E˚y, events are drawn as squares to distinguish them from ParEAL
models and all e P E˚ are double-squared to emphasize the points of refer-
ence. In the following, when given a multipointed event model xE , te1, . . . , enuy,
we will use E˚ to denote te1, . . . , enu. This E˚ will be used to determine sat-
isfiability for events.

Like for DEL, the product update of a ParEAL model M and an event
model E determines what happens if an event takes place. In this product
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update, the preconditions specify how to select the worlds in the product
update. However, different to DEL, in ParEAL this selection takes place
on the basis of ‘not falsifying the precondition’, instead of requiring that
the precondition is verified. This is because lack of truth and falsity do
not coincide on ParEAL. As a result, a precondition p selects the worlds in
which either p is true, or p is undefined. That is, the worlds in which the
precondition is undefined will remain too. This ensures that we can capture
raising awareness in a natural way, as we will see.

Additionally, postconditions are used to specify the valuations that change
in the product update. When the postcondition of a proposition is 1, this
proposition becomes true, when it is 0, it becomes false, and when it is K,
it becomes undefined. The latter will be used in Chapter 6 when we define
forgetting modalities. Lastly, when the postcondition for a proposition is
undefined, the old valuation is preserved.

Definition 5.16 (Product Update for ParEAL). Let M “ xW, pRM
a qaPA, V y

be a ParEAL model and E “ xE, pRE
aqaPA, pre, posty be an event model. Their

product update, denoted by Mb E , is the triple xWMbE , pRMbE
a qaPA, V

MbEy

defined by:

• WMbE “ txw, ey P W ˆ E | M, w + preeu

• xw, eyRMbE
a xw1, e1y iff xw, ey, xw1, e1y P WMbE , wRM

a w
1 and eRE

ae
1

• V MbE
xw,ey ppq “

$

’

&

’

%

posteppq if posteppq “ 1 or posteppq “ 0
undefined if posteppq “ K
Vwppq otherwise

In the following we also refer to the events e such that M, w + prepeq
as the events that can be applied to w. It follows from the definition that
whenever no postcondition is defined, this means that the old valuation is
preserved completely.

The event model for (public) raising awareness is as follows.

Definition 5.17 (Event Model for Raising Awareness). The multipointed
event model for raising awareness of a proposition p is xE`p, tep, ep̄uy where
E`p “ xE`p, pRaqaPA, pre, posty, with E`p “ tep, ep̄u, Ra “ tep, ep̄u ˆ tep, ep̄u
and the pre- and postconditions defined as follows (see Figure 5.9):

• preep “ p, postepppq “ 1

• preep̄ “  p, postep̄ppq “ 0
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As mentioned, we also use E˚`p to denote the points of reference tep, ep̄u.
Because the pre- and postconditions ‘coincide’ (that is, the valuation

defined by the postcondition verifies the precondition), we can draw the event
model as follows, where written p inside an event e means that pree “ p and
posteppq “ 1 and written  p means that pree “  p and posteppq “ 0:

pep  p ep̄
A

A A

Figure 5.9: The event model E`p for raising awareness of p, `p.

The event model for raising awareness then duplicates all the worlds of a
model in which p was undefined, making p in one world and false in the other,
while it preserves the other worlds. This is because worlds w such that Vwppq
is undefined do not falsify p nor  p, hence W , w + preep and W , w + preep̄

and both events ep and ep̄ can be applied to w. For an example of the
application of E`p to a model, see Figure 5.10.

pw

v

a

a, b

b b pep  p ep̄
A

A A

“

p pw, epq

a

ppv, epq

a, b

p̄ pv, ep̄q

a, b

b b

a, b

Figure 5.10: The event E`p applied to the epistemic model on the left.

Satisfiability is defined analogously to events for EAL (Definition 2.28 on
page 38), but now with respect to multipointed event models. The multiple
points of reference are used to enforce that, whenever p was initially undefined
at w of xM, wy and awareness of p is raised, so that it is duplicated in two
worlds xw, epy and xw, ep̄y, both these duplicated worlds must make φ true in
order for r`psφ to hold at w. In this way, satisfiability for the event for raising
awareness is equivalent to the clause for `p in Definition 5.10 (page 96).
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Definition 5.18 (Satisfiability for Multipointed Events). Given a multi-
pointed event model xE , E˚y, satisfiability for ParEAL with event models
extends satisfiability of ParDEL (Definition 5.10 on page 96) by:

M, w ( rxE , E˚ysφ iff @e P E˚ : M, w + prepeq implies Mb E , xw, ey ( φ

M, w ) rxE , E˚ysφ iff De P E˚ : M, w + prepeq and Mb E , xw, ey ) φ

Figures 5.8 (page 101) and 5.10 illustrate that `p as defined as a model
transformer in Definition 5.12 (page 99) and the multipointed event model
E`p lead to the same model.

Proposition 5.5. For any ParDEL+/ParEAL model M and any p P P ,
M`p is bisimilar to Mb E`p.

Proof. M`p is M with every world w P M such that p R DompVwq du-
plicated into xw, 0y and xw, 1y making p false and true, respectively, while
the relations and valuations for other propositions remain the same. This
is exactly the same as M b E`p, by replacing 1 by ep and 0 by ep̄. I.e.
the same valuations and the same relations hold. Therefore Z defined as
@xw, iy P W`p: xw, 0yZxw, ep̄y and xw, 1yZxw, epy is a bisimulation.

Furthermore, the semantics is equivalent for`p and xE`p, tep, ep̄uy. There-
fore, we can use these two interchangeably.

Proposition 5.6. For any ParDEL+/ParEAL model M, any world w P M,
any proposition p P P and any formula φ, it holds that:

M, w ( r`psφ iff M, w ( rxE`p, tep, ep̄uysφ

M, w ) r`psφ iff M, w ) rxE`p, tep, ep̄uysφ

Proof. We prove the case of verification, the case of falsification is analogous.
It holds that M, w ( r`psφ iff @xw, iy P W`p with i P t0, 1u: M`p, xw, iy (
φ. But since M`p and Mb E`p are bisimilar (Proposition 5.5), they can be
exchanged so that, by renaming xw, iy with events ep, ep̄, M, w ( r`psφ iff
@xw, ey P WMbE with e P tep, ep̄u: M b E , xw, ey ( φ. Therefore, M, w (
r`psφ iff M, w ( rxE`p, tep, ep̄uysφ.

5.8.1 Private Raising Awareness
When defining event models, more complex upgrades can be visualized.
For example, private announcements have been discussed in Section 2.2.2
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(page 35). Similarly, we here consider the dynamics of raising private aware-
ness: a group G of agents raises their awareness of a proposition p, and this
occurs in full privacy, i.e. the other agents (AzG) do not observe the upgrade
or even consider that it took place.

The event model for raising private awareness looks similar to that for
public awareness (Definition 5.17 on page 104), but instead of a single event
where the proposition p is true and another event with precondition  p,
we consider three events: one where the precondition is p, one where the
precondition is  p and a third where the precondition is J. The first two
events duplicate the worlds in which p is undefined, and the last event ensures
that the other agents do not observe the event. This is analogous to the event
model for private announcements (Definition 2.30 on page 39).

Definition 5.19 (Event Model for Private Raising Awareness). The multi-
pointed event model for private raising awareness of a proposition p amongst
a group G Ď A of agents is xE`Gp, tep, ep̄uy where E`Gp “ xE`GppRaqaPA, prey
where E`Gp “ tep, ep̄, eJu, Ra “ ptep, ep̄u ˆ tep, ep̄uq Y txeJ, eJyu for a P G
and RE

a “ tep, ep̄, eJu ˆ teJu otherwise, and the pre- and postconditions are
defined as follows (see Figure 5.11):

• preep “ p, postepppq “ 1

• preep̄ “  p, postep̄ppq “ 0

• preeJ “ J

As before, we also use E˚`Gp
to denote the points of reference tep, ep̄u.

We also refer to the multipointed event model xE`Gp, tep, ep̄uy as `Gp. The
multipointed event model does not include eJ. This is because eJ only rep-
resents that the other agents, not belonging to G, do not observe the event,
but it is not what actually takes place: namely that the group G does raise
their awareness.

Private raising awareness could be used to raise awareness of a single agent
when G “ tau, i.e. `taup. In that case, only agent a raises her awareness of
p while the other agents remain in the old state.

Because the pre- and postconditions ‘coincide’ (that is, the valuation of
the postcondition verifies the precondition), we can draw the event model as
in Figure 5.11, where written p inside an event e means that prepeq “ p and
posteppq “ 1, and J denotes pree “ J and posteppq is undefined for every
p P P .

Like with public and private announcements, privately raising the aware-
ness of p for the group of all agents, G “ A, amounts to raising (public)
awareness of p.
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pep  p ep̄
G

JeJ

AzG AzG

G

A

G

Figure 5.11: The event model E`Gp for private raising awareness of p, `Gp.

Proposition 5.7. Given a pointed ParEAL model xM, wy, a proposition p
and a formula φ. Then M, w ( r`Apsφ if and only if M, w ( r`psφ and
M, w ) r`Apsφ if and only if M, w ) r`psφ.

Proof. The model M`Ap is made of two disconnected components: the first
one is exactly M`p resulting from the product of M with the part of E`Ap

which is identical to E`p (i.e. the events ep and ep̄ and the relations between
them), the second component results from the product of M with eJ. These
are disconnected because the edges AzG are empty when G “ A.

[only if] Assume that M, w ( r`psφ. Then @xw, ey P W`p s.t. e P
E˚`p “ tep, ep̄u: M`p, xw, ey ( φ. But these worlds are exactly the worlds
in the image of w under `Ap that are used to determine satisfiability, and
these worlds satisfy the same conditions. Therefore M, w ( r`Apsφ.

Similarly, assume that M, w ) r`psφ. Then Dxw, ey P W`p s.t. e P
E˚`p “ tep, ep̄u: M`p, xw, ey ) φ. But again, this world is also in the image
of w under `Ap that is used to determine satisfiability, and this world satisfies
the same conditions. Hence M, w ) r`Apsφ.

[if] We can reverse the reasoning above to show that M, w ( r`Apsφ
implies M, w ( r`psφ and M, w ) r`Apsφ implies M, w ) r`psφ because
satisfiability for `Ap is determined by the worlds xw, epy and xw, ep̄y in the
image of w under `Ap, because eJ R E˚`Ap

. And these worlds are also in the
image of w under `p and again, satisfy the same conditions. So whenever
something holds for all these worlds (for () or for at least one of the worlds
()) under `Ap, this must also be the case for these worlds under `p.

Needless to say, private raising awareness for the group of all agents, i.e.
G “ A, is not equivalent to privately raising awareness for agent a1, then
a2, then a3, ..., until an. I.e., satisfiability for `ta1up; . . . ;`tanup is not the
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same as satisfiability for `Gp. This is because in that case, neither agent
observes the raising awareness operation for the other agents. Hence, even
though each agent becomes aware of p, this is not common information –
whereas it was for the group G with the upgrade `Gp. More concretely, the
formula r`psKaKbpp _  pq is valid on all ParDEL+/ParEAL models, but
r`bp;`apsKaKbpp_ pq is not.

In Figure 5.12, the event model for private raising awareness for a sin-
gle agent is applied to a pointed epistemic model. This situation is clearly
different from the case in which this agent raised her awareness publicly, as
depicted in Figure 5.10, because the agents do not have common awareness
of p.

pw

v

a

a, b

b b

pep p̄ ep̄

JeJ

b

b b

a a

a, b

“

ppw, epq

p

pw, eJq

a a

p

pv, epq

b

p̄

pv, ep̄q

b

pv, eJq

b
b

b

a a b

a, b

Figure 5.12: The event model of `tbup, E`tbup, applied to an epistemic model
M, on the left. In the product update (right), the aware cell ||pw, epq||a is
indicated by a dotted box and the aware cell ||pw, epq||b by a dashed box.

5.9 Raising Awareness without Disclosing Truth
By switching to partial valuations, raising awareness functions via extending
the valuation function. This implies that, unlike previous work on aware-
ness where raising awareness also unveiled truth values [15, 38, 51], raising
awareness does not disclose truth. In this section, this is proved.

Raising the awareness of agents does not lead them to acquire new knowl-
edge or beliefs. Hence:

• everything agents previously knew or believed, is still known and be-
lieved after raising awareness (knowledge and belief preservation), and
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• everything˚ known or believed after raising awareness, was already
known or believed before (knowledge and belief correspondence).

In the second clause, there is a catch. This holds only for formulas not
including the proposition awareness is raised of. Hence for p-free φ when the
modality is `Gp. This is for the obvious reason that tautologies involving p,
for example p _  p, or formulas of the form p Ñ φ where φ was previously
known or believed, will also be known or believed after raising the awareness
of p. The term ‘everything˚’ is used to exclude these cases.

In fact, preservation and correspondence do not only apply to epistemic
formulas but also to non-epistemic formulas: truth is also preserved and cor-
responds in the case of formulas not including the proposition awareness is
raised of. This is straightforward: raising awareness extends the valuation
function with proposition p but does not alter the valuation of other propo-
sitions. Therefore, formulas not involving p keep their old truth value, and
formulas involving p acquire a truth value.

Proposition 5.8 (Truth preservation and correspondence). Let M be a
ParEAL model and let w be a world in M. Then for any group G Ď A and
for any formula φ:

M, w ( φÑ r`Gpsφ (truth preservation)

and for any ψ not containing p:

M, w ( r`Gpsψ Ñ ψ (truth correspondence)

Proof. For preservation, assume that M, w ( φ. Then, after raising the
awareness of p, for all xw, ey P W`Gp with e P E˚`Gp

the valuation V `Gp
xw,ey is

either equal to Vw (in case p P DompVwq) or extends it Vw by a valuation for
proposition p (in case p R DompVwq). In both cases, for all q P DompVwq:
V `Gp
xw,eypqq “ Vwpqq. Therefore, for all xw, ey P W`Gp with e P E˚`Gp

it holds
that M`Gp, xw, ey ( φ, and thus M, w ( r`Gpsφ.

For correspondence, assume that M, w ( r`Gpsψ for some formula ψ not
containing p. This means that M`Gp, xw, ey ( ψ for all xw, ey P W`Gp with
e P E˚`Gp

. But since ψ did not contain p, for all q in ψ: V `Gp
xw,eypqq “ Vwpqq.

Therefore, it must also hold that M, w ( ψ.

In the proof of Proposition 5.8, there is no distinction between proposi-
tional formulas φ and non-propositional formulas φ, for example φ “ Kaψ,
because in both cases all the propositions q occuring in φ are evaluated at v.
For the non-propositional formulas, this is true because of the specification
property for valuations in ParEAL: this causes any propositions q occuring
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in φ such that Kaφ, even if φ “ Kbψ, to have a truth value at v. Then, the
fact that raising awareness does not alter the valuation of these propositions
q gives rise to the proof.

Furthermore, raising the awareness of p does not disclose the truth of p
itself. That is, whenever p was undefined (* p and + p), it is false that after
awareness is raised of p, p is true, and that p is false, i.e. ) r`Gpsp and
) r`Gps p.

Proposition 5.9 (Raising awareness without disclosing truth). Let M be a
ParDEL+/ParEAL model and let w be a world in M. Then for any group
G Ď A and any proposition p:

If M, w * p and M, w + p then M, w ) r`Gpsp and M, w ) r`Gps p

Proof. Whenever M, w * p and M, w + p, it means that p R DompVwq.
Hence, V `Gp

xw,epy
ppq “ 1 and V `Gp

xw,ep̄y
ppq “ 0. Thus M`Gp, xw, epy ( p and

M`Gp, xw, ep̄y ) p. By satisfiability for ParDEL+, then M`Gp, xw, epy )  p.
Thus, since E˚`Gp

“ tep, ep̄u, M, w ) r`Gpsp and M, w ) r`Gps p.

In conclusion, raising awareness does not disclose truth values nor add
new truths, other than the trivial cases (p_ p or pÑ φ, where φ was true
before, amongst others). This means that the raising awareness modalities
introduced for ParEAL truly disconnect awareness from truth.

5.10 Discussion
In this chapter, we introduced awareness through partial valuation functions
and weakly reflexive relations and we showed that raising awareness modali-
ties can be defined that raise awareness without disclosing truth values. This
is useful to model communication and interactions between agents that use
different and dynamic vocabularies, and therefore provides a good alternative
for DEOL to capture the Alignment Repair Game (ARG).

Yet, ARG is not the only use of the logic introduced. The semantics for
ParDEL+ and ParEAL do not only provide a more general framework to
model situations not restricted to full vocabulary awareness, ParEAL also
provides a way to interpret complex dynamic upgrades such as private an-
nouncements. As briefly discussed in Section 2.2.2 (page 35), private an-
nouncements, which have been introduced for DEL via event models, are
typically not permitted in DEL models because they do not preserve their
properties. In particular, they violate reflexivity of the accessibility relations
of agents. This is because for any a R G, the private announcement !Gφ does
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not have a reflexive arrow for a at eφ (Definition 2.30 on page 39). Hence,
there is also no reflexive arrow for agent a at any world xw, eφy in the product
update, causing the knowledge of this agent to no longer be factive.

Consequently, this means that the only events allowed to take place are
those that preserve the properties of the relations of the models, i.e. those
that satisfy the same properties, in particular reflexivity. For a framework as
rich as DEL, this clearly is a pity. It means that not only private announce-
ments are not permitted, but any upgrade involving a degree of privacy is
not. Because for any form of privacy, reflexivity needs to be dropped.

Instead of restricting the events that can take place to preserve the prop-
erties, another solution would be to consider a logic with different properties.
Of course, this can go very far and it is not desirable to drop all the properties
of the logic. However, ParEAL, which replaces reflexivity by weak reflexivity,
drops ‘enough’ to allow for private events. Indeed, private announcements
do preserve the properties of ParEAL models: in particular, weak reflexivity
is preserved as long as the event models satisfy weak reflexivity - which is
the case for the private upgrades we considered in this Chapter. This means
that ParEAL could be used as a framework for private communication be-
tween agents. As such, already without awareness, ParEAL is a more general
framework to model communication and knowledge or belief change.

Dropping reflexivity also has a drawback: factivity no longer holds. How-
ever, it still holds locally within the aware cells of agents. This corresponds
to the weak reflexivity condition required for the accessibility relations. As a
result, knowledge may be considered ‘intermediate’ between S5 (within aware
cells) and KD45 (outside aware cells). It is an open question to what axiom
such an intermediate knowledge operator corresponds and that formalizes
weak reflexivity as a condition on the models.

5.11 Conclusion
ParDEL+/ParEAL formalizes a notion of awareness based on partial valua-
tion functions and weakly reflexive relations. Raising awareness and private
raising awareness modalities have been discussed and it was shown that they
do not disclose truth. This allows agents to use different and dynamic vocab-
ularies to represent their knowledge and beliefs. For this reason, these logics
are a good candidate to improve the logical model of ARG: heterogeneity is
ensured via awareness and agents can learn new vocabulary, without learning
its truth, on the fly via the raising awareness modalities. This can be used to
reduce the differences between adaptive agents and logical agents concerning
their vocabulary awareness.
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In Chapter 6, awareness will be used to address another difference be-
tween the two types of agents via defining modalities for forgetting. Then,
in Chapter 7, awareness will be taken back to ARG to re-examine the for-
mal properties of the adaptation operators. This will answer whether or not
introducing awareness closer resembles ARG than DEOL.
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Chapter 6

Forgetting

I’ve a grand memory for
forgetting.

Robert Louis Stevenson

In Chapter 4, one of the differences between adaptive and logical agents
discussed is the ability of adaptive agents to forget cases and to focus on
general knowledge, while logical agents cannot forget. With a formal notion
of awareness, we can also define forgetting modalities.

Adaptive agents, who play ARG, discard the classification of object an-
nounced and focus on improving the alignments, which is sufficient for them
to prevent the same failure from occurring in the future and converge to suc-
cessful communication. Therefore, since they do not need specific examples
to communicate successfully, they do not store them. This means that in the
translation of this state, KapCbpoqq does not hold, e.g. τpαpsqq * KapCbpoqq
in Figure 6.1. On the contrary, in the logical model of ARG in DEOL, agents
cannot discard or forget these classifications of objects in the same way. This
is inherent to the definition of Dynamic Epistemic Logic (DEL), on which
Dynamic Epistemic Ontology Logic (DEOL) was based that was used to
translate ARG. After the announcement !Cbpoq in the second step of ARG
(Definition 2.12 on page 20), both agents know this, in particular agent a.
Therefore τpsqδpαq ( KapCbpoqq, see Figure 6.1. Moreover, DEOL, like DEL,
does not have ways for agents to ‘unlearn’ what they know. Therefore, what-
ever upgrade is applied after, agent a still knows that Cbpoq.
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ARG state (s) DEOL theory (τpsq)

ARG state (αpsq)

DEOL theory (τpsqδpαq ( KapCbpoqq)

DEOL theory (τpαpsqq * KapCbpoqq)

τ

α δpαq

τ

δ

Figure 6.1: The translation from ARG states (s) to DEOL theories (τ) and
from adaptation operators (α) to dynamic upgrades (δ), where KapCbpoqq
can be deduced from τpsqδpαq but not from τpαpsqq.

This difference in the ability to remember or forget is present in the proof
for incompleteness of the adaptation operators (Proposition 3.8 on page 70),
from which we can conclude that there is more to be deduced than adaptive
agents do. In this chapter, instead, we want to bring the logical model yet
closer to ARG and introduce forgetting modalities.

In the following, first two different ways to forget are discussed and
whether these can serve to reverse the raising awareness modality. Then,
these are formalized. This lays the ground for Chapter 7 where we will bring
awareness and forgetting back to ARG and define a new translation.

6.1 Two Types of Forgetting
Raising awareness as defined in Definition 5.12 (page 99) is a modality that
transforms unaware agents into uncertain, or ignorant, agents. This means
that agents, who were previously unaware of p, become aware of p after
raising awareness of it, but do not come to know or believe the truth value:
they consider it equally likely that p is true as that it is false. Formally,
raising awareness duplicates each world in which the proposition awareness
is raised of is undefined, making it true in one world and false in the other.
Relations from and to the worlds are preserved, and so are the valuations of
other propositions.

To forget, we consider two options that were introduced in [41]:
• Becoming unaware: Agents become unaware of a fact, even if they

knew or believed it before.

• Becoming uncertain: Agents forget the truth value of a fact, but are
“embarrassingly aware of [their] current ignorance” [41], i.e. they know
that they do not know p after forgetting it.
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The first of these, ‘becoming unaware’, seems a natural ‘reverse’ modality
for raising awareness.

6.1.1 Becoming Unaware ´p
To forget, one could simply delete the valuations of the proposition p that is
to be forgotten, possibly merging worlds up to bisimilarity. Such an operation
makes agents, whatever they knew or believed about p, unaware of p. It will
be referred to as ´p, or forgetting awareness. While aware agents become
unaware through ´p, unaware agents are not affected by it, see Figure 6.2.

p̄

a a aa

´p ´p

Figure 6.2: Forgetting p as a ‘becoming unaware’ modality, ´p, applied to
a world in which p is defined (left) and in which p is undefined (right). The
modality is indicated by blue dashdotted arrows.

This type of forgetting is of the type ‘becoming unaware’. It reverses the
raising awareness modality on models in which the proposition is initially
undefined and raising awareness and forgetting are applied subsequently, see
Figure 6.3.

a p

p̄

a

a

a

`p

´p

Figure 6.3: Raising the awareness of p, `p (left to right, indicated by red
dashed arrows), and forgetting p, ´p (right to left, indicated by blue dashdot-
ted arrows), merging worlds up to bi-similarity, for an agent that is unaware
of p.
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However, it is not generally a reverse of raising awareness. Consider
Figure 6.4, in which p is defined in the initial model. In this case, raising
awareness does not alter the model, while forgetting awareness does: all
valuations of p are deleted, which does not correspond to the initial model.
This is because, while raising awareness does not affect worlds in which p is
defined, forgetting awareness does affect these worlds. Hence, performing `p
and subsequently ´p does not lead back to the initial situation but instead
leads to the model in which p is undefined.

p̄

a

p̄

a a

`p ´p

Figure 6.4: Raising awareness of p, `p (indicated by red dashed arrows),
and forgetting p, ´p (indicated by blue dashdotted arrows), for an agent
that initially knows that p is false.

Moreover, different from raising awareness, forgetting awareness cannot
be not disconnected from forgetting truth. When agents forget awareness
and become unaware, so do they forget the truth value. Recall that the
raising awareness modality as defined in Chapter 5 raised awareness without
disclosing truth to the agents: truth is preserved and, for formulas with-
out occurrences of the proposition that awareness is raised of, corresponds
(Proposition 5.8 on page 110). This is not true for a forgetting modality
that deletes valuations because forgetting awareness cannot be performed
independently from ‘becoming uncertain’: through forgetting awareness of
a proposition p, whatever was known or believed about p will no longer be
known or believed.

6.1.2 Becoming Uncertain ap
The other approach to forgetting, the type ‘becoming uncertain’, requires a
different definition. Instead of deleting the valuations of a proposition p, we
want that agents solely drop the truth value of p, without losing awareness.
This can be achieved through ‘copying’ all the worlds in which p is defined
and ‘flip’ the truth value in the copied world, see Figure 6.5. This means that,
if in a world p is false, forgetting copies this world to a world in which the
relations and valuations are preserved, except the truth value of p – hence,
in this copied world, p is true. This will be referred to as ap, or forgetting
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truth. Again, like for forgetting awareness, whenever p was already undefined
in a world, ap does not affect it, see Figure 6.5.

p̄

p̄

p

a

a

a

a

ap

ap aa

ap

Figure 6.5: Forgetting p as a ‘becoming uncertain’ modality, ap, applied to
a world in which agent a knows that p is false (left) and in which agent a in
aware of p (right). The modality is indicated by blue dashdotted arrows.

After forgetting truth, agents remain aware of the proposition, but be-
come uncertain about it. Therefore, it is surely not a reverse of raising aware-
ness: it preserves awareness and deletes truth. Rather, it may be considered
as a reverse for announcements, on the condition that before announcing p,
agents were uncertain about p, see Figure 6.6. In this case, it does not matter
whether the announcement was !p or ! p, as long as it caused agents from
being uncertain to knowing the truth value of p.

p

ap

p̄

a

a

a

!p

ap

Figure 6.6: Announcing p, !p (left to right, indicated by red dashed arrows),
and forgetting p, ap (right to left, indicated by blue dashdotted arrows).

However, like ´p is not a true reverse of `p, ap is not a true reverse of
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p

a

p

p

p̄

a

a

a

!p

ap

ap

a

Figure 6.7: Announcing p, !p (indicated by red dashed arrows), and forgetting
the truth value of p, ap (indicated by blue dashdotted arrows), when p was
initially true.

!p. This is especially true if p was already true (or false) in the model, see
Figure 6.7. In that case, the announcement !p does not affect it, while ap
does by copying all the p-worlds and changing the valuation of p in these
worlds.

6.2 Definitions of Forgetting
We now formalize the two types of forgetting, using the extension of Partial
Dynamic Epistemic Logic with both raising awareness and forgetting. We
call this logic ParDELd.

Definition 6.1 (Syntax of ParDELd). Given a countable, non-empty set P
of propositions and a finite, non-empty set A of agents, the syntax, LParDELd
of (multi-agent) Partial Dynamic Epistemic Logic with raising awareness and
forgetting (ParDELd) is defined in the following way.

φ ::“ p | φ^ ψ |  φ | Kaφ | Baφ | r†φsψ | rdpsφ

where p is a proposition, Ka and Ba are the knowledge and belief operators
for each agent a, and †φ with † P t!,ò, Òu and dp with d P t`,´,au the
dynamic upgrades.

Frames and models of ParDELd are equivalent to frames and models of
ParDEL, ParDEL+ and ParEAL (Definitions 5.8 and 5.9 on pages 95, 96).

Forgetting awareness, ´p, deletes the valuation of the proposition that is
forgotten of. More precisely, it reduces the scope of the valuation function
by p.
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Definition 6.2 (Forgetting Awareness (´p)). Let M “ xW, pRaqaPA, V y be
a ParDELd model and let p P P . Then forgetting awareness ´p is a model
transformer ´p : M ÞÑ M´p where M´p is the triple xW´p, pR´pa qaPA, V

´py

defined by:
• W´p “ W

• wR´pa v iff wRav

• V ´pw pqq “

#

Vwpqq if q ‰ p

undefined otherwise

One may choose to merge worlds up to bisimilarity after applying the
forgetting modality.

Unlike raising awareness, we here write p P P because forgetting aware-
ness, or truth, is not interesting for other cases, whereas this was for raising
awareness: in this way, the set of propositions could be extended.

Forgetting truth, ap, copies the worlds in which p is true or false, and
‘flips’ the truth value. In other words, it changes the valuation of p in these
worlds.
Definition 6.3 (Forgetting Truth (ap)). Let M “ xW, pRaqaPA, V y be a
ParDELd model and let p P P . Then forgetting truth ap is a model trans-
former ap : M Ñ Map where Map is the triple xWap, pRapa qaPA, V

apy

defined by:
• Wap “ pW |p Y W | pq ˆ t0, 1u Y W zpW |p YW | pq ˆ t0u

• xw, iyRapa xv, jy iff wRav

• V ap
xw,iypqq “

$

’

&

’

%

Vwpqq if q ‰ p

Vwppq if q “ p and w P W zpW |p YW | pq

i otherwise
Satisfiability for ParDELd extends that of ParDEL+ in the natural way.

Definition 6.4 (Satisfiability for ParDELd). Satisfiability for ParDELd
extends that of ParDEL+ (Definition 5.13 on page 99) by:

M, w ( r´psφ iff M´p, w ( φ

M, w ( rapsφ iff @xw, iy P Wap : Map, xw, iy ( φ

for verification (() and for falsification ()):

M, w ) r´psφ iff M´p, w ) φ

M, w ) rapsφ iff Dxw, iy P Wap : Map, xw, iy ) φ
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6.2.1 Forgetting with Event Models
We can also capture the forgetting modalities with event models as defined
for Partial Epistemic Action Logic (ParEAL). This enables to also define
private forgetting, analogous to private announcements and private raising
awareness. This will be useful when we return to the logical model of ARG.

We follow the definitions of event models, product updates and satisfi-
ability as stipulated in Section 5.8 (page 102) for ParEAL. Recall that a
precondition is a function pre : E Ñ LParEAL that determines which worlds
appear in the product update (those such that M, w + prepeq), and a post-
condition is a partial function post : E Ñ pP Ñ t0, 1,Kuq determining the
new valuation function (Definition 5.15 on page 103):

V MbE
xw,ey ppq “

$

’

&

’

%

posteppq if posteppq “ 1 or posteppq “ 0
undefined if posteppq “ K
Vwppq otherwise

Therefore, a postcondition 1 or 0 changes the valuation of p to true or
false, a postcondition K makes p undefined and if the postcondition is not
defined for a proposition, its old valuation (true, false or undefined) is pre-
served. For raising awareness, only postconditions 1 and 0 were considered,
but for forgetting, the option K becomes useful to indicate that a valuation
is ‘deleted’ from the model.

Forgetting awareness

First, let us look at the event model for forgetting awareness. To forget
awareness, all worlds and relations are preserved, only the valuation is ad-
justed. In particular, forgetting awareness of p causes the valuation of p to
be deleted, while preserving other valuations. The event model for forget-
ting awareness therefore consists of one event e

�p
with precondition J and

postcondition assigning p to K.

Definition 6.5 (Event Model for Forgetting Awareness). The multipointed
event model for forgetting awareness of a proposition p is xE´p, te�puy where
E´p “ xE´p, pRaqaPA, pre, posty, with E´p “ te�pu, Ra “ txe�p, e�pyu, prepe�pq “
J and poste

�p
ppq “ K (see Figure 6.8).

As before, we also use E˚´p to denote the point of reference te
�p
u.

When drawing event models, we write φ on the first line of an event e to
indicate that prepeq “ φ, and p, p̄ and �p on the second line of an event e to
indicate that posteppq “ 1, posteppq “ 0 and posteppq “ K, respectively.
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J

�p
e
�p

A

Figure 6.8: The event model E´p for forgetting awareness.

Indeed, when applying the event model for forgetting awareness to an
epistemic model M, all worlds are preserved because, trivially, for each world
w P M: M, w ( J and hence M, w + J. However, the valuation of p is
deleted because poste

�p
ppq “ K. This corresponds to the model transformer

´p discussed in the previous section. Therefore, we will generally use ´p
when referring to forgetting awareness, i.e. to denote the multipointed event
model xE´p, te�puy, both in the case of ParDELd and ParEAL.

Private forgetting awareness

With the event model for forgetting awareness, we can also define the event
model for private forgetting awareness. Just like private announcements
(Section 2.2.2 on page 35) and private raising awareness (Section 5.8.1 on
page 106), private forgetting awareness for a group G Ď A causes the agents
belonging to G to forget awareness, while it preserves the state of other agents
not belonging to G.

However, different from the other private upgrades, we need to add two
extra events to the event model for forgetting awareness in order to account
for privacy. This is because we want this upgrade to preserve the properties
of ParEAL, in particular specification. As such, it cannot be that from an
event where the postcondition for p is assigned K, and hence its valuation is
deleted, another event can be accessed where the postcondition for p is not
defined, and therefore remains defined. Therefore, the event model for private
forgetting awareness consists of three events representing these changes.

Definition 6.6 (Event Model for Private Forgetting Awareness). The mul-
tipointed event model for private forgetting awareness of a proposition p is
xE´Gp, te

˚uy where E´Gp “ xE´Gp, pRaqaPA, pre, posty, with E´Gp “ te
˚, eJ, e�pu,

Ra “ txe
˚, e

�p
y, xe

�p
, e

�p
y, xeJ, eJyu for agents a P G and for agents a R G Ra “

txe˚, eJy, xe�p, e�py, xeJ, eJyu, preconditions prepeq “ J for every e P E´Gp and
postcondition poste

�p
ppq “ K (see Figure 6.9).
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J
e˚

J

�p

e
�p

J

eJ

A A

AzGG

Figure 6.9: The event model E´Gp for private forgetting awareness ´Gp for
a group G of agents.

As before, we also use E˚´Gp
to denote the point of reference te˚u. We

will also use ´Gp when referring to private forgetting awareness, and write
M´Gp for the product update Mb E´Gp.

Private forgetting awareness could be used to forget awareness of a single
agent when G “ tau, i.e. ´taup. In that case, only agent a has her awareness
of p raised, and the other agents remain in the old state.

Because private forgetting awareness occurs, indeed, privately, other agents
may mistakingly know that another agent knows or believes a proposition,
even if that agent herself forgot awareness of it, see Figure 6.10. This is be-
cause for agents not belonging to the group G whose awareness is forgotten,
the event is not observed. Hence, agents do not truly know what other agents
know or believe.

pw

a, b

b

J
e˚

J

�p

e
�p

J

eJ

a, b a, b

ba
“

pxw, e˚y

xw, e
�p
y p xw, eJy

ba

a, b a, b

Figure 6.10: The event model of private forgetting awareness, E´taup, applied
to the epistemic model on the left. For simplicity, worlds in the product
update that cannot be reached from xw, e˚y are omitted. Even though agent
a has forgotten awareness of p, agent b still knows that a knows p. In other
words, agent b does not know agent a lost awareness of p. Furthermore, agent
a does not consider that agent b is aware of p.
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Forgetting truth

Now, let us consider the forgetting truth modality. Defining an event model
for forgetting truth is tricky because it is necessary to identify the worlds
where p is undefined (and do nothing to these worlds), and the worlds where
p is defined (and delete p there) via preconditions that are not falsified at
these world, but are at other worlds.

For the worlds where p is undefined, such a precondition can be found
quite easily: p ^  p. We can also refer to this formula as Kp as it is a
contradiction involving the proposition p. It then holds that M, w + Kp if
and only if M, w + p ^  p, if and only if M, w ( p and M, w (  p, or
M, w * p and M, w + p – in which case p is undefined. As the first case
cannot occur, it therefore holds that an event e with precondition pree “
Kp can only be applied to worlds where p is undefined. Thus, letting the
precondition be Kp, only worlds where p is undefined are preserved.

Likewise, it would be a good guess to let the precondition for worlds
where p is defined to be p_ p, which we can also refer to as Jp. However,
this does not only preserve worlds where p is defined, but also where p is
undefined. Indeed, for all models M and worlds w P M: M, w + Jp if and
only if M, w +  Kp (because Jp “  Kp), if and only if M, w * Kp, if and
only if either M, w * p or M, w + p – thus in which cases p is true, false
or undefined. Hence the event e with precondition pree “ Jp preserves all
worlds of the model.

Hence, we need to change the definition of the product update (Defini-
tion 5.16 on page 104). One way would be to use ( instead of + in the clause
where preconditions are used:

WMbE
“ txw, ey P W ˆ E | M, w ( preeu

So that an event e can be applied to a world w if w verifies the precondition
of e. In this way, the precondition to p _  p would select all the worlds in
which p is defined (because p _  p “  pp ^  pq, which is verified only if p
is true or false). However, it also causes the worlds where p is undefined to
no longer be identified by p ^  p: this sentence is a contradiction so it can
never be verified, it can only be not falsified.

Therefore, another approach is necessary. We can consider preconditions
just like postconditions as partial functions pre : E Ñ pP Ñ t0, 1,Kuq,
assigning to each event e and proposition p either 1, 0 or K, or let it be
undefined. Then, the clause for WMbE could be replaced as follows:
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WMbE
“

$

’

&

’

%

xw, ey P W ˆ E

ˇ

ˇ

ˇ

ˇ

ˇ

Vwppq “

$

’

&

’

%

preeppq if preeppq P t0, 1u
undefined if preeppq “ K
Vwppq otherwise

,

/

.

/

-

So that a precondition assigning to p a value 1 would select worlds where
p is true, a value 0 worlds where p is false and finally a value K worlds where
p is undefined. Furthermore, if for some proposition p the precondition is
undefined for p, any world is preserved.

However, this complicates the event models for raising awareness and
forgetting awareness we have seen thus far because it requires more events
to be added: no longer a single event suffices to select the worlds where a
proposition is defined (hence true or false).

Fortunately, there is another way. In the following section, we show
how we can capture the forgetting truth modality with the modalities for
private raising awareness and forgetting awareness, so that the event model
for forgetting truth can be obtained by combining the event models of the
other modalities.

6.3 A relation between the two types
In both types of forgetting, agents that are unaware of a proposition p are not
affected by it. However, the functioning of the two types is quite different:
´p preserves all the worlds and only changes the valuation functions, whereas
ap changes the structure of the model by duplicating all the worlds in which
p in defined. In fact, this looks a lot like that of raising awareness: some
worlds are duplicated, and the valuation function in these duplicated worlds
is changed compared to the original world. In the case of `p, the worlds that
are duplicated are those where p is undefined and the valuation function is
extended with p, and in the case of ap, the worlds that are duplicated are
those where p is defined and the valuation function is flipped.

Here, we prove a relation between the three modalities: raising awareness,
forgetting awareness and forgetting truth. We show that to perform ap, we
can first apply ´p followed by a private raising awareness modality `Gp
for a specific group G. The latter is private because there may be agents
who are unaware of p that are not affected by ap. Consider the example in
Figure 6.11 in which agent a knows p and  q and agent b only knows q (and
is not aware of p). Forgetting truth of p causes agent a to become uncertain
about p, whereas unawareness of agent b is preserved. On the other hand,
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forgetting awareness of p and then raising awareness of it causes both agents
to become uncertain about p and hence, also aware. As such, the raising
awareness needs to occur only for those agents who were previously aware
of p, hence `Gp where G is the group of these agents. In Figure 6.11, this
would correspond to ´p;`taup.

p, q̄

w

q̄

u

a a, b

b

p, q̄

p̄, q̄

q̄

a

a

a, b

b

b

a
a
p

q̄

a, b
p, q̄

p̄, q̄

a, b

a, b

a, b

´
p

`p

Figure 6.11: Forgetting truth, ap, (above) and forgetting awareness followed
by raising awareness, ´p;`p, (below) applied to the model on the left. In the
first case, agent a becomes uncertain about p, while agent b remains unaware
of p, and in the second case, both agents become uncertain (and thus aware)
about p. Note that in the model resulting from applying ´p;`p, worlds have
been merged up to bisimilarity.

Proposition 6.1. For any pointed ParDELd model xM, wy for a set A of
agents and any proposition p P P , if G Ď A is the group of agents that
are aware of p at w (and the agents AzG are unaware of p), then Map is
bisimilar to M´p;`Gp.
Proof. Let xM, wy be a pointed ParDELd model for a set A of agents and
let p be a proposition. Then, let G Ď A be the group of agents who are
aware of p. That is, a P G if and only if for all v P ||w||a: p P DompVvq.
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Let Z be a relation between Map and M´p;`Gp defined as: if p P DompVvq,
then xv, 1yZxv, epy and xv, 0yZxv, ep̄y, and if p R DompVvq then xv, 0yZxv, eJy.

We show that Z is a bisimulation (Definition 2.24 on page 34):

• [Propositional agreement] For all xw, iy P Map and xw, ey P M´p;`Gp

such that xw, iyZxw, ey:

V ap
xw,iyppq “

$

’

&

’

%

1 i “ 1, p P DompVwq
0 i “ 0, p P DompVwq
undefined p R DompVwq

“

$

’

&

’

%

V ´p;`Gp
xw,epy

ppq i “ 1, p P DompVwq
V ´p;`Gp
xw,ep̄y

ppq i “ 0, p P DompVwq
V ´p;`Gp
xw,eJy

ppq p R DompVwq

“ V ´p;`Gp
xw,ey

• [Forth] Let xv, iy P Map and xv, ey P M´p;`Gp such that xv, iyZxv, ey.
Suppose that xv, iyRapa xv1, jy for some agent a P A.
Let xv1, e1y be such that if p P DompVv1q and j “ 1: e1 “ ep, if p P
DompVv1q and j “ 0: e1 “ ep̄, and if p R DompVv1q: e1 “ eJ. In
each case xv1, e1y P M´p;`Gp because after applying ´p, p is undefined
everywhere meaning that all three events ep, ep̄ and eJ can be applied
to v1. Furthermore, clearly, xv1, jyZxv1, e1y. It remains to show that
xv, eyR´p;`Gp

a xv1, e1y, see Figure 6.12.

xv, iy xv, ey

xv1, jy xv1, e1y

Z

aa

Z

Figure 6.12: A visualization of the ‘forth’ condition of the bisimulation: given
the worlds on the top and bottom left and the relations Z and Ra between
them on the top and left, respectively (black), we need to show that the
world on the bottom right exists with the relations Z and Ra on the bottom
and right, respectively (red).

By xv, iyRapa xv1, jy, and since ap preserves relations, it must be that
vRav

1. Then, xv, eyR´p;`Gp
a xv1, e1y holds if and only if eRE`p

a e1. There
are two cases:
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1. p P DompVvq: then e P tep, ep̄u. There are now two options, p P
DompVv1q (hence e1 P tep, ep̄u) or p R DompVv1q (hence e1 “ eJ).
Furthermore, in the first case, it must be that a P G, whereas in
the second case it must be that a R G. In both cases, eRE`p

a e1.
2. p R DompVvq: then, by specification (Definition 5.4 on page 92),

it must be that p R DompVv1q and therefore e “ e1 “ eJ. And
eJR

E`p
a eJ for all a P A.

• [Back] Let xv, iy P Map and xv, ey P M´p;`Gp such that xv, iyZxv, ey.
Suppose that xv, eyR´p;`Gp

a xv1, e1y for some agent a P A.
Let xv1, jy be such that if e1 “ ep and p P DompVv1q: j “ 1, and other-
wise j “ 0. We need to show that indeed xv1, jy P Map, xv, iyRapa xv1, jy
and xv1, jyZxv1, e1y, see Figure 6.13.

xv, iy xv, ey

xv1, jy xv1, e1y

Z

aa

Z

Figure 6.13: A visualization of the ‘back’ condition of the bisimulation: given
the worlds on the top and bottom right and the relations Z and Ra between
them on the top and right, respectively (black), we need to show that the
world on the bottom left exists with the relations Z and Ra on the bottom
and left, respectively (red).

Suppose xv1, jy R Map. Since for each u P M, xu, 0y P Map this only
occurs if j “ 1 and p R DompVv1q. But such a xv1, jy does not occur by
construction: either (1) p P DompVv1q, e “ ep and j “ 1, or (2) j “ 0.
Hence it must be that xv1, jy P Map.
Then, because xv, eyR´p;`Gp

a xv1, e1y, it must be that vRav
1. And since

ap preserves relations, also xv, iyRapa xv1, jy.
Finally, because of how we choose xv1, jy, it holds by definition of Z
that xv1, jyZxv1, e1y.

Hence Map is bisimilar to M´p;`Gp.

Proposition 6.1 also suggests that private forgetting truth aGp for a group
G Ď A can be captured by performing ´Gp followed by `G1p, where G1 Ď G
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are the sub-group of agents in G already aware of p in the initial model.
This is because then forgetting awareness will only be applied to the agents
in G, hence agents not in G who were aware of p remain so, after which
the agents in G who were already aware of p raise their awareness and thus
become uncertain. This will be useful when we turn back to the model of
the Alignment Repair Game.

6.4 Forgetting awareness implies forgetting
truth

Forgetting awareness implies forgetting truth. This is for the obvious reason
that the forgetting awareness modality deletes the valuation of propositions
and hence, they cannot remain true or false.

Proposition 6.2 (Forgetting awareness implies forgetting truth). Let M be
a ParDELd model and let w be a state in M. Then for any proposition
p P P :

M, w * r´psp and M, w * r´ps p

Proof. Let M be a ParDELd model, w a state in M and p a proposition.
Then M´p is just like M, but where the valuation of p is deleted. That is,
V ´pw ppq is undefined. But then, M´p, w * p and M´p, w + p, i.e. M´p, w *
 p. Hence, M, w * r´psp and M, w * r´ps p.

We can also use the forgetting truth modality ap to show that forgetting
awareness implies forgetting truth.

Proposition 6.3. Let M be a ParDELd model. Then for any proposition
p P P : M´p;ap is bisimilar to M´p.

Proof. We can define Z such that @w P M: wZw. It is then obvious that Z
is a bisimulation by observing that after removing the valuation of p via ´p,
there is no world w left such that p P DompVwq. Hence ap does not alter
the model.

For the forgetting truth modality, awareness is not lost, but knowledge
and beliefs are. Agents become uncertain.

Proposition 6.4 (Forgetting truth makes uncertain). Let M be a ParDELd
model and let w be a state in M. Then for any proposition p P P :

M, w * rapsKap and M, w * rapsKa p

M, w * rapsBap and M, w * rapsBa p
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Proof. Let M be a ParDELd model and p be a proposition. Then Map is
M with every world w where p P DompVwq duplicated, such that p is true
in one world, and false in the other. Otherwise, these worlds are equivalent,
satisfying the same relations and same valuations of other propositions. But
then, it can never be that an agent knows p or  p because, whenever she
has access to a p-world, she also has access to another  p-world. Likewise,
agents cannot believe p or  p because for any most plausible p-world, there
is another, equally plausible,  p-world available to her. Hence, agents are
uncertain about p in Map.

6.5 Conclusion
In this chapter, two modalities for forgetting have been introduced. A for-
getting awareness modality that reduces the scope of the valuation function
by deleting the valuation of the proposition that is to be forgotten, and a
forgetting truth modality that copies worlds in which the proposition that
is to be forgotten is defined and the truth value is flipped. We have defined
event models for the modalities and the relation between the two types has
been explored.

The link between forgetting and ARG is that adaptive agents use objects
to evolve their alignment, but do not remember the class of the object that
was announced. That is, they forget this information after using it for a
more general purpose. Experiments [46, 49] have shown that alignments are
sufficient for agents to reach successful communication and that they do not
need the objects for this purpose. Thus, incorporating forgetting into the
translation of the adaptation operators could bring the logical model closer to
ARG by allowing the logical agents to forget the class of the objects that were
used to evolve the alignment, like in the original game. As a consequence,
the formal properties of the adaptation operators need to be revisited with
respect to the new translation. In particular, this may affect incompleteness
because the proof of incompleteness builds on the ability of logical agents to
remember the classifications of the objects. The next chapter will explore
this by defining a new translation in which awareness is used.
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Chapter 7

Formal Properties of the
Adaptation Operators
Revisited

Most of the mistakes in thinking
are inadequacies of perception
rather than mistakes of logic.

Edward de Bono

The previous chapters introduced awareness and defined raising awareness
and forgetting modalities. In this chapter, we take these ideas back to the
Alignment Repair Game (ARG), by providing an alternative logical model
of ARG and re-evaluating the formal properties of the adaptation operators
with respect to this model. This is achieved through defining Partial Dy-
namic Epistemic Ontology Logic (ParDEOL), which combines the notion of
awareness and modalities for raising awareness and forgetting in ParDEL
with the encoding of ontologies and alignments in DEOL. Together, they
ensure that agents can use ontologies to represent their knowledge and that
agents do not necessarily have full awareness of the terms used by other
agents in their ontologies.

A new translation from ARG to ParDEOL is defined and the formal
properties (correctness, redundancy and completeness) of the adaptation op-
erators are re-examined with respect to this translation. It is shown that the
adaptation operators are correct and complete with respect to this transla-
tion, and partial redundancy does no longer hold, showing that indeed the
logical model of ARG in DEOL can be considered insufficient to capture the
behavior of agents and an alternative logic is required.
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Furthermore, with a formal notion of awareness, it is explored how aware-
ness evolves through playing ARG and it is shown that agents become aware
only of the sub-vocabularies necessary to succeed in the game, which are not
necessarily the full vocabularies.

7.1 Partial Dynamic Epistemic Ontology Logic
Partial Dynamic Epistemic Ontology Logic (ParDEOL) is the extension of
Dynamic Epistemic Logic (DEL) using propositions of a simple Description
Logic language (see Section 3.1) and defined with respect to weakly reflexive
relations and interpretations like Partial Dynamic Epistemic Logic (ParDEL)
(see Chapter 5).

Its syntax is defined with announcements, conservative upgrades and
awareness upgrades for classes (raising awareness and forgetting awareness).
It can be extended with radical upgrades, but as they will not be needed in
the translation of ARG to ParDEOL, we leave them out for simplicity.

Definition 7.1 (Syntax of ParDEOL). Given a countable, non-empty set C
of class names, a countable, non-empty set D of object names, and a finite,
non-empty set A of agents, the syntax, LParDEOL, of (multi-agent) Partial
Dynamic Epistemic Ontology Logic (ParDEL) is defined in the following
way.

φ ::“ Cpoq | CRD | φ^ ψ |  φ | Kaφ | Baφ | r!φsφ | | rÒφsφ | | rdGCsφ

R P tĎ,Ě,‘u,d P t`,´,au

where C,D,J P C, o P D, Ka and Ba are the knowledge and belief operators
for agent a and G Ď A.

The connectives Ñ and _ are defined as usual.
ParDEOL frames are DEOL frames (Definition 3.2 op page 48) with

weakly reflexive relations instead of reflexive relations. Therefore the re-
lations are called accessibility relations rather than plausibility relations and
are denoted by Ra.

Definition 7.2 (ParDEOL Frames). Given a finite, non-empty set A of
agents, a frame of (multi-agent) ParDEOL is a pair F “ xW, pRaqaPAy where

• W is a non-empty set of worlds, and

• pRaqaPA Ď W ˆW are the accessibility relations on W , one for each
agent, that are well-founded, locally connected, weakly reflexive and
transitive.
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From the accessibility relations, the epistemic and doxastic relations can
be defined in the same way as for ParDEL with respect to the aware cell of
an agent (Definition 5.6 on page 5.6):

w „a v iff v P ||w||a (7.1)
w Ña v iff v PMaxRa ||w||a (7.2)

ParDEOL models are ParDEOL frames equipped with a partial interpre-
tation function satisfying consideration consistency and specification.

Definition 7.3 (Consideration Consistency and Specification for Interpre-
tations). Let W be a non-empty set of worlds, C be a countable, non-empty
set of class names, ∆ a domain and Ra Ď W ˆW an accessibility relation on
W . Then for any interpretation I that assigns to each world w P W a partial
function ¨Iw : C Ñ Pp∆q:

I satisfies consideration consistency if @w, v, u P W :

wRav ^ wRauñ DompIvq “ DompIuq (7.3)
I satisfies specification if @w, v P W :

wRav ñ DompIvq Ď DompIwq (7.4)

Definition 7.4 (ParDEOL Model). Given a countable, non-empty set C of
class names, a countable, non-empty set D of object names, and a finite,
non-empty set A of agents, a model of (multi-agent) ParDEOL is a triple
M “ xF,∆, Iy where

• F is a ParDEOL frame,

• ∆ is the domain of interpretation, and

• I is an interpretation function assigning to each world w P W a partial
function ¨Iw such that ¨Iw assigns to object names o P D an element of
the domain ∆ (¨I : D Ñ ∆), and to class names C P C a subset of ∆
(¨I : C Ñ Pp∆q), satisfying consideration consistency, specification and
JIw “ ∆.

7.1.1 Dynamic Upgrades for ParDEOL
Announcements and conservative upgrades are defined as for ParDEL (Sec-
tion 5.7 on page 101): deleting all  φ-worlds and pushing the φ-worlds on
top of  φ-worlds in the aware cells of agents, respectively. Here, we define
the awareness upgrades with respect to event models.
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Like for DEL and ParDEL, event models for ParDEOL are relational
structures for dynamic modalities, in the same way as (Kripke) models are
for static information. The difference is that they are defined for classes
instead of propositions. This requires to define postconditions as partial
functions post : E Ñ pC Ñ pPp∆q Y tKuqq such that for each event e P E
and class C P C, either a subset of the domain ∆ is assigned, K is assigned,
or it is undefined. Subsets of ∆ will be assigned to extend the valuation of
a class C, so that awareness of it can be raised, K will be assigned to delete
the valuation of a class C, so that classes can be forgotten, and it will be
undefined to preserve the old interpretation of C, so that nothing happens.

Definition 7.5 (Event Model for ParDEOL). Let C be a countable, non-
empty set of class names, a countable, ∆ be a countable, non-empty set of
object names, and A be a finite, non-empty set of agents. An event model
for DEL is a quadruple E “ xE, pRaqaPA, pre, posty where

• E is a non-empty set of events,

• pRaqaPA Ď EˆE are the accessibility relations on E, one for each agent
a P A,

• pre : E Ñ LParDEOL is a precondition function assigning to each event
a formula φ, and

• post : E Ñ
`

C Ñ pPp∆q Y tKuq
˘

is a postcondition function assigning
to each event a partial function poste : C Ñ tH, . . . ,∆,Ku.

A pointed event model (for ParDEOL) is a pair xE , ey where E is an event
model for ParDEOL and e P E.

A multipointed event model (for ParDEOL) is a pair xE , E˚y where E is
an event model for ParDEOL and E˚ Ď E.

We will again also write pree for prepeq and posteppq for ppostpeqqppq.
Product updates for ParDEOL are like those for ParDEL, except that in-

stead of valuations, interpretations are affected: whenever the postcondition
for a class C is defined and not equal to K, this becomes the new valuation of
C, whenever the postcondition is equal to K, the class C becomes undefined
and whenever the postcondition is undefined, the old interpretation of C is
preserved.
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Definition 7.6 (Product Update for ParDEOL). Let M “ xW, pRM
a qaPA,∆, Iy

be a ParDEOL model and E “ xE, pRE
aqaPA, pre, posty be an event model for

ParDEOL. Their product update MbE “ xWMbE , pRMbE
a qaPA,∆MbE , IMbEy

is defined by:

• WMbE “ txw, ey P W ˆ E | M, w + prepequ

• xw, eyRMbE
a xw1, e1y iff xw, ey, xw1, e1y P WMbE , wRM

a w
1 and eRE

ae
1

• ∆MbE “ ∆

• IMbE
xw,ey pCq “

$

’

&

’

%

postepCq if postepCq P tH, . . . , 2|∆|u
undefined if postepCq “ K
IwpCq otherwise

Raising class awareness

Raising (public) awareness of a class C, denoted by `AC (or short: `C), is
achieved by creating 2|∆| copies of the worlds in which C is undefined (i.e.
C R DompIwq for world w), assigning to each these copies a different interpre-
tation of C as subsets of ∆: from H, to1u, to2u, to1, o2u, . . . up until the whole
domain ∆. Other than the different interpretation of C (and thus related
sentences such as Cpoq, CRD, KapCpoq, etc.), these copied worlds are indif-
ferent: satisfying the same relations and same interpretations. Furthermore,
worlds in which C is defined are preserved.

We also use M`C :“ M b E`C to denote the model obtained from ap-
plying the event model E`C to M, and W`C to denote WMbE`C .

Definition 7.7 (Event Model for Raising Class Awareness). The multi-
pointed event model for raising class awareness of a class C is the pair
xE`C , te1, . . . , e2|∆|uy where E`C “ xE`C , pRaqaPA, pre, posty, with E`C “

te1, . . . , e2|∆|u, Ra “ E`C ˆ E`C for a P A, and the pre- and postconditions
are defined as follows (see Figure 7.1):

• prepe1q “
Ź

oP∆p Cpoqq, poste1pCq “ H

• prepe2q “ Cpo1q ^
Ź

oP∆zto1u
p Cpoqq, poste2pCq “ to1u

• . . .

• prepe2|D|q “
Ź

oP∆pCpoqq, poste2|∆| pCq “ ∆
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As before, we also use E˚`C to denote the points of reference te1, . . . , e2|∆|u.

H

¨ ¨ ¨to1u

to1, o2u

tonu

ton´1, onu¨ ¨ ¨

¨ ¨ ¨¨ ¨ ¨ ¨ ¨ ¨

∆

A

A

A
A

A

AA A

A

A A

A A

A

Figure 7.1: The event model E`C for raising class awareness `C for a domain
∆ “ to1, . . . , onu. Because the pre- and postconditions ‘coincide’ (that is, the
valuation defined by the postcondition verifies the precondition), ∆1 Ď ∆ is
written inside an event e to denote prepeq “

Ź

oP∆1pCpoqq ^
Ź

oP∆z∆1p Cpoqq

and postepCq “ ∆1.

Raising private class awareness of a class C, denoted by `GC where
G Ď A, is like private raising awareness for ParEAL (Definition 5.19 on page
107), by adding an event eJ to the event model for raising class awareness
with precondition J and no postcondition. For all agents a P G, the same
relations hold as for E`C , and for all agents a R G, the relations are pE`C Y
teJuq ˆ teJu. This is to ensure that these agents do not observe the event of
raising awareness and still consider the old situation.

We also use M`GC :“ M b E`GC to denote the model obtained from
applying the event model E`GC to the ParDEOL model M, and W`GC to
denote WMbE`GC .
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Definition 7.8 (Event Model for Private Raising Class Awareness). The
multipointed event model for raising private class awareness of a class C for a
groupG Ď A is xE`GC , te1, . . . , e2|∆|uy where E`GC “ xE`GC , pRaqaPA, pre, posty,
with E`GC “ te1, . . . , e2|∆| , eJu, Ra “ te1, . . . , e2|∆|uˆte1, . . . , e2|∆|uYtxeJ, eJu
for a P G and Ra “ E`GC ˆ teJu for a R G, and the pre- and postconditions
are defined as follows:

• prepe1q “
Ź

oP∆p Cpoqq, poste1pCq “ H

• prepe2q “ Cpo1q ^
Ź

oP∆zto1u
p Cpoqq, poste2pCq “ to1u

• . . .

• prepe2|∆|q “
Ź

oP∆pCpoqq, poste2|∆| pCq “ ∆

• prepeJq “ J

As before, we also use E˚`GC
to denote the points of reference te1, . . . , e2|∆|u.

Forgetting class awareness

Forgetting (public) awareness of a class C, denoted by ´AC (or short: ´C),
is achieved by reducing the scope of the interpretations by C. That is, the
interpretation of C is deleted in all worlds of the model and C becomes
undefined.

We also use M´C :“ M b E´C to denote the model obtained from ap-
plying the event model E´C to the ParDEOL model M, and W´C to denote
WMbE´C .

Definition 7.9 (Event Model for Forgetting Class Awareness). The mul-
tipointed event model for forgetting class awareness of a class C is the
pair xE´C , eJy where E´C “ xE´C , pRaqaPA, pre, posty, with E´C “ teJu,
Ra “ txeJ, eJyu for all a P A, prepeJq “ J and posteJpCq “ K (see Fig-
ure 7.2).

As before, we also use E˚´C to denote the point of reference teJu.
When drawing event models, like before, we write φ on the first line of

an event e to indicate that prepeq “ φ, and now also write ��C on the second
line of an event e to indicate that postepCq “ K.
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J

��C
eJ

A

Figure 7.2: The event model E´C for forgetting awareness ´C.

Examples of applying the modality for forgetting class awareness look like
those for forgetting awareness (Section 6.2.1 on page 122), with the difference
that in this case, a lot more events are involved.

Private forgetting class awareness of a class C, denoted by ´GC, is like
private forgetting awareness for ParEAL (Definition 6.6 on page 123), by
adding two events to the event model for forgetting awareness with precon-
ditions J and no postcondition. Two events are added instead of one in order
to preserve the properties of ParDEOL models, in particular consideration
consistency. One of these added event will be used for satisfiability, and the
other to denote that agents not in G do not observe the forgetting.

We also use M´GC “ M b E´GC to denote the model obtained from
applying the event model E´GC to the ParDEOL model M, and W´GC to
denote WMbE´GC .

Definition 7.10 (Event Model for Private Forgetting Class Awareness). The
multipointed event model for private forgetting class awareness of a class C
is the pair xE´GC , e

˚y where E´GC “ xE´GC , pRaqaPA, pre, posty, with E´GC “

te˚, eJ, e�C u, relations, for agents a P G, Ra “ txe
˚, e�C y, xe�C , e�C y, xeJ, eJyu

and, for agents a R G, Ra “ txe˚, eJy, xe�C , e�C y, xeJ, eJyu. preconditions
prepeq “ J for every e P E´GC and postcondition poste

�C
pCq “ K (see Fig-

ure 6.9).

As before, we also use E˚´GC
to denote the point of reference te˚u.
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Figure 7.3: The event model E´GC for private forgetting class awareness ´GC
for a group G of agents.

Forgetting class truth

Like for ParDEL, we consider a second forgetting modality that we can call
forgetting class truth aC. This modality creates 2|∆| copies all the worlds in
which C is defined and assigns different subsets of ∆ to these copied worlds.
This means that whatever agents knew or believed about C will be dropped,
while awareness is preserved – C remains interpreted.

For the propositional case, we discussed in Section 6.3 (page 126) how we
can capture forgetting truth with raising and forgetting modalities. There-
fore, we here define the forgetting class truth modality as an abbreviation:
aC “ ´C;`GC for a forgetting class awareness modality ´C followed by a
private forgetting class awareness modality ´GC, where G are the group of
agents previously aware of C. Likewise, we use aGC to denote ´GC;`G1C
where G Ď G is the sub-group of agents in G previously aware of C. The
abbreviation for private forgetting class truth will be used in the new trans-
lation of ARG.

7.1.2 Satisfiability for ParDEOL
Satisfiability for ParDEOL is based on satisfiability for DEOL (Definition 3.4
on page 49), but is defined with respect to verification (() and falsification
()), like ParDEL (Definition 5.10 on page 96). As usual, it is considered
with respect to a pointed model xM, wy which associates a ParDEOL model
M with a world w P W .
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Definition 7.11 (Satisfiability for ParDEOL). Satisfiability for ParDEOL
is defined as:

M, w ( Cpoq iff C P DompIwq and oIw P CIw

M, w ( C Ď D iff C,D P DompIwq and CIw Ď DIw

M, w ( C ” D iff C,D P DompIwq and CIw “ DIw

M, w ( C ‘D iff C,D P DompIwq and CIw XDIw “ H

M, w ( φ^ ψ iff M, w ( φ and M, w ( ψ

M, w (  φ iff M, w ) φ

M, w ( Kaφ iff @v s.t. w „a v : M, v ( φ

M, w ( Baφ iff @v s.t. w Ña v : M, v ( φ

M, w ( r!φsψ iff M!φ, w ( ψ

M, w ( rÒφsψ iff MÒφ, w ( ψ

M, w ( rdGCsφ iff @e P E˚dGC
: M, w + prepeq implies MdGC , xw, epy ( φ

for verification (() and:

M, w ) Cpoq iff C P DompIwq and oIw R CIw

M, w ) C Ď D iff C,D P DompIwq and CIw Ę DIw

M, w ) C ” D iff C,D P DompIwq and CIw ‰ DIw

M, w ) C ‘D iff C,D P DompIwq and CIw XDIw ‰ H

M, w ) φ^ ψ iff M, w ) φ and M, w ( ψ,

or M, w ( φ and M, w ) ψ,

or M, w ) φ and M, w ) ψ

M, w )  φ iff M, w ( φ

M, w ) Kaφ iff Dv s.t. w „a v : M, v ) φ

M, w ) Baφ iff Dv s.t. w Ña v : M, v ) φ

M, w ) r!φsψ iff M!φ, w ) ψ

M, w ) rÒφsψ iff MÒφ, w ) ψ

M, w ) rdGCsφ iff De P E˚dGC
: M, w + prepeq and MdGCxw, epy ) φ

for falsification ()), where MdGC “ M b EdGC and E˚dGC
is the reference

set of EdGC .

As before, a set of formulas is inconsistent if there is no pointed model
verifying it. We say that a formula φ is a consequence of a set of formulas Γ
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(written Γ ( φ) if every pointed model xM, wy verifying all formulas of Γ,
also verifies φ.

Whenever a class C does not belong to the domain of the interpretation
function at a world w, i.e. C R DompIwq, then M, w * Cpoq and M, w +
Cpoq for each object o P D, and M, w * CRC 1 and M, w + CRC 1 for any
C 1 P C and any relation R P tĎ,Ě,‘u, and C is said to be undefined at w.

Because raising class awareness is analogous to raising (propositional)
awareness, the results about `p can be extended to `C. Thus, for any
pointed ParDEOL model xM, wy, any agent a P A and any class C P C:

• [Truth preservation and correspondence] Raising class awareness
`C preserves truth and corresponds for formulas φ not containing C,
i.e. M, w ( φ implies M, w ( r`Csφ and the latter implies the former
when φ does not contain C (Proposition 5.8 on page 110 for ParEAL).

• [Raise class awareness without truth] If C was undefined, then
after raising class awareness `C, truth of C is not disclosed, i.e. we
have M, w ) r`CsCpoq and M, w ) r`Cs Cpoq for any object o P ∆
(Proposition 5.9 on page 111 for ParEAL).

Similarly, because the mechanism for forgetting class awareness is similar
to that of forgetting (propositional) awareness, the results about ´p can be
extended to ´C. Thus, for any pointed ParDEOL model xM, wy, any agent
a P A and any class C P C:

• [Forgetting class awareness implies forgetting truth] After for-
getting class awareness ´C, no classification Cpoq remains true or false,
i.e. M, w * r´CsCpoq and M, w * r´Cs Cpoq for any object o P ∆
(Proposition 6.2 on page 130 for ParEAL).

7.2 A New Translation
The reasons for adopting DEOL with awareness and the related raising and
forgetting modalities was to bring the logical model of ARG closer to the
original game. In ARG, adaptive agents use different vocabularies to express
their knowledge, extend these vocabularies when encountering new terms
and use the objects for the sole purpose of evolving their alignments, but
are not interested in the class of these objects. This gave rise to ParDEOL,
which combines the ideas of DEOL (using propositions from a Description
Logic language to capture ontologies) and ParDEL (defining awareness with
partial valuations/interpretations and weakly reflexive relations).
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A different logic to model ARG requires a different translation from ARG
to it. However, not completely: ARG states are translated to ParDEOL us-
ing the same translation τ as for DEOL (Definition 3.5 on page 51), mapping
ontologies to agents’ knowledge and alignments to agents’ beliefs. The differ-
ence with DEOL arises when considering the semantics. In DEOL models of
τpsq, each agent has full awareness of the vocabularies used by other agents,
which is not true on ParDEOL models of τpsq. In fact, in ParDEOL models,
each class not specified as knowledge or belief of an agent by the translation
is a class the agent is unaware of. This means that for a pointed ParDEOL
model xM, wy of τpsq, any class C not appearing in the ontology or alignment
of an agent is undefined in all the worlds accessible by her, i.e. C R DompIvq
for any v P M such that w „a v or w Ña v. Hence, she does not know or
believe anything about such C.

Awareness allows agents to use (be aware) of different vocabularies to rep-
resent their knowledge and beliefs. However, it also implies that we cannot
translate the adaptation operators directly to announcements and conserva-
tive upgrades like for DEOL. This is because some of the classes to which
a new correspondence is added are classes agents are unaware of. Therefore
their awareness needs to be raised beforehand. This is not necessary for the
class Cb that is announced, as it already appeared in the correspondence, but
it is for the super- and subclasses of Ca and Cb to which correspondences are
added.

Furthermore, different from the translation in DEOL, the logical transla-
tion of adaptation operators in ParDEOL makes use of a forgetting class truth
modality after the announcement !Cbpoq. This corresponds to ARG, where
agents use the announcement !Cbpoq to test the correspondence and then
discard it again in order to apply an adaptation operator to evolve the align-
ment. The forgetting class truth modality must occur before performing the
conservative upgrade (forcing agents to believe the correspondence(s) added
by the adaptation operator) and privately. It must occur before the conserva-
tive upgrade because, otherwise, what was learned through the conservative
upgrade will likewise be forgotten, hence causing the new correspondence(s)
not to be believed. Furthermore, it must occur privately because, otherwise,
agent b will forget Cbpoq, which is part of her ontology, therefore violating the
translation. In ParDEOL, the forgetting class truth modality is private to
all the agents except b, because Cb occurs in agent b’s ontology so she cannot
forget: aAztbuCb.

The translation of adaptation operators in ParDEOL is denoted as δ`.
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Definition 7.12 (ARG Dynamics in ParDEOL). Let T “ τpsq be the theory
that is the translation of an ARG state s, let α be an adaptation operator
and let xCa, Cb,Ěy be the failing correspondence for object o with Ca P Oa

and Cb P Ob. Then δ`pαrxCa, Cb,Ěy, osq : T Ñ T 1 is a theory transformation,
where T 1 is defined as:

T 1 :“
#

T Y tx!CbpoqyJ, xaAztbuCbyJu if Oa ( Capoq

T Y tx!CbpoqyJ, xaAztbuCbyJ,
@

d`pαrxCa, Cb,Ěy, osq
D

Ju if Oa * Capoq

and d`pαrxCa, Cb,Ěy, osq is a complex logical upgrade that corresponds to
the adaptation operator α applied to failing correspondence xCa, Cb,Ěy with
object o, that is defined as dpαrxCa, Cb,Ěy, osq (Definition 3.8 on page 61)
proceeded by a raising class awareness modality for agent a:

d`pdeleteq “ dpdeleteq
d`paddq “ `mscapCaq; dpaddq

d`paddjoinq “ `msccapo, Caq; dpaddjoinq
d`prefineq “ t`C 1buC1bPMbpCb,oq; dprefineq

d`prefaddq “ `msccapo, Caq; t`C 1buC1bPMbpCb,oq; dprefaddq

where MbpCb, oq “ tC
1
b P mgcxbpCb, oq | ExC

1
a, C

1
b,Ěy P Aabu.

7.3 Formal Properties of the Adaptation Op-
erators Revisited

ParDEOL is introduced to overcome some differences between the adap-
tive agents playing ARG and the agents in the logical model of ARG in
DEOL, as discussed in Chapter 4. In particular, (1) the notion of awareness
in ParDEOL allows agents to use heterogeneous knowledge representations,
which are based on different vocabularies, and (2) forgetting modalities en-
able agents to focus on general knowledge and discard the objects. To confirm
that the ParDEOL model is closer to the original game, the formal properties
of the adaptation operators need to be re-examined with respect to the new
translation δ`. Through this, the logical models of ARG in DEOL and in
ParDEOL can be compared.
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τ

Figure 7.4: Relations between ARG scenarios and (Par)DEOL theories
via the translation τ , adaptation operators α, DEOL dynamics δpαq and
ParDEOL dynamics δ`pαq.

7.3.1 Correctness
First, let us consider correctness. An adaptation operator α is correct with
respect to a translation t if and only if for all ARG states s: pτpsqqtpαq (
τpαpsqq (Definition 3.9 on page 65). I.e. when applying the logical dynamics
of the adaptation operator to the translated ARG state we arrive at a theory
that entails the theory obtained from first applying the adaptation operator
to the state and then translating it to (Par)DEOL. For the DEOL translation
(t “ δ) it was proved that all adaptation operators but add are correct. This
was because add does not take into account to which class the object o belongs
and therefore the correspondence that is added to the alignment, with the
direct superclass of Ca, might not be compatible with it, when this direct
superclass is not a class of o (Section 3.3.1 on page 64).

With respect to the translation in ParDEOL (t “ δ`), the situation has
changed. This is because through the additional forgetting class awareness
modality aCb in the translation δ`, agent a forgets that the object o belonged
to Cb, which was the necessary ingredient for proving that add was incorrect
for DEOL. Without this information, agent a can no longer conclude that
the direct superclass of Ca, mscapCaq, cannot subsume Cb in the case this
superclass is not compatible with o: she still knows that o does not belong
to mscapCaq, but she no longer knows that o belongs to Cb. Hence, the
conclusion is that all adaptation operators are correct with respect to the
ParDEOL translation.

Proposition 7.1 (Correctness). All adaptation operators are correct with
respect to the ParDEOL translation δ`.
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Proof. To prove that the adaptation operators delete, addjoin, refine and
refadd are correct, observe that through δ`pαq, the same beliefs are added
as for δpαq, which contain the beliefs of the correspondence(s) added through
α applied to s. Therefore, for the same reason that τpsqδpαq ( τpαpsqq also
τpsqδ

`pαq ( τpαpsqq for α P tdelete, addjoin, refine, refaddu.
To prove that add is correct, we first look at the differences with the proof

of incorrectness of add for δ (Proposition 3.5 on page 66). In this proof, it
was shown that τpsq!Cbpoq;ÒpCaĞCb^mscapCaqĚCbq ( KapC

1 Ğ Cbq but τpaddpsqq (
BapC

1 Ě Cbq where C 1 is the direct superclass of Ca in agent a’s ontology,
i.e. C 1 “ mscapCaq. But this was based on the fact that the announcement
!Cbpoq causes agent a to know Cbpoq. However, when agent a forgets the
extension of Cb before performing the conservative upgrade, this no longer
holds, i.e. τpsq!Cbpoq;aAztbuCb;ÒpCaĞCb^mscapCaqĚCbq * KapC

1 Ğ Cbq. Therefore,
the argumentation in Proposition 3.5 (page 66) no longer holds. To show that
add in incorrect, we then observe that the beliefs added by add are entailed:
τpsq!Cbpoq;aAztbuCb;ÒpCaĞCb^C

1ĚCbq ( BipCa Ğ Cbq ^BipC
1 Ě Cbq for both agents

i P ta, bu because of the conservative upgrade ÒpCa Ğ Cb ^mscapCaq Ě Cbq.
Since there are no other changes, it follows that add is correct.

The correctness of add in the ParDEOL models of the translation com-
pared to the incorrectness of add in the DEOL models of the translation
leads to two observations: (1) the ParDEOL models are indeed closer to the
original ARG game, but (2) the adaptive agents do benefit from more logical
adaptation operators. This is because, even in ParDEOL, add remains a
risky adaptation operator that may result in adding a faulty correspondence
which has to be revised another time in the future. This occurs in exactly the
case that led to incorrectness of add in DEOL: whenever the direct superclass
mscapCaq of Ca, which belonged to the initial correspondence, is not com-
patible with o. Then, the correspondence added by add is mscapCaq Ě Cb,
leading to another failure when o is drawn in a subsequent round. This goes
on until the lowest superclass of Ca is reached that is compatible with o.
This confirms the initial interpretation for the lack of formal properties with
respect to the DEOL translation: either the adaptive agents use sub-logical
behavior, or the logical model is insufficient to describe them. Turning to
an alternative logic brings the model closer to the game, while dropping add
brings the game closer to the logic.

7.3.2 Redundancy
Next, we consider redundancy of the adaptation operators. Recall that an
adaptation operator is α is redundant with respect to the DEOL translation
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if the first sub-part of the translation is enough to enforce agents to believe
what is achieved through the rest of the upgrade: pτpsqq!Cbpoq ( τpαpsqq
(Definition 3.10 on page 67). For DEOL, it was proved that no adaptation
operator is redundant, but that delete and addjoin are partially redundant
with respect to agent a: for agent a, the announcement is enough to deduce
the beliefs enforced by these adaptation operators.

For ParDEOL, this sub-part of the adaptation operators also includes the
forgetting class truth modality aAztbuCb. This is because on ARG, the class
of o is communicated only to check whether the round is a success or not,
after which it is discarded. Afterwards, in case it is a failure, an adaptation
operator is applied.
Definition 7.13 (Redundancy for ParDEOL). An adaptation operator α is
redundant if and only if @s: pτpsqq!Cbpoq;aAztbuCb ( τpαpsqq.

We first prove that no adaptation operator is redundant. The reason is
that, the announcement !Cbpoq followed by the forgetting class truth modality
aAztbuCb, is not enough for agent b to discard the failing correspondence
xCa, Cb,Ěy caused by object o. Whereas this correspondence is deleted by
any adaptation operator, hence no longer believed in τpαpsqq.
Proposition 7.2 (No redundancy). No adaptation operator is redundant
with respect to the translation δ`.
Proof. Let s be an ARG state and xCa, Cb,Ěy P Aab be the failing correspon-
dence with object o, and consider any adaptation operator α. Then, through
the upgrade !Cbpoq;aAztbuCb, agent b acquires neither knowledge nor belief
about Cb, while she remains aware of it. However, after applying any adap-
tation operator α, the correspondence xCa, Cb,Ěy is deleted from the align-
ment. Hence pτpαqq!Cbpoq;aAztbuCb ( BbpCa Ě Cbq, but τpαpsqq * BbpCa Ě Cbq.
Therefore no adaptation operator is redundant.

But what about partial redundancy? Again, we consider partial redun-
dancy with respect to the upgrade !Cbpoq;aAztbuCb.
Definition 7.14 (Partial Redundancy for ParDEOL). An adaptation oper-
ator α is partially redundant for agent a if and only if τpαpsqq ( Baφ implies
pτpsqq!Cbpoq;aAztbuCb ( Baφ for any ARG state s and any φ in LParDEOL.

In DEOL, the announcement !Cbpoq leads agent a to discard the failing
correspondence xCa, Cb,Ěy and to deduce correspondences involving Cb and
classes in her own ontology, exactly what the adaptation operators delete
and addjoin do. However, for ParDEOL, the forgetting class truth modal-
ity aAztbuCb leads agent a to not be able to deduce these. Therefore, no
adaptation operator is redundant nor partially redundant anymore.
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Proposition 7.3 (No partial redundancy). No adaptation operator is par-
tially redundant with respect to translation.

Proof. For agent b, this follows directly from redundancy (Proposition 7.2).
For agent a, the proof that partial redundancy does not hold follows from
the fact that after the announcement !Cbpoq, from which agent a comes to
know that Cbpoq, she discards this again through aAztbuCb. But then she
also discards any correspondence c or  c in which Cb occurs, in particu-
lar  Ca Ě Cb, which she learned from !Cbpoq but discarded again through
aAztbuCb. However, through any adaptation operator, this correspondence is
deleted, leading to agent a believing that  Ca Ě Cb. Therefore for any α:
pτpsqq!Cbpoq;aAztbuCb * Bap Ca Ě Cbq but τpαpsqq ( Bap Ca Ě Cbq. Hence no
adaptation operator is partially redundant.

Proposition 7.3 confirms that on ARG, the announcement !Cbpoq is solely
used to test the correspondence and decide whether an adaptation operator
needs to be applied and it is not used to evolve the alignment.

7.3.3 Completeness
The situation of completeness of the adaptation operators is more inter-
esting to discuss. An adaptation operator α is complete if for all ARG
states s: τpαpsqq ( pτpsqqδpαq (Definition 3.12 on page 70). In Chapter 3,
it was proved that all adaptation operators are incomplete with respect to
the DEOL translation δ. This was achieved through the observation that
after the announcement !Cbpoq, agent a acquires knowledge of this fact and
hence pτpsqqδpαq ( KapCbpoqq, but this knowledge can never be obtained
through the adaptation operator as this only affects the alignment, therefore
τpαpsqq * KapCbpoqq.

With the new ParDEOL translation δ`, the situation is different because
truth about Cb is forgotten by agent a throughaAztbuCb. This means that this
knowledge KapCbpoqq does not hold after applying δ`pαq to the translation
τpsq of an ARG state s. Hence, unlike δ, pτpsqqδpαq * KapCbpoqq.

Let us explain why, still, forgetting class truth is not enough to prove
completeness. This is due to the fact that all the upgrades, except aAztbuCb
that excludes b because Cbpoq is part of her ontolgoy, are public. There-
fore, even though the agents (except b) discard Cbpoq and therefore what
was learned from !Cbpoq is unlearned, still each agent acquires the belief
of the new correspondence that is added through the adaptation operators
α P tadd, addjoin, refine, refaddu, if they are aware of the classes in this
correspondence. This awareness cannot be ruled out as there might always
be other agents such that these classes also appear in correspondences in
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her alignment. However, we can prove that all the adaptation operators are
complete for ARG states consisting of only two agents.

Before we prove this, the effect of one difference between logical and
adaptive agents as discussed in Chapter 4 needs to be discussed with respect
to completeness. The difference arising out of the ability of logical agents to
combine beliefs and the inability of adaptive agents to combine alignments.
This difference is certainly still present in the translation δ`:

`

BapCpxqq ^
BapC Ď Dq

˘

Ñ BapDpxqq and
`

BapC Ď C 1q ^ BapC
1 Ď Dq

˘

Ñ BapC Ď Dq
also hold for ParDEOL as long as agents are aware of C,D,C 1 – which is the
case for all classes occurring in correspondences of the alignment. This does
not affect completeness because these beliefs are combined in both pτpsqqδpαq
and τpαpsqq, and the beliefs that agents can combine to reach new beliefs are
the same in both situations.

Proposition 7.4 (Completeness). All adaptation operators are complete for
ARG states consisting of two agents with respect to the translation δ`.

Proof. Let s be an ARG state for a set of agents A “ ta, bu and let α an
adaptation operator for ARG. We need to show that τpαpsqq ( pτpsqqδ`pαq
(Definition 3.12 on page 70).

Assume that pτpsqqδ`pαq ( φ for some φ P LParDEOL. Then if φ is a
non-epistemic formula, also pτpsqq ( φ because the only hard information
gained through δ`pαq is Cbpoq (from the announcement !Cbpoq), which is also
discarded through atauCb in δ`pαq. The forgetting modality atauCb, even if
it only alters the knowledge and beliefs of agent a, ensures that Cbpoq is not
true globally: in the aware cell of agent a, there are worlds such that Cbpoq
is false, making Cbpoq not to hold globally. Hence pτpsqqδ`pαq * Cbpoq and
therefore pτpsqq ( φ. Then also pτpαpsqqq ( φ because α only affects the
alignment between agents but not truth.

If φ is an epistemic formula, there are two cases: (1) φ “ Kiψ or (2)
φ “ Biψ for some i P A.

(1) Assume that pτpsqqδ`pαq ( Kiψ. Then, for the same reasoning as
before, it must be that pτpsqq ( Kiψ: the knowledge agent a acquires through
the announcement !Cbpoq of δ`pαq, KapCbpoqq, is immediately discarded by
atauCb and no other knowledge is gained through δ`pαq. Then, because α
does not affect the ontologies of agents, it also holds that τpαpsqq ( Kiψ.

(2) Assume that pτpsqqδ`pαq ( Biψ. Then, either (i) ψ is a correspondence
CRD occurring in the conservative upgrade of δ`pαq, or (ii) it is obtained
from combining this correspondence with knowledge or belief that already
held in τpsq. In both cases, this correspondence is also believed in τpαpsqq by
the agent: for (i) this is true because if ÒpCRDq occurs in δ`pαq then CRD
is the correspondence added by α to the alignment between agents a and b
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at s, hence it will be translated to belief by τ . For (ii) this holds because (i)
ensures that the only belief added in the logical model is also added by the
adaptation operator, while the knowledge and other beliefs of agents stay the
same, and agents can combine their knowledge and beliefs in the same ways
in τpαpsqq and τpsqδ

`pαq. Hence, τpαpsqq ( Biψ
Therefore, for any φ P LParDEOL such that pτpsqqδ`pαq ( φ it holds that

pτpαpsqqq ( φ. Hence τpαpsqq ( pτpsqqδ`pαq.

The completeness result cannot be extended to ARG states with more
than two agents because the conservative upgrade causes all agents to believe
the new correspondence, while this can never be part of the alignment.

Proposition 7.5 (Incompleteness). For any ARG state s with |A| ą 2,
delete is complete with respect to the translation δ`. The other adaptation
operators are incomplete with respect to δ`.

Proof. The adaptation operator delete is complete because it does not add
any correspondence and all agents that learn Cbpoq through !Cbpoq discard it
again through aAztbu.

The other adaptation operators are incomplete because the added corre-
spondence by the operator will be believed by all agents that are aware of
the classes in this correspondence, also c R ta, bu. However, these correspon-
dences themselves are not part of their alignments in ARG, because these
alignments only include correspondences between classes in c’s ontology and
other agents’ ontologies.

Completeness of the adaptation operators for ARG states with two agents,
with respect to the translation δ`, shows that awareness and the forgetting
class truth modality indeed bring the logical model of ARG closer to the
original game. However, it also shows the need for private communication
in order to be extended to ARG states with more than two agents because
public communication causes all the agents to update their knowledge and
beliefs with the upgrades. Replacing the announcement !Cbpoq by a private
announcement !tauCb, the forgetting class truth aAztbu and finally the conser-
vative upgrade Ò c for a correspondence c by a private conservative upgrade
to only agents a and b could therefore benefit the logical model and may lead
to completeness for all ARG states.

Finally, the proofs of correctness, redundancy and completeness for |A| “
2 emphasize that the lack of formal properties can be interpreted in two ways:
either the adaptive agents are sub-logical or the logical model in DEOL is
insufficient to model their behavior. ParDEOL contributes to the second
interpretation.
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7.4 The Evolution of Awareness in ARG
With a formal notion of awareness, we can explore how awareness evolves on
ARG. Recall that the awareness of an agent a at a world w of a model M
can be defined with respect to the aware cell of an agents, i.e. AWapwq “
Ť

w1P||w||a
DompVw1q. For a pointed model xM, wy, AWapMq can be used

to denote AWapwq when w is clear from the context, and for a theory
T , AWapT q can be used to denote the intersection of the awareness of a
in all pointed models xM, wy of T , i.e. AWapT q “

Ş

xM,wy(T AWapwq “
Ş

w1P||w||a s.t. xM,wy(T DompVw1q. When it is not specified otherwise these
pointed models will be assumed to be ParDEOL models.

First, awareness in ParDEOL is confined within full awareness in DEOL.
That is, the awareness of an agent at a pointed ParDEOL model of the
translation of an ARG state is included in the awareness of that agent at the
DEOL model.

Proposition 7.6 (Awareness is confined). Agent awareness in ParDEOL
is confined within full awareness (in DEOL): @s, @a P A: if xM`, w`y
is a ParDEOL model of τpsq and xM, wy is a DEOL model of τpsq then
AWapM`q Ď AWapMq.

Proof. Let s be an ARG state and τpsq be its logical translation. Further-
more, let xM`, w`y and xM, wy be ParDEOL and DEOL models of τpsq,
respectively. Then in xM`, w`y, agents know their own ontology and be-
lieve the alignments between their ontology and other agents’ ontologies.
Additionally, this encompasses the awareness of agents, i.e. AWapM`q “

sigpOaq Y tCb |xCa, Cb, Ry P
Ť

bPAztauAabu. But in xM, wy, agents have full
awareness of all the classes in their own and other agents’ ontologies. In
fact, they are aware of the set of propositions, i.e. AWapMq “ P . Hence
AWapM`q Ď AWapMq.

Now, let us consider how awareness evolves in ParDEOL. This can be ex-
plored in two different ways: (1) how does awareness evolve through applying
the adaptation operator α and (2) how does it evolve through the logical dy-
namics δ`pαq that are translations of α in ParDEOL. More specifically, the
first corresponds to comparing awareness of agents on τpsq with τpαpsqq, and
the second corresponds to comparing this with pτpsqqδ`pαq. See Figure 7.5.
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Figure 7.5: Relations between ARG scenarios and ParDEOL theories via the
translation τ , and between adaptation operators α and ParDEOL dynamics
δ`pαq.

First, let us take a look at δ`. In ParDEOL, agent awareness may only
increase through application of logical dynamics corresponding to all adap-
tation operators.

Proposition 7.7 (Awareness increases via the logical dynamics δ`pαq).
Let s be an ARG state and α be any permitted adaptation operator ap-
plied to a failing correspondence xCa, Cb, Ry with object o, then @a P A :
AWappτpsqq

δ`pαqq Ě AWapτpsqq.

Proof. By definition of δ`pαq, agents either preserve their awareness (for
example for delete), or raise their awareness. But awareness cannot decrease
since no forgetting class awareness modality is present in the translation
of adaptation operators. Therefore AWappτpsqq

δ`pαqq Ě AWapτpsqq for all
agents a.

The different adaptation operators raise different agent’s awareness. For
delete, no awareness is raised and both agents preserve their awareness at
τpsq, add, addjoin and refine raise the awareness of one of the agents (add
and addjoin that of agent b, and refine that of agent a – because the other
agent is already aware of this class as it appears in her ontology) and refadd,
as the combination of addjoin and refine, raises awareness of both agents.

The same is not true for ARG: through application of an adaptation op-
erator, awareness may actually decrease. This is in particular the case for
the adaptation operator delete. This operator deletes the failing correspon-
dence from the alignment and therefore, if the classes of this correspondence
do not occur in another correspondence, the ParDEOL model of the logical
translation of the resulting state excludes these classes from the awareness
of agents.
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Proposition 7.8 (Awareness may decrease via the adaptation operator α).
There is an ARG state s with permitted adaptation operator α and an agent
a such that AWapτpαpsqqq Ę AWapτpsqq.
Proof. Let s be an ARG state and Aab be the alignment in this state of
agents a and b. Now assume that the failing correspondence is Ca Ě Cb with
object o and that these classes do not appear in other correspondences of
the alignment. Finally, let the applied adaptation operator be delete. This
means that Ca Ě Cb is deleted from Aab in deletepsq. Moreover, this means
that the classes Ca and Cb do no longer continue to appear in the alignment of
the new state deletepsq. Therefore, in the translation τpdeletepsqq, agent a
does not hold any belief, nor knowledge, about Cb and agent b not about Ca.
Hence in the ParDEOL model of this state, Cb R AWapτpdeletepsqqq and
Ca R AWbpτpdeletepsqqq. However, since in s, Ca Ě Cb did belong to the
alignment Aab, Cb P AWapτpsqq and Ca P AWbpτpsqq. Thus AWipτpαpsqqq Ę
AWipτpsqq for i P ta, bu.

Proposition 7.8 illustrates that adaptive agents may not only forget truth,
but may also forget awareness, and Proposition 7.7 shows that this does not
hold for logical agent. The question therefore may be why not use ´AztbuCb in
the translation δ` of the adaptation operators (Definition 7.12 on page 145)?
The answer is, that this may violate the translation τpsq and its ParDEOL
models because the situation used in the proof of Proposition 7.8 is very spe-
cific: if agents have another correspondence involving the class Cb, forgetting
awareness of this class causes agents to stop believing this correspondence,
hence the alignment on ARG is no longer translated to beliefs in ParDEOL.

From Propositions 7.7 and 7.8 we can conclude that ParDEOL models
correspond to ARG but retain acquired awareness.
Proposition 7.9 (ParDEOL preserves awareness). Let s be an ARG state
and α any permitted adaptation operator applied to a failing correspondence
xCa, Cb, Ry with object o, then @a P A: AWapτpαpsqqq Ď AWappτpsqq

δ`pαqq.
Proof. Consider an ARG state s and let α be any permitted adaptation
operator applied to failing correspondence xCa, Cb, Ry with object o. Then
the classes agents may become aware of by application of α (mscapCaq for add,
msccapo, Caq for addjoin, tC 1bu for refine and the latter two for refadd)
are exactly those classes of which awareness is raised by the dynamics of
δ`pαq. And because awareness may not decrease through δ`, for all agents
a: AWapτpαpsqq Ď AWappτpsqq

δ`pαqq.
Proposition 7.10 (Incomplete Awareness). There is an ARG state s and
adaptation operator α that is applied to a failing correspondence xCa, Cb, Ry
with object o such that AWapτpαpsqqq Ğ AWappτpsqq

δ`pαqq.
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Proof. Because awareness may decrease via α (Proposition 7.8), but ParDEOL
preserves awareness (Proposition 7.9) we have there are situations such that
AWapτpαpsqqq Ğ AWappτpsqq

δ`pαqq.

In Figure 7.6, the propositions are visualized with respect to the diagram
of translations τ and δ`.

ARG state
s

ParDEOL theory
τpsq

ParDEOL
theory

pτpsqqδ
`pαq

ARG state
αpsq

ParDEOL
theory
τpαpsqq

α δ`pαq

τ

τ

Prop. 7.7

Prop. 7.9
Ś

Prop. 7.10

Prop. 7.8
Ś

Figure 7.6: Relations between ARG scenarios and ParDEOL theories via the
translation τ , and between adaptation operators α and ParDEOL dynamics
δ`pαq. The red dashed arrows indicate the inclusion of awareness of the
source in that of the target (and when it is crossed, it means that it does not
hold).

Despite the fact that awareness may decrease on ARG through application
of the adaptation operators, experiments have shown that agents converge to
a state with successful communication and stable alignments [46, 49]. This
suggests that agents do not need full awareness to communicate successfully,
they only need to be aware of a subset of the vocabularies used by other
agents that is sufficient for successful communication. Consider the following
example.

Example 7.1. Let s˚ be the ARG state drawn in Figure 7.7 where the
alignment Aab is the set of correspondences xC l

a, C
l
b, Ry such that C l

a P Oa

and C l
b P Ob are “leaf classes” (they have no subclass) and R is the truthful

relation holding between them, corresponding to the reference alignment.
Then any object drawn will reach a success in ARG and for all i P A, @α:
AWipτps

˚qq “ AWapτpαps
˚qqq, but agents do not have full awareness.
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Figure 7.7: An ARG state in which the alignment consists of all truthful
correspondences between leaf classes.

When ARG reaches a stable state, a state in which every round of ARG
is a success, awareness in the logical model is also stable. This is because no
more adaptation operator is applied, and hence also no awareness is raised.
Furthermore, also the knowlege and beliefs of agents are stable in this case:
even though the upgrades !Cbpoq;aAztbu continue to be applied, this does not
cause agents to acquire information: through !Cbpoq agents (except b) learn
that Cbpoq but this is immediately forgotten because of aAztbuCb.

7.5 Conclusion
In this chapter, an alternative translation of ARG is provided in ParDEOL,
making use of raising class awareness and forgetting class truth modalities.
This enables agents to use different vocabularies to express their knowledge
and beliefs and extend their vocabularies via raising awareness modalities
when encountering new classes, overcoming full vocabulary awareness.

With this new translation, it was shown that, unlike the translation in
DEOL, the adaptation operators are correct, not (partially) redundant and
complete for ARG states of two agents with respect to the translation in
ParDEOL. This is in particular the case because the forgetting class truth
modality causes the agents to discard the classification of the object that
was used to test the alignment. As a result, the DEOL translation can be
considered insufficient to model ARG, and the ParDEOL translation as an
improvement, bringing the logical model closer to the original game. How-
ever, the proof that add is correct for ParDEOL also shows that adaptive
agents benefit from considering logical adaptation operators. Furthermore,
incompleteness for ARG states with more than two agents, compared to
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completeness for two agents, suggests the need for switching to private dy-
namic upgrades, in particular for the conservative upgrade introducing the
new correspondence.

Awareness, raising awareness and forgetting therefore bring the logical
model of ARG closer to the original game in two ways: (1) by enabling
distinct and dynamic vocabularies, and (2) by letting agents discard evidence.
This emphasizes that indeed the lack of formal properties can be interpreted
and addressed in two ways: by giving the adaptive agents more logical power,
or by bringing the logical model closer to their behavior.
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Chapter 8

Conclusion

Je ne sais pas où je vais, oh ça
je l’ai jamais bien su
Mais si jamais je le savais, je
crois bien que je n’irai plus

Le Rue Ketanou, Où je vais

In this thesis, a logical model for the Alignment Repair Game (ARG) is
introduced in order to examine its formal properties. This proved more chal-
lenging than thought and led to identify three differences between adaptive
agents and logical agents. We then introduced awareness to bring the logical
model closer to the original game. In this chapter, we give a summary of
our contribution and we present the perspectives for ARG as well as beyond
ARG.

Summary
This thesis started with the question: what are the formal properties of the
adaptation operators, are they logically correct, complete or redundant? To
answer these questions, a logical model was introduced for ARG. This model
was based on Dynamic Epistemic Ontology Logic (DEOL), which extends
Dynamic Epistemic Logic (DEL) with object classifications and class rela-
tions from a simple Description Logic language. A translation from ARG to
DEOL was defined that maps agents’ ontologies and alignments to knowledge
and beliefs, respectively, and translates adaptation operators to announce-
ments and conservative upgrades. The translation was proven faithful (it
preserves consequences of ontologies and alignments, and the knowledge is
the same if ARG is consistent) and ARG state preserving.
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The translation enabled to define the formal properties (correctness, com-
pleteness and redundancy) of the adaptation operators. We then proved that
all adaptation operators but add are formally correct, all adaptation opera-
tors are incomplete and delete and addjoin are partially redundant. With
these results, this thesis bridges a very practical implementation of adap-
tive agents used in simulations with a dynamic epistemic model of logical
agents. In spite of, or because of, the simplicity of ARG, this revealed more
challenging than expected.

This led us to identify three differences between adaptive agents and
their logical model (logical agents): (1) adaptive agents reason locally while
logical agents reason globally, (2) logical agents share a fixed vocabulary,
preventing them from using heterogeneous knowledge representations like
adaptive agents, and (3) adaptive agents are unable to remember individual
cases because they focus on general knowledge, whereas logical agents cannot
discard these.

To reduce these differences, the assumption of full vocabulary aware-
ness was dropped, which holds on DEL and DEOL. This assumption pre-
vents agents from using distinct and dynamic vocabularies to represent their
knowledge and beliefs. To respect heterogeneity between agents, a notion of
awareness was introduced based on partial valuation functions and weakly
reflexive relations: Partial Dynamic Epistemic Logic (ParDEL) was born.
ParDEL enables to distinguish uncertain agents, agents that are aware of a
proposition but do not know the truth value, from unaware agents, agents
that do not consider the proposition at all. The properties of awareness
were motivated and formalized, and the syntax and semantics of ParDEL
were defined. Modalities for raising awareness were introduced for ParDEL
that allow agents to extend their vocabularies when encountering new terms,
either from the environment or through interaction with other agents. We
proved that these modalities are disconnected from truth: raising awareness
does not disclose truth values.

With a formal notion of awareness, the next step was to define forget-
ting modalities. These modalities were motivated by the difference between
adaptive agents and logical agents. More precisely, that adaptive agents dis-
card evidence in favour of general knowledge, whereas logical agents cannot
forget. Two forgetting modalities were introduced: forgetting awareness and
forgetting truth. The relation between the two types was explored and it
was shown that the models obtained from applying forgetting awareness and
from applying forgetting truth followed by raising awareness are bisimilar.
Additionally, we proved that forgetting awareness implies forgetting truth,
making it not the exact converse of raising awareness.

Awareness, raising awareness and forgetting were introduced as an at-
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tempt to bring the logical model of ARG closer to the original version of the
game. To confirm this, we defined a new translation, from ARG to ParDEOL,
and re-examined the formal properties of the adaptation operators with re-
spect to this translation. We proved that the adaptation operators are cor-
rect, complete when the ARG state consists of two agents and no longer
(partially) redundant, confirming that indeed DEOL is insufficient to cap-
ture the behavior of adaptive agents and an alternative is needed. This shows
that DEOL, and therefore DEL, is not yet a good logical model for cultural
knowledge evolution. Finally, with the notion of awareness, we explored how
awareness evolves through playing ARG and we proved that agents become
aware only of the sub-vocabularies necessary to succeed in the game, which
may not be the full vocabularies.

Contribution and Perspectives
The logical model of ARG presented in this thesis helps to understand the
properties of adaptation operators: correctness, completeness and redun-
dancy. However, it also proved challenging to model an experimental cultural
knowledge evolution game in logic, leading us to identify three differences
between adaptive agents and logical agents. We addressed two of them by
introducing awareness and modalities for raising awareness and forgetting,
which brought the logical model closer to the original ARG game and enabled
us to prove the formal properties.

Beyond the specific case of ARG, the contribution of the logical model
presented in this thesis is two-fold: (1) it shows how cultural knowledge evo-
lution can be assessed theoretically in logic and which challenges are faced in
the logic by doing so, and (2) it introduces an independent model of aware-
ness enabling agents to use different and dynamic vocabularies to express
their knowledge.

The logical model of ARG more broadly defines a theoretical model of
cultural knowledge evolution. In particular, it provides a specific methodol-
ogy to translate ontologies and alignments to agents’ knowledge and beliefs,
respectively, and to capture communication and interaction between agents
with dynamic upgrades – while respecting heterogeneity and autonomy. This
revealed the need for adjusting the logic to enable agents to use their own,
private vocabularies that are shared whenever necessary for achieving suc-
cessful communication. As such, it is in line with autonomous evolution of
heterogeneous knowledge in which agents do not wait for knowledge to be
perfect before using it and agents, or societies of agents, cannot be inter-
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rupted to upgrade their knowledge. Furthermore, we showed how to define
formal properties that could be satisfied. Of course, these are properties
of both the game and the translation, hence one must be cautious about
what the translation preserves (faithfulness). As such, this methodology can
be applied to other multi-agent knowledge evolution experiments to assess
them, bridging a very practical implementation of adaptive agents used in
simulations with a dynamic epistemic model of logical agents.

Moreover, this thesis introduces a model of awareness, enabling to model
situations in which agents use different and dynamic vocabularies to express
their knowledge representations and raising awareness is disconnected from
learning truth. This is a stand alone contribution, independent from the
ARG modeling and can be used to capture private dynamic upgrades in
logic. Such private upgrades typically violate the properties of DEL models,
in particular the reflexivity condition, and are therefore usually excluded.
Because ParDEL only requires weak reflexivity, this argument does not apply:
reflexivity cannot be violated by private upgrades. Therefore, ParDEL may
be a suitable framework to model private communication and interaction
between a group of agents.

ARG covers only relatively simple ontologies and alignments, for example
they do not involve roles, and extending the logical model to capture these
would quickly move the model into First Order Logic. However, even with the
restrictions on ontologies and alignments of ARG, quite some challenges arose
that we have tried to overcome by bringing the logical model closer to ARG,
through introducing awareness and forgetting operations. Yet, there still
remain differences between adaptive agents and logical agents. In particular,
the difference concerning local versus global reasoning: adaptive agents use
their alignments one by one, while logical agents combine all their beliefs,
coming from the translation of the alignments. A perspective is to address
this difference. Incorporating the society-of-minds approach [26, 43, 51, 78]
could benefit the logical model of ARG and bring it yet closer to its original
version. In this approach, agents are viewed as sets of different belief clusters.
Each of these clusters is locally consistent, but global inconsistencies are
not ruled out. Then, depending on the situation, agents ‘choose’ a cluster
with which to reason, temporarily forgetting about the others. This can be
compared to ARG, in which the agents use alignments one by one, depending
on the agent it is interacting with. It may therefore enable logical agents to
use their beliefs, which are translated from the alignments, one by one and
thus preventing them to combine all their beliefs together. This would be
more faithful, in particular concerning strict belief adherence (Section 3.2.2
on page 58).
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There are also perspectives of the partial logics introduced. Firstly, they
can be linked to other approaches to model awareness that do not use par-
tial valuations/interpretations, in particular to work considering higher or-
der knowledge and beliefs with respect to awareness, for example in which
agents can reason about unawareness of other agents [2, 57]. Since unaware-
ness cannot be captured directly in the language when using partial valu-
ations/interpretations, it is an open question whether a statement such as
“agent a knows that agent b is not aware of p” can be formalized and how it
compares.

Secondly, in DEL, reduction axioms are used to ‘reduce’ formulas with
dynamics, such as announcements, to a formula without dynamics recur-
sively. This is used to reduce expressivity, soundness and completeness to
the case of modal logic. In the logics of awareness discussed here, these re-
duction axioms do not translate directly. This is because preconditions are
used in a different way to determine the product update of event models
and epistemic models: the preconditions are used to select worlds that “do
not falsify it”, i.e. they either verify the precondition, or the precondition is
undefined. Since undefinedness cannot be captured on the partial logics, this
complicates reducing formulas with raising awareness modalities to formulas
without. Perhaps a three-valued approach would be useful for this purpose
and could be used to define an axiomatization for ParEAL and eventually
ParDEOL.

Thirdly, we have defined (private) raising and forgetting propositional/class
awareness modalities and used these to introduce a (private) forgetting propo-
sitional/class truth modality. However, when considering classes on ParDEOL,
there is another option for agents to forget:forgetting classifications aCpoq.
This can be interpreted as forgetting that object o belonged to C but not
forgetting C in its entirety. This could be achieved by duplicating all the
worlds in which a class C is defined, and adjusting the interpretation in this
duplicated world in such a way that if o belonged to the interpretation of
C in the initial world, it will not in the duplicated world, and vice versa.
Such a modality would then preserve all the other classifications of objects
to C, but only forgets whether or not the object o belonged to C. This could
eventually bring the logical model closer to ARG as such a modality exactly
reverses the announcement !Cbpoq.

Another perspective for ARG is to characterize expansion and relax-
ation [49]. These features allow agents to introduce new random correspon-
dences (expansion) or to use shadowed correspondences (relaxation) to im-
prove their alignments, leading to better alignments as the experiments have
shown [49]. With a formal notion of awareness, expansion could be cap-
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tured by raising awareness and conservative upgrades. Whether awareness is
enough to capture relaxation is an open question.

The Alignment Repair Game, and more generally cultural knowledge evo-
lution, can also be linked to belief revision. Indeed cultural knowledge evolu-
tion needs belief representation and belief revision when beliefs do not reveal
adapted. Although we have only studied ARG under the light of belief con-
traction, belief revision has been thoroughly considered in DEL [8,12]. There-
fore, this may be used to attack the problem of modeling cultural knowledge
evolution in logic more generally.
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Appendix A

Proofs of Faithfulness

Proof of Proposition 3.1.
(Equation 3.8)

We consider two cases: (1) τpsq has a model and (2) τpsq has no model.
Whenever (2), Equation 3.8 trivially holds: every model of τpsq (which are
zero) makes Kaφ true and therefore Oa ( φñ τpsq ( Kaφ.

Otherwise, when τpsq has a model, for any ψ P Oa, by Definition 3.5
(page 51) of the translation, Kaψ is an axiom of τpsq. This means that
for any model xM, wy of τpsq and any world v accessible for a from w,
M, v ( ψ. Now assume that τpsq * Kaφ for some φ. This means that there
exists a model xM, wy of τpsq and a world v reachable for a from w in which
M, v * φ. In such a case, the interpretation Iv at world v of M would be a
model of Oa (because, by the translation, it satisfies all axioms of Oa), thus
Oa * φ. Hence, the contraposition holds: if Oa ( φ then τpsq ( Kaφ.
(Equation 3.9)

Again, we consider the two cases: (1) τpsq has a model and (2) τpsq has
no model, and whenever (2), Equation 3.9 trivially holds: every model of
τpsq (which are zero) makes Baγ true and therefore Aab ( γ ñ τpsq ( Baγ.

Otherwise, when τpsq has a model, for any ψ P Oa, Kaψ P τpsq (Def-
inition 3.5 on page 51), so τpsq ( Baψ. In addition, for any γ1 P Aab,
Baγ

1^Bbγ
1 is an axiom of τpsq (Definition 3.5 on page 51). This means that

for any model xM, wy of τpsq and any world v most plausible for a from w,
M, v ( ψ and M, v ( γ1. Now assume that τpsq * Baγ for some correspon-
dence γ. This means that there exists a model xM, wy of τpsq and a world
v that is considered most plausible for a from w in which M, v * γ. In such
a case, the interpretation Iv of M at v would be an extension of a model of
Oa to CaY Cb (because by the translation it satisfies all axioms of Oa and all
correspondences of Aab), thus Aab *a γ. Hence, the contraposition holds: if
Aab (a γ then τpsq ( Baγ.
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Proof of Lemma 3.1.
We need to show that @a P A, @b P Aztau, @φa P Oa, @γ P Aab: Ms, ws (
Kapφaq ^ Bapγq. Hence, that @φa P Oa: Ms, ws ( φa and Ms, wa ( φa and
(2) @γ P Aab: Ms, wa ( γ.

[Ms, ws ( φa] At ws, the interpretation is such that it assigns to each
class C the standard interpretation Îa for agent a such that C P Ca. And
because by construction the standard interpretation Îa for Oa satisfies each
φa in Oa: Ms, ws ( φa.

[Ms, wa ( φa ^ γ] At wa, the interpretation is I 1a, an extension of Ia
of Oa to

Ť

aPA Ca such that Ia (a Aab for each b P Aztau. This means
that (1) I 1a satisfies all φa in Oa, because Ia does, and (2) I 1a satisfies all
the alignments involving a. Hence, @φa P Oa: Ms, wa ( φa, and @γ P
Ť

bPAztauAab: Ms, wa ( γ.
Therefore each agent knows her ontology and believes her alignments and

so xMs, wsy is a model of τpsq.

Proof of Proposition 3.2.
(if) Assume that s is an ARG state for a set of agents A with locally

consistent alignments. This means that, for each agent a there is a local
model Ia for Oa of the alignments involving a, i.e. of

Ť

bPAztauAab. Thus
there is an extension I 1a of Ia that locally satisfies all γ P

Ť

bPAztauAab and
all φa P Oa. We need to show that τpsq has a model. Let xMs, wsy be as
defined in Definition 3.6 (page 55), then, by Lemma 3.1, xMs, wsy is a model
of τpsq.
(only if) Assume that s is an ARG state for a set of agents A such that s
does not have locally consistent alignments. Thus, there is an agent a P A
for which there exists no local model Ia for Oa of the alignments involving
a. In other words, for each model Ia of Oa, there exists no extension I 1a that
satisfies Aab for each b P Aztau. Now suppose, towards a contradiction, that
there is a model xM, wy of τpsq. Then, by the translation, it must be that
@γ P

Ť

bPAztauAab: M, w ( Baγ. Thus, each correspondence in an alignment
involving a must be true at any of the most plausible worlds v for a from w.
In addition, @φ P Oa, again by the translation, it holds that M, w ( Kaφ.
I.e. φ should be true in all accessible worlds for a from w, and, in particular,
at v. This means that the interpretation Iv at world v must be a model of
Oa and therefore, since s is not locally consistent, no extension of Iv exists
that locally satisfies all the alignments involving a. But then it cannot be
the case that all correspondences @γ P

Ť

bPAztauAab are true at v. Hence, we
arrive at a contradiction. Thus there is no such model.

To prove Proposition 3.3, first a property of standard interpretations
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(Definition 2.5 on page 14) is proven: for two different classes C,D, if the
standard interpretation of D is an extension of that of C, the reverse cannot
hold. This is true because ARG ontologies are constructed as dichotomic
trees.

Lemma A.1. For each locally consistent ARG state s and for each standard
model of τpsq, for every ARG ontology Oa over signature xCa,Dy and for
every two classes C,D P Ca: if C Î Ď DÎ and C ‰ D then DÎ Ę C Î .

Proof. By Definition 3.6 (page 55), any class C,D P C are different and their
interpretation is not empty. Hence, there is at least an object o P D such that
o P C Î and, given that C Î Ď DÎ , o P DÎ . By definition of ARG ontologies
(Definition 2.2(4) on page 12), for any o P D, there is a unique Co P C
such that Copoq P Oa. Hence, o P C Î means that either (a) C “ Co or (b)
DC 1, C2 P C; C 1 Ď C P O, C2 Ď C P O, and o P C 1Î and o R C 1Î (because
C 1 ‘ C2 P Oa, Definition 2.2(3) on page 12). By induction, this means that
there is a chain of classes C1, C2, . . . , Cn P Ca with Ci Ď Ci`1 P Oa, C1 “ C
and Cn “ Co. The same holds true for D. Moreover ([19]), there is a unique
chain C1, C2, . . . , Cn P Ca with Ci Ď Ci`1 P Oa, C1 “ Co and Cn “ J. Since
this also holds true for C and D, this means that they both belong to this
chain (Di, j P r1, ns such that Ci “ C and Cj “ D and i ‰ j because C ‰ D).
Now, if i ą j, then C Ď C 1, C Ď C2 and C 1 ‘ C2 (Definition 2.2(3) on
page 12). Assume, w.l.o.g., that Ci´1 “ C 1 this means that C2Î Ď C Î and
C2Î Ę C 1Î , but since i ą j, this means that C2Î Ę DÎ , thus C Î Ę DÎ which
contradicts the hypothesis. Hence, j ą i then D Ď D1, D Ď D2 and D1‘D2
(Definition 2.2(3) on page 12). Assume, again w.l.o.g., that Di´1 “ D1 this
means that D2Î Ď DÎ and D2Î Ę D1Î , but since j ą i, this means that
D2Î Ę C Î , thus DÎ Ę C Î .

Proof of Proposition 3.3.
We assume that τpsq ( Kaφ for an ARG state s that is locally consistent

and have to show that Oa ( φ.
[φ “ Cpoq] Consider that τpsq ( KapCpoqq. There exists a unique D

such that Dpoq P Oa (Definition 2.2(4) on page 12) and hence Oa ( Dpoq.
If C “ D, then the statement is proven. Otherwise one of the following
holds: (i) Oa ( C Ď D, (ii) Oa ( D Ď C or (iii) Oa ( C ‘ D ([19]).
Case (i) is impossible because, since C and D are different, D cannot be
the (unique) most specific class of object o. In case (iii), by the forward
direction, τpsq ( KapC ‘Dq and τpsq ( KapDpoqq. Hence, in every pointed
model xM, wy of τpsq and at each world v accessible for a from w, oIv P CIv ,
oIv P DIv , and CIv X DIv “ H. There can exist no such interpretation.
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Thus case (ii) holds, which means that Oa ( D Ď C, which together with
Oa ( Dpoq entails Oa ( Cpoq.

[φ “ CRD] Next, consider that φ states the relation between two classes
C and D, where τpsq ( Kapφq. If C “ D, it is clear that τpsq ( KapC Ď Dq,
τpsq ( KapD Ď Cq and τpsq * KapC ‘ Dq (because in a model xM, wy of
τpsq and in any world v accessible for a from w, the interpretation of the
class will be the same and non-empty) and for the same reasons, it is clear
that Oa ( C Ď D, Oa ( D Ď C and Oa * C ‘D.

Otherwise (C ‰ D), we know that ([19]) Oa ( ψ for either (i) ψ “ C Ď D,
(ii) ψ “ D Ď C or (iii) ψ “ C ‘ D, and (from the forward direction)
τpsq ( Kapψq. In addition, the interpretation of C and D cannot be empty
([19]) so there exists o, o1 P D such that Oa ( Cpoq and Oa ( Dpo1q and thus
(by the forward direction) τpsq ( KapCpoqq ^ KapDpo

1qq. Hence, in each
model xM, wy of τpsq and in each world v accessible for a from w, M, v ( φ,
M, v ( ψ, and M, v ( Cpoq ^Dpo1q.

• If φ “ C‘D, then the interpretation Iv cannot be such that ψ “ C Ď D
or ψ “ D Ď C because otherwise CIv X DIv would contain either oIv

or o1Iv . Hence, it must be that ψ “ C ‘D and thus Oa ( C ‘D.

• If φ “ C Ď D, then like before no interpretation can accommodate
ψ “ C‘D. To exclude ψ “ D Ď C, we show that there exists a model
xM, wy of τpsq such that M, w * KapD Ď Cq. Because then, by the
forward direction (Proposition 3.1), also Oa * D Ď C and Oa ( C Ď D
([19]). Since s is locally consistent, we can construct a DEOL model
xMs, wsy of s (Definition 3.6 on page 55) such that Ms, ws ( τpsq
and Ms, ws ( KapC Ď Dq, i.e. CIw Ď DIw for each w P tws, wau –
in particular ws. Because CIws “ CIa and DIws “ DIa it follows that
CIa Ď DIa . Hence, by Lemma A.1, DIa Ę CIa and thus DIws Ę CIws .
In other words, Ms, ws * D Ď C, Ms, ws * KapD Ď Cq and thus
τpsq * KapD Ď Cq. Hence Oa ( C Ď D.

• Finally, if φ “ D Ď C, exchanging the symbols C and D in the previous
case completes the proof.
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Résumé

Pour raisonner et parler du monde, les agents peuvent utiliser leurs pro-
pres vocabulaires distincts, structurés en représentations de connaissances,
également appelées ontologies. Afin de communiquer, ils utilisent des aligne-
ments : des traductions entre les termes de leurs ontologies. Cependant,
les ontologies peuvent changer, nécessitant que leurs alignements évoluent en
conséquence. L’évolution culturelle et expérimentale de la connaissancee offre
un cadre pour étudier les mécanismes de l’évolution de leurs connaissances.
Il a été appliqué à l’évolution des alignements dans le jeu de réparation
d’alignement (ARG).

Des expériences ont montré que, grâce à ARG, les agents améliorent
leurs alignements et parviennent à une communication réussie. Pourtant,
ces expériences ne sont pas suffisantes pour établir les propriétés formelles de
l’évolution des connaissances culturelles.

Cette thèse jette un pont entre l’évolution culturelle de la connaissance et
une modèle théorique de l’évolution culturelle de la connaissance en logique.
Ceci est réalisé en introduisant la Logique épistémique dynamique d’ontologies
(DEOL) et en définissant une traduction fidèle de ARG en DEOL qui (a) en-
code les ontologies, (b) fait correspondre les ontologies et les alignements
des agents aux connaissances et aux croyances, et (c) capture les opérateurs
d’adaptation à travers les annonces et les mises à jour conservatrices. Ce
modèle montre que tous les opérateurs d’adaptation sauf un sont corrects,
qu’ils sont incomplets et que certains sont partiellement redondants.

Trois différences entre les agents ARG et leur modèle logique expliquent
ces résultats, conduisant à un modèle de conscience indépendant basé sur
des évaluations partielles et des relations faiblement réflexives. Un modèle
alternatif d’ARG est alors défini sous lequel les propriétés formelles sont
réexaminées, montrant que ce modèle est plus proche du jeu original. Il
s’agit d’un premier pas vers la définition d’un modèle théorique d’évolution
des connaissances culturelles.
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Abstract

To reason and talk about the world, agents may use their own distinct vo-
cabularies, structured into knowledge representations, also called ontologies.
In order to communicate, they use alignments: translations between terms of
their ontologies. However, ontologies may change, requiring their alignments
to evolve accordingly. Experimental cultural evolution offers a framework to
study the mechanisms of their knowledge evolution. It has been applied to
the evolution of alignments in the Alignment Repair Game (ARG).

Experiments have shown that, through ARG, agents improve their align-
ments and reach successful communication. Yet, these experiments are not
sufficient to understand the formal properties of cultural knowledge evolu-
tion.

This thesis bridges experimental cultural knowledge evolution with a the-
oretical model of cultural knowledge evolution in logic. This is achieved by
introducing Dynamic Epistemic Ontology Logic and defining a faithful trans-
lation of ARG in DEOL that (a) encodes the ontologies, (b) maps agents’
ontologies and alignments to knowledge and beliefs, and (c) captures the
adaptation operators through announcements and conservative upgrades.
This model shows that all but one adaptation operator are correct, they
are incomplete and some are partially redundant.

Three differences between the ARG agents and their logical model explain
these results, leading to an independent model of awareness based on partial
valuations and weakly reflexive relations. An alternative model of ARG is
then defined under which the formal properties are re-examined, showing
that this model is closer to the original game. This is a first step towards
defining a theoretical model of cultural knowledge evolution.
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